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PREFACE

Since the theory of continuous groups of transformations was inaugu-

rated by S. Lie and F. Engel, the groups of motions in Riemannian

spaces were studied by L. Bianchi, G. Fubini, W. Killing, G. Ricci

and others.

On the other hand, the idea of spaces with a linear connexion was

introduced by E. Cartan, J. A. Schouten and H. Weyl and the affine

and projective motions in these spaces were first considered by L. P.

Eisenhart and M. S. Knebelman.

In 1931, W. Slebodzinski introduced a new differential operator,

later called by D. van Dantzig that of Lie derivation, which can be

applied to scalars, vectors, tensors and affine connexions and which

proved to be a powerful instrument in the study of groups of auto-

morphisms. Using this operator, D. van Dantzig showed that his n-

dimensional projective space described by n + 1 homogeneous curvi-

linear coordinates can be regarded as an (n + 1)-dimensional space

with a linear connexion which admits a one-parameter group of affine

motions. He applied also the idea of Lie derivation to physics.

Since then the deformations of curves, subspaces and spaces themselves

as well as groups of motions, affine motions, projective motions and

conformal motions were extensively studied by L. Berwald, E. Cartan,

N. Coburn, E. T. Davies, P. Dienes, A. Duschek, L. P. Eisenhart, F. A.

Ficken, H. A. Hayden, V. Hlavaty, E. R. van Kampen, M. S. Knebel-

man, T. Levi-Civita, J. Levine, W. Mayer, A. J. McConnel, A. D. Michal,

H. P. Robertson, S. Sasaki, J. A. Schouten, J. L. Synge, A. H. Taub,

H. C. Wang, the present author and others.

The Lie derivatives of general geometric objects were studied by A.

Nijenhuis, Y. Tashiro and the present author.

It is now a well-known fact that, if an w-dimensional space admits

a group of motions, affine motions, projective motions or conformal

motions of the maximum order $n(n+l), n*+n t ri*+2n or %(n+l)(n+2)

respectively, the space is of constant curvature, affinely flat, projectively

Euclidean or conformally Euclidean.

In 1947, I. P. Egorov began the study of spaces which have a non-
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vanishing curvature tensor and which admit a group of automorphisms
of the maximum order. Investigations in this direction were carried out

by Y. Muto, G. Vranceanu, H. C. Wang and the present author.

Chapters I VII of the present book are devoted to the above-

mentioned publications.

The automorphisms in Finsler spaces, Cartan spaces, general affine

and projective spaces of geodesies and general affine and projective

spaces of ^-spreads were studied also very extensively by the use of

Lie derivatives by R. S. Clark, E. T. Davies, H. Hiramatu, Y. Katsu-

rada, M. S. Knebelman, D. D. Kosambi, B. Laptev, Gy. Soos, B. Su,

K. Takano, H. C. Wang, the present author and others. Chapter VIII

contains the theory of Lie derivatives and its applications in these spaces.

Chapter IX is devoted to the study of global properties of the groups

of motions in a compact orientable Riemannian space. The method

used in this Chapter is due to S. Bochner and A. Lichnerowicz.

The last Chapter is devoted to a brief exposition on the almost complex

spaces and to some problems which can be dealt with by the use of Lie

derivatives.

There is a tendency of developing the theory of Lie derivatives from

the point of view of the theory of fibre bundles. But such an investigation

has just been started and it seems to the author that it is still premature
to give an exposition of the results already obtained. We only refer to

the recent papers by R. S. Palais, N. H. Kuiper and the present author.

The bibliography at the end of the book contains only the papers

and books quoted in the text and those of which the author may suppose
that they are of interest for the readers.

The author wishes to express here his hearty thanks to Prof. J. A.

Schouten who read the manuscript and gave many valuable suggestions.

The author wishes to thank also the editors of Bibliotheca Mathematica,

Prof. D. van Dantzig, Prof. J. de Groot and Prof. N. G. de Bruijn for

their most agreeable collaboration.

The author appreciates very much the kind help from his Dutch

friends at the Mathematical Centre and the University of Amsterdam.

Miss P. Brouwer looked through the manuscript and improved the

English of the text. The author's sincere thanks go to all of them.

Amsterdam, April 14, 1955 KENTARO YANO
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1. Motions in a Riemannian space.

Consider an w-dimensional Riemannian space Vn
l of class Cw 2

covered by a set of neighbourhoods with coordinates f
x and endowed

with the fundamental quadratic differential form

(1.1) ds2

where the Greek indices x, X, (x, v, ... run over the range J, 2, . . ., n.

We write (x) to denote the system of coordinates f
x

.

In the Vn referred to (x), we consider a point transformation

(1.2) T:T = /*(r); Det^^O
of class Cw 5 which establishes a one-to-one correspondence between the

points of a region R and those of some other region 'R t where 3X stands

for the partial derivation 3/9f
x

.

During this point transformation, a point f
x in J? is carried to a point

T in '# and a point f
x + df

x
in /? to a point

'* + rf'f
x
in '/?.

1 In principle, we follow, throughout the book, the standard notations which

appear in the recent book by SCHOUTEN [8]. The number in parentheses refers to

the Bibliography at the end of the book.
2 A function is said to be of class CT in some region if it is continuous and has

continuous derivatives with respect to the coordinates up to the order r at each

point of the region, and it is said to be of class Cw if it is analytic. A space is said

to be of class Cr
(C") if it can be covered by a set of coordinate neighbourhoods

in such a way that the transformation of coordinates in an overlapping domain is

represented by functions of class Cr
(C") in that domain.

3 We adopt the summation convention : If an index appears twice in a term once

as a subscript and once as superscript, summation has to be effected on the range
of the index.

4 The gxx() means the value of #Xx at the point f whose coordinates with respect
to (x) are x

. The /*(
v
) in (1.2) denotes n functions of coordinates v

.

5 A point transformation is said to be of class Cr
(C

01
)

if the functions defining
it are of class Cr

(C").

1
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If the distance d's between two displaced points
'* and 'f

x + d'g*

is always equal to the distance between the two original points
x and

|
x + dt;*, the point transformation (1.2) is called a motion 1 or an iso-

metry in the V n .

Now in order to formulate the condition for (1.2) to be a motion in a

Vn ,
we proceed as follows:

The point transformation T carries a point f
x
in R to a point

' x
in 'R

and consequently the point transformation T~ l inverse to T carries

the point
' x

in 'R to the point
x
in R. With this inverse point trans-

formation T- 1
: 'f -> f , we can associate a coordinate transformation

(x)
-> (x') such that the transform in R of a point in '/? by T~ l has the

same coordinates with respect to (x') as the original point in 'R had

with respect to (x). This coordinate transformation is given by the

equation

(1.3) !*' = '!*
2

that is

(1.4) r' = /
x
(o.

This process (x) ->
(x') is called the dragging along of the coordinate

system (x) by the point transformation 7'" 1
:

'

->f and (x') is called

the coordinate system dragged along by T~ l
.

By this dragging along of (x) the d'g* at
' x becomes dg* at f

x/ and

we have

(1.5)

Now the distance d's between ' x and 'f
x

-}- d'f
x

is given by

(1.6) d's*

and the distance ds between |
x and f

x + dg* is given by (1.1). But in

the coordinate system (x'), (1.1) can be written as

(1.7) . ,.., ,- ds* =

where ^

(1-8) gxvd
? '

1
Following this definition, the reflexion is a motion.

1 Cf. SCHOUTEN [8], p. 102. This is written more elaborately f
x/ = Sjf'^ where

8j' is the general Kronecker delta. In all cases where no ambiguity can arise, we

drop the symbol 8' for the sake of shortness.
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Thus comparing (1.6) with (1.7) and taking account of (1.5), 'we have

(1.9) xx(') - xv()

for a motion in the Vn .

Now the field gXx() is given at each point | of the space and conse-

quently we have the field gXx('f) at '$ in 'R. Starting from this field

?xx(') at '> we form a new field 'gxx() at f in /? in the following way:
We define a new field 'gXx(f) at f in R as a field whose components

'x'x'() wfth respect to (x') at each point in R are equal to the gXx('f)
at the corresponding point '$ in 'R, that is,

Since

we have from (1.4) and (1.10),

This process gXx -> 'gXx is called the dragging along of the field gXx by
the point transformation T~ l and the field 'gXx is called the field dragged

along. We say also that the point transformation T~ l has deformed the

tensor gXx into 'gXx and we call 'gXx the deformed tensor of gXx by T~ l
.

Now comparing (1.9) with (1.10) we have

(1-12) '&*(*)= &v()

with respect to (x') and

(1-13) '&x(D = &x()

with respect to (x) for a motion in Vn . Hence we have

THEOREM 1.1. In order that (1.2) be a motion in a Fn , it is necessary

and sufficient that the transformation '! -> do not deform the fundamental
tensor of the Vn .

We call 'gXx gXx the Lie difference of gXx with respect to (1.2). The

Lie difference of gXx is a tensor of the same type as gXx , because it is the

difference of two tensors of this type. In order that (1.2) be a motion

in a VH ,
it is necessary and sufficient that the Lie difference of the

fundamental tensor of Vn with respect to (1.2) vanish.

We now consider the case in which the point transformation (1.2)

is an infinitesimal one

(1.14)
'* = $*
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where wx is a contravariant vector field and dt is an infinitesimal. For

the coordinate transformation (1.4) we have

from which

up to infinitesimals of the first order with respect to' dt. In the following

we shall always neglect quantities of an order higher than the first with

respect to dt. Of course the equalities (1.14) and (1.16) should be written

with the use of the sign
* l because they are only valid for special co-

ordinate systems. But we may accept as a general rule that * will be

dropped in cases where no ambiguity can arise.

Substituting (1.16) in (1.11), we find

from which

(1.17) 'ft,
=

Thus we have

THEOREM 1.2. In order that (1.14) be a motion in a Vnt it is necessary

and sufficient that

(1.18) i^ft, + g^tf + &P8X = 0.

We call

(1.19)

1 The sign
* is used to emphasize the fact that an equation is only valid or

that its validity is only asserted for the coordinate system or coordinate systems

occuring explicitly in the formula itself. Cf. SCHOUTEN [8], p. 2.

2 In the coordinate system (x') which only differs infinitesimally from (x), this

equation can be written as

But as fi stated below, #Xx is a tensor and consequently
V

ftv dt = A\b 8** dt
= K^dt + (term of higher order),

V V V

from which

&* =**.(' -xv(fl-
v

This is the usual definition of the Lie derivative. See YANO [13].
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the Lie differential of gXx with respect to (1.14) or with respect to the

vector field v
x and gXx the Lie derivative l of gXx .

V

The Lie differential of gXx is a tensor of the same type as gXx . Thus

the Lie derivative of gXx is also a tensor of the same type.

In fact, using the relations

we can write the Lie derivative of g^ in the form

(1.20)

which shows explicitly the tensor character of

Thus we have v

THEOREM 1.3. In order that (1.14) be a motion in a Vn it is necessary

and sufficient that the Lie derivative of gXx with respect to (1.14) vanish:

(1-22) gxx
= 2V

(,t>x)
= 0.

V

The equation (1.22) is called after Killing
6 and a vector field satis-

fying a Killing equation is called a Killing vector.

Myers and Steenrod 7
proved

THEOREM 1.4. Any closed group of motions in a Vn of class Cr
(r ;> 2)

is a Lie group of motions.

1 The name "Lie derivative" was introduced by VAN DANTZIG [2, 3].
2 We use the notations 8<D and V^O to denote the covariant differential and the

covariant derivative of O respectively. Cf. SCHOUTEN [8], p. 124.

3 The {} denotes the Christoffel symbol: {^Vp
(VxP + ^np

Cf. SCHOUTEN [8], p. 132.

4 The round brackets denote the symmetric part, e.g. 2V^vxj

= Vxvx +
while the square brackets denote the alternating part, e.g. rg^ = i(rj[x
Cf. SCHOUTEN [8J, p. 14.

5 In the following we distinguish the contravariant, covariant and mixed com-

ponents of a tensor by the position of the indices, the same kernel being used in all

cases. Cf. SCHOUTEN [8], p. 44.

8 KILLING [1].
7 MYERS and STEENROD [1].
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2. Affine motions in a space with a linear connexion.

We consider in this section ^-dimensional space L n
l
provided with

a linear connexion r^(). In an Ln the parallelism between a vector

u* at a point
x and a vector u* + du* at a point f

x + ^f
x

is defined by

(2. 1
)

Swx ^f
rfw

x + F^ w
x#* = 0.

When we effect a point transformation (1.2), the differentials d* at x

are transformed into the differentials

(2.2) <*T--^f

at
' x

- Now if we make the condition that the vector wx at x
is trans-

formed from x to 'f
x in the same way as the linear elements d* at

x
,

then the corresponding vector at
'

is

m *

(2.3)

When a point transformation (1.2) transforms any pair of parallel

vectors into a pair of parallel vectors, (1.2) is called an affine motion 2

in an L n .

For an affine motion, we must have

77t fn m

(2.4) 8wx('f) ^ du*(') + rx
x('f)

x
('|)rf'P

= 0.

Now we introduce the coordinate transformation f
x/

'f
x

. Then

with respect to (*') dragged along by T~ l
:

'

->, the equation (2.1)

can be written as

(2.5) s^x/ ^f^x
'(^) + rx

:v(i)w
x
'(i)rfp'

=, o,

where

(2.6) wx'(f) = Atu()
and

(2.7) rn:x.(i)
= (A$.

and (2.3) can now be written as

(2.8) *(')

1 An ^-dimensional space with a linear connexion is called an Ln . Cf . SCHOUTEN

[8], p. 125.
2 An affine motion was first defined by SLEBODZINSKI [2].
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m
From this we see that wx ('f) is exactly the field value at 'f

x
of the field

wx dragged along by -> f '.

Hence, from (2.4) and (2.5), we have

(2.9) rk('*)
= r x,(i)

as the necessary and sufficient condition for an affine motion in an L n .

We now define a new linear connexion T*.x(f)
in R as a linear connexion

whose components T'v (f) with respect to (x') are equal to the F x ('f)

at the corresponding point
'

in '/?, that is

(2.10) Tx
:v (i)

d^r^)
with respect to (x').

Since

we have, from f* = /*() and (2.10),

(2.ii) (wr^d) - a/mniw) +
This process FJ^ -> Tj^ is called the dragging along of the linear

connexion F x by the point transformation
' -> f and Tj^ is called the

linear connexion dragged along. We say also that the point transformation

has deformed the linear connexion r*^ into Tx
x and we call TJ^ the

deformed linear connexion of F x .

Now comparing (2.9) with (2.10), we find

(2.12) '^(5) = r^.(5)

with respect to (x
7

)
and

(2.13) T^(fi)
= ^(f)

with respect to (x) for an affine motion in an Ln . Hence we have

THEOREM 2.1. In order that (1.2) be an affine motion in an L H it is

necessary and sufficient that the transformation
' -> f do not deform

the linear connexion of L n .

We call T^x T^ the Lie difference of F^ with respect to (1.2).

The Lie difference of Fx
x is the difference of two linear connexions and

consequently it is a mixed tensor of contravariant valence 1 and co-

variant valence 2. In order that (1.2) be an affine motion in an L n it is

necessary and sufficient that the Lie difference of the linear connexion

with respect to (1.2) vanish.

We next consider the case in which the point transformation (1.2)
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becomes an infinitesimal one (1.14). Substituting (1.16) in (2.1 1), we find

from which

(2.14) Tk =

Thus we have

THEOREM 2.2. 7n order that (\. 14) be an a/fine motion in an L nt it is

necessary and sufficient thai

(2.15) a^i? + if a.i^
- F^pf* + r*x 9,x + r*

p
8x *,> = o.

We call

(2.16)

the Lie differential of F x with respect to (1.14) or with respect to the

vector v
x and T^ the Lie derivative of Fj^.

V

The Lie differential and the Lie derivative of F^ are mixed tensors

of contravariant valence 1 and of covariant valence 2.

In fact putting

(2. 17) ^ Vx ** + 25
pX
^p = ax u* + F^x ^,

we can write the Lie derivative of F in the form

(2.18)

which shows explicitly its tensor character. In these formulae 5^ and

Jff^x*
are respectively the torsion tensor and the curvature tensor of

the space:

(2.19) V^ru
(2.20) R^ tg 29

[vr^ + 2rrv|Pl r*
jx

.

Thus we have

THEOREM 2.3. In order that (1.14) be an a/fine motion in an Ln ,

it is necessary and sufficient that the Lie derivative of FJ^ with respect

to (1.14) vanish:

(2-21)

1 The remark made in the footnote 2 of p. 4 on #Xx is also valid for
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When the linear connexion Tj^ is symmetric the space L n is called an

A n .
1 In an A n the linear connexion determines geodesies by means of

the equation

and this equation also determines on each geodesic an a/fine parameter
s but for an affine transformation with constant coefficients.

Conversely when a system of geodesies and affine parameters on

them are given by (2.22), a linear connexion is uniquely determined by
the coefficients T^.
Thus it is evident that an affine motion in an A n carries a geodesic

into a geodesic and does not change the affine parameter on it but for

an affine transfoi mation with constant coefficients. Conversely a point

transformation which carries every geodesic into a geodesic and leaves

invariant the affine parameter on it but for an affine transformation

with constant coefficients is an affine motion in the A n . Thus we have

THEOREM 2.4. In order that a point transformation (1.2) in an A n

change every geodesic into a geodesic and every affine parameter into an

affine parameter, it is necessary and sufficient that (1.2) be an affine

motion in the A n .
2

In an A n , the Lie derivative P^^ of F x can be written as

(2.23)

Nomizu 3
proved

THEOREM 2.5. The group of affine motions in a complete Ln of class

C is a Lie group.

3. Lie derivatives of scalars, vectors and tensors.

In the preceding sections, we have seen some examples of Lie deri-

vatives. In the present section, we define systematically Lie derivatives

of scalars, vectors and tensors.

1 Cf. SCIIOUTEN [8], p. 126.

2 Some authors call an affine motion in an A n an affine collineation.

3 NOMIZU [1]. An Ln is said to be complete if every geodesic can be extended for

any large value of the affine parameter on it.
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Take a scalar field p() in an ^-dimensional space Xn and consider

an infinitesimal point transformation

(3.1) T: 'ff*
= e* + irdt.

The dragging along (x) -> (x') of the coordinate system (x) by the

infinitesimal point transformation T~ l
: '| -> inverse to T is given by

(3.2)
x' = r + v

x^.

We define a new scalar field '$(!) at f as a scalar field whose compo-
nents with respect to (x') at each point f is equal to />(') at the corre-

sponding point ', that is,

(3.3) Wf)?**('*)

with respect to (x'). But since
'/>
and p are both scalar fields, the equation

(3.3) is valid also with respect to (x).

The process p() ->
'/>(!) is the dragging along of the scalar field by

jT" 1
:

' -
^ and '/>() is the scalar field dragged along.

From (3.3) we have

(3.4)

We call

(3.5)

the Lie differential of the scalar field p with respect to (3.1), and

(3.6)

the Lie derivative of p. We call 'p
= p + pdt the deformed scalar of p.

V

Take next a contravariant vector field u*(g) in Xn .

We define a new contravariant vector field 'w
x
(f) at as a field whose

components V() with respect to (x
;

)
at f are equal to the x

('f) at the

corresponding point
'

, that is,

(3.7) V'O^wTfl
with respect to (x'). Since

V(f) = ^' Mf

(f)i

we have from (3.2) and (3.7)
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from which

(3.8) '*(*) - "(!) +
We call

(3.9) "<^ '"(*)-"(*)

the Litf differential of the contravariant vector field
x with respect

to (3.1) and

(3.10)

the Lig derivative of wx . We call
'* = u* + u*dt the deformed contra-

variant vector of wx .

v

The Lie differential u*dt is a contravariant vector because it is the
V

difference between two contravariant vectors. Thus the Lie derivative

u* is also a contravariant vector.
V

In fact, when Xn is provided with a linear connexion (3.10) can be

written also as (cf. 2.17)

(3.11)

which shows explicitly the vector character of u*.

V

The Lie derivative of a contravariant vector with respect to an infini-

tesimal transformation can be defined whenever the field value of the

contravariant vector at the transformed point is defined. We give an

important example.
When a curve is given by its parametric expression f

x
(2), the tangent

is defined at each point !F(z) on the curve. By an infinitesimal
dz

point transformation f
x

-*
7 x = f

x + iPffldt, the curve ^(z) is trans-

dg*
formed into the curve 'g*(z) and the tangent

- at f
x
(z) into the tangent

d'*
dz

at
f

*(z) provided that the parameter z is not changed by the
dz

transformation. ,.x

To find the Lie derivative of we proceed as follows. We define
dz
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7 rff* \
a new contravariant vector ( ) at f as a vector whose components
V rff*' \

\ dz /
d,p.

I 1 with respect to (x') at f are equal to the at the corre-
\ dz I dz

spending point
'

, that is,

>

\ dz

with respect to (x'). Since

we find

from which

dz dz

Y
dn - ^ rfrl *L
\dzj~ x

"~dz
"

rfz
'

because 2 is supposed to be invariant during the point transformation,

Take next a covariant vector field M>X() in Xn . We define a new co-

variant vector field 'ze\(l) at as a field whose components
;

z0v() with

respect to (x
;

)
at f are equal to ze>x(') at the corresponding point 'f,

that is,

(3.14) X-(*)^ *(')

with respect to (x'). We call

(3.15)

the L^ differential of the covariant vector field e#x with respect to (3.1)

and call

(3.16)

the Lie derivative of wx . w^ is a covariant vector and 'z0x
V

is called the deformed covariant vector of ze>x .
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Van Dantzig
l showed that the equations of motion of a dynamical

system, found by variation of fdA = fp^d^ can be written in a very

simple form px = 0. The equations of motions are

(3.17) dpi
- SdA/d^ = 0.

But, following Euler's condition, the px are homogeneous of degree

zero in the rff
x

. Hence

and consequently, the equation of motion (3.17) is equivalent with

(3.18)

Now, if we put

we have

(3.19)

from which

(3.20) (

Thus (3.18) can be written as

(3.21) h = W*h + PAir = 0''
V

If the Xn is provided with a linear connexion (3.16) can be written as

(3.22)

which also shows the vector character of
V

Quite similarly the Lie differential and the Lie derivative of a general

tensor, for instance, P^ are defined by

(3.23)

where

(3.24)

1 VAN DANTZIG [4].
2 Van Dantzig showed also a beautiful application of the Lie derivatives in

thermo-hydrodynamics of perfectly perfect fluids. See VAN DANTZIG [5].
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and consequently

---.
(8*
- a

p

x

+ v
v
av

- ay dt) x

- p* a

that is,

(3.25)

Thus the Lie derivative of a tensor Pf^ with respect to (3. 1) is given by

(3.26)

or

(3.27)

which shows the tensor character of the Lie derivative.

Finally the Lie derivative of a general tensor density, for example,

*P^ of weight w can be found to be

(3.28) #*u = f
v

or

(3.29)

which shows that is a tensor density of the same type as

From (3.29) it follows that the following rules, hold for the application

of the Lie derivation to quantities:
l

1 . The Lie derivative of a sum of quantities of the same kind is equal

to the sum of the Lie derivatives of the summands.

2. The Lie derivative of a contraction is equal to the contraction of

the Lie derivative.

3. For a product or a transvection of two quantities O and T, the rule

of Leibniz

holds.

1 By quantities we mean here scalars, vectors, tensors and tensor densities.

Cf. SCHOUTEN [8], p. 6.
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4. The Lie derivative of a linear connexion.

When we consider in an L n an infinitesimal point transformation

(4.1) 'f^F + iftft,

the deform of a contravariant vector u* is defined by

(4.2) V() f

?5f "('*)

and that of the linear connexion Fj^ by

(4.3) T-:V(|)
** r-xCf)

If we now denote by 8 the covariant differential with respect to

rx and by '8 the covariant differential with respect to Tj^, we have

'SV(I) = rfV(I) + T

On the other hand, for the deform of 8
x

, we have

'(8u*'(i))
= Sw^'l).

From these two equations, we have.

(4.4) '8V = '(8
x

')

holding with respect to every coordinate system and consequently

(4.5) '8(
x + u*dt) = 8wx + 8u*dt

V V

with respect to (x). Thus we have

THEOREM 4.1. The covariant differential of the deform of a contra-

variant vector with respect to the deformed linear connexion is equal to the

deform of the covariant differential of the vector with respect to the original

linear connexion.

Since

'8(* + u*dt) = d(u* + udt)
V V

= 8* + 8u*dt
V

we have from (4.5)

(4.6)
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Taking account of (3.13), we have from (4.6)

(4.7)

Formula (4.7) can be generalized for a covariant vector o>x and for a

general tensor Pf^ as follows:

(4.8)

(4.9)
vvp^ - .

From these equations we have

THEOREM 4.2.2 In order that (4.1) be an affine motion in an Ln , it is

necessary and sufficient that the covariant differentiation and the Lie

derivation with respect to (4.1) be commutative.

Now since the deformed linear connexion is given by

(4.10) TJx

it follows immediately that

(4.11)

It is also evident that the deformed curvature tensor is given by

(4.12)

In fact substituting (4.10) into

we find

(4.13) 'Rtf = R

2T*
VJP|T ]X ,

1 This equation can be deduced also by a direct calculation without using (3.13).
2 W. SLEBODZINSKI [1,2].
a E. T. DAVIES [1J.
4 PALATINI [1].
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= ifV,*^ - *;^p

* + l^itf + StfV* +

V V

The equations (4.13) and (4.14) prove (4.12)
3

.

17

On the other hand, by virtue of the Ricci identity
l

:

and of the second Bianchi identity
2

:

we find

or

(4.14)

1 SCHOUTEN [8], p. 139.
2 SCHOUTEN [8] p. 146.
8 DAVIES [1].



CHAPTER II

LIE DERIVATIVES OF GENERAL GEOMETRIC OBJECTS

1. Geometric objects.

Consider an w-dimensional space Xn of class Cu
. An object which has

the following properties is called a geometric object of class p (^ n).
1

(i)
In each coordinate system (x), it has a well determined set of

N components QA (f), where capital Greek indices A, X, II rim over the

range 1,2, . . ., N.

(ii) When we effect a coordinate transformation

(i.i) r' =mf2
, ...,f

w
),

the new components QA ( )
of the object with respect to the new coordinate

system (x') can be represented as well determined functions of class

u p of the old components ii
A
(f), of the old coordinates x

, of the

functions /
x and of their s-th partial derivatives (1 ^ s <: p < n), that

is, the new components 2
A

'(<?)
of the object can be represented by equa-

tions of the form

(\.2) QA
' = FA(as , r, /-, w,.... \...^ n,

where

V.XI /
X<U

^X,..AI /
X

.

For the sake of simplicity we sometimes denote the right-hand side

of (1.2) by FA(,r,r).
(iii) The functions <F

A
(2, f

v
, f

v
)
have the group properties, that is,

they satisfy the following relations:

(a) FA(F(n, r, i
v
'), r", r") = FA(Q, r, r").

Combining these two we have

(c) FA(Q, r. f) = QA.

1 Cf . SCHOUTKN and HAANTJKS [2]; GOLAB [1]; NIJENHUIS [2], Ch. i, 6, p. 26;

TASHIRO [1,2], YANO and TASHIRO [1].

18
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When the functions FA(Q, v
, f

v

)
contain only Q- and the partial

derivatives of the functions /* with respect to f
* but not x and /*, the

geometric object is said to be differential.
l

When the functions FA (i2,
v

, O are of the form

(1 .4) FA(Q,
v

, f')
= FA (|

V
, f)Q

s
,

the geometric object is said to be linear homogeneous and when the

functions FA(Q,
v

, f
v
')

are of the form

(1.5) FA(Q, r, f) - FA(f , O"= + GA (f
v

, f'),

the geometric object is said to be linear.

A tensor is a differential linear homogeneous object and a linear

connexion is a differential linear object.

When the components Yr
(T = 1,2, . . ., M) of a geometric object

are functions of another geometric object 2
A

:

(1.6) Yr
--- Yr

(Q)

and the functional forms of xFr (Q) do not depend on the choice of coor-

dinate systems, M'*
1

is said to be a function of the geometric object Q
A

.

2. The Lie derivative of a geometric object.

Suppose that there is given a field of u geometric object 12
A
() with the

transformation law 11
A - -

/ f

"A
(2 f

v
,

v
)
in A' w and consider an infinitesimal

point transformation

(2.1) 'S* = g* + iW.

We define a new field of a geometric object '12
A
of the same type as 2

A

as a field whose components T2A'() at I with respect to the coordinate

system

(2.2) I*' -- T - !* + vMl

are equal to thc^ 12
A
(') at the corres])onding point '5, that is

(2.3) '12^)
(1

'-42
A
(').

Because '12
A

is an object of the same type as 12
A we have for the

relation between 12A'() and '2A()

(2.4) '2A'(f)-P\'t2(f), s
fcV
,s

V

').

Now the Lie differential &*d( and the Lie derivative QA of the

I GOLAB |11; NIJKNHUIS [2] p. 37.
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geometric object Q
A with respect to (2.1) are defined by

(2.5)

From (2.3) and (2.4), we have

(2.6) Qt('S) = FA('Q(|), f,

On the other hand, from

we find

a, x /"
= 3X ,

AP**AI' AJ>-A

and consequently, substituting these equations in (2.6) and neglecting

all differentials of higher order in dt, we find

(2.7)

where

(2.8)
-

[]{ denoting the evaluation of the expression in parentheses at

/* = r, ^r = , ^/" = o, .... 8x,.... Xl /"
= o.

Thus from (2.5) and (2.7), we obtain

(2.9)

It is to be noticed that the functions F (')A
({J, |) depend only on the

QA and the f
x

. If the object is differential, then F*(0)A = and the F^'
)A

depend only on the 12
A

.

Now consider a general coordinate transformation (x) -> (x
7

), then the

components 'ii
A

are transformed into

and the i
A into
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from which we have

(2.10)

This equation gives the transformation law of the Lie derivative

during a coordinate transformation (x) ->
(x'). Since the partial

V

derivatives dFA/dl
u contain in general QA , the Lie derivative of a

general geometric object is not necessarily a geometric object.

The Lie derivative of a geometric object is a geometric object if and

only if the partial derivatives 3FA/3i2
n do not contain QA

, that is, if

and only if the FA (O, f , f') have the form

(2. 1 1) FA(Q, e, <r')
- FA (r, r')ii

n + cA(f , r').

Thus we have

THEOREM 2.1. In order that the Lie derivative of a geometric object

be again a geometric object, it is necessary and sufficient that the geometric

object be linear.

If i
A

is a linear geometric object whose transformation law is given

by (2.11), then the Lie derivative of QA is given by

(2.12)

where

d- *
*- --

Similarly if OA is a linear homogeneous geometric object whose trans-

formation law is

(2.14)
A' = FA

(

then we have

(2. 15) <D
A = P 3

P

A - Sf,

From (2.12) and (2.15), we find

(2.16)
V V V

This formula is valid also when the QA and OA are both linear homo-

geneous and have the same transformation law.

If the QA and XFA are both linear geometric objects having the same
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transformation law, we see from (2.12) that

(2. 17) (Q
A - TA

)
= QA -

If the product of two geometric objects fi and O is again a geometric

object (this happens, for example, if two geometric objects are both

linear homogeneous), then

'(QO) = 'fl '$ = (Q

= QO

from which

(2.18)

3. Miscellaneous examples of Lie derivatives.

In Ch. I we saw already some examples of Lie derivatives of geometric

objects. In this section we shall give some other examples.
We take an arbitrary field ii

A
() of a geometric object whose trans-

formation law under a coordinate transformation (x)
-#

(x') is

(3.1) fl
A -FA

(Q
s
',<r',<T).

Then the law of transformation of 3
fA
QA is given by

(3.2) ^QA = FA(iF, 3, Q=' f ?', O,
where the functions FA are obtained from FA by partial differentiation

with respect to I
1

*. Thus 3^1^ are not components of a geometric object

but (S2
2

, 9
|jL

l
s

)
are components of a geometric object whose transfor-

mation law is given by (3.1) and (3.2). Since we have

(3.3)
1

^U-

we can see that

(3.4)
V V

On the other hand, (3.3) can be written as

(3.5)

and consequently we have

(3.6)
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Comparing (3.4) and (3.6), we have x

(3.7)

Applying this formula, we can easily prove that 2

(3-8) 3
ta tt^...xj=3[|1 ^...x, 1

V V

(3.9) a
tl
h)'

u*-x = a^TO*"'-*',
V V

where ze^1 '"** is a p-vector and ft)
1***--** a ^-vector density.

We introduce now an anholonomic coordinate system (h)
3 defined

h

by the fields f and e^\ h,i,j, ... = 1,2, ...,n, and denote by A*
4

and .4* the intermediate components of the unit tensor:

h i h

(3.10) Al ^ e
i ?f\ A$

c^f
e
h
^ i ^.

A t i

The object of anholonomity is given by
4

(3.11) Q^<at(Xr
Then from (3.10), (3.16) and (3.28) of Ch. I, we find

(3. 12) A% MX
)
= v" ?, u

h - ^l
i

(?>j
v
h - 2v* Q*,),

V

(3. 13) A\( wj - v> a,w. + (3, f
* - 2w* Q?4),

V

(3. 14) Xy( ^) = ^* a,^ - ^(3 * - 2' OHO

respectively, where *, wi
and ?p*^ are respectively components of wx ,

ze;x and s$^ with respect to the anholonomic coordinate system (h)

and where dj
=

-4J3X .

From these equations we obtain the following formulas for the Lie

I NIJENHUIS [2], p. 25; SCHOUTEN [8] p. 105,.
2 SCHOUTEN [8], p. 110.
3 SCHOUTEN [8] p. 99.

4 SCHOUTEN [8J p. 100.
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derivatives in anholonomic coordinate systems.
l

(3.15) uh = v'aX - d(ty *- 2w'Qj,) f

V

(3. 16) wt
= i/fa + wh(diV

* - 2v> 0*),
17

(3.17) #*, = *3.*" - "(3* - 2'QJ,) -

w *

and

(3.18) Al = 1^,4? - ^^,1;* + ^*(a<Z;* - 2'flf,) = 0,

(3.19) 4f = ^3^x
* + A*AiT - A((d^ - 2a'Q) = 0.

V

Using (3.7) and (3.19), we find

(3.20)

Applying the formula (3.15), we easily get

(3.21) **:?, -2ii*
i i

from which

(3.22) 3C^*_-2QM5,
; i

where denotes the Lie derivative with respect to
X

.

i 3

4. Some general formulas.

In this section we shall consider a linear geometric object QA , that is,

a geometric object whose transformation law is given by

(4. 1) QA
' = F(f, f')Q

n + CA (f, f').

Since QA is a geometric object, the functions F({, I') and GA (|, f ')

appearing in formula (4.1) must satisfy the relations

and

(4.3) FA (|
v

, f) = S
A

, GA(|
V

, f)
= 0.

We consider two infinitesimal point transformations

(4.4) T = T

l NijENHUis [2] p. 106; SCHOUTEN [8] p. 110.
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For the coordinate transformations

(4.5) F' = F + v*(?}dt t F" = F' + v*(?')du
1 2

we have

(4.6)

21
vo)(a ^j^j x
2 2

x [ + sLo^'-'^a^

o^X) + ^of211
2 2

where

I 2 12
we find

(4.8)

/4 7^ F.0.A
d-2?PFn 1 B.WA d

(4'7) '" n - L a/- J/
*

- " - aaaa/"
On the other hand, on taking account of

12

12 21
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Consequently, on comparing (4.6) and (4.8), we find

(49)
211

'
'

12 21
Thus, if we put

121 21
we obtain

(4.1 1) {F,< (F,< + >a
p{F,^ -

{F, ifd
f v}$ + {F, v, v}

2 11 2 12 21

Similarly we have

(4. 12) Ffc(f, r")c
n
(r, f')

=
[8^ + s; (^^ci,.,^ + ^a^/rft^21 2

] x
2 2

x p;_ (?
n
ax

21
2 2

+ s; G^'"
A
a
x(<)

21
2 2

and

(4.13)

+ ^ifdu + S^
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12

2 2

where

(4 14) G>"A = - GX<'"A =
(4 - 14) <->

La(aX(./)J,'
^>

On comparing (4.12) and (4.13) we obtain

/.
JCK

211 2

= s;.o^-^a^^ax) + s;., oG12 21
Thus if we put

I 2 1 21
we obtain

(4. 17) {F, vftt (G, v} + if a
p{G, a}

A =
{G, if 3

p v}
A + {G, v, v}\211 2 12 21

We now consider r infinitesimal point transformations

(4.18) 'f
x = f

x + v*()dt (a t b, c, . . . - 1, 2, . . ., r).
a

Then, for two vectors v
x and z;

x
,
formula (4.11) gives

b c

{F, v}^r{F, v}? {F, v}n{F, v}U

(4.19)

'' '* '" '"

__
and (4.17) gives

{F, v}n{G, v}
n

{F, v}n(G, v}
n

(4.20)

'

The Lie derivatives of a linear geometric object 2
A with respect to
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are given by

^-[{F,<Qn + {G, V}
A
],

where represents the Lie derivatives with respect to #x .

b b

Since l* is a linear homogeneous geometric object which has the
b

transformation law

we obtain

(4.21) & =
c b

p
on - (f, "}" "r + {c, }"]

c b 6 &

Consequently on taking account of (4.19) and (4.20), we obtain from

equation (4.21)

(4.22) {)&*!{-)&
c b c b be

= (")9P
ft* - {F, v& Q

n -
{G, v}\

c b c b c b

cb

where

(4.23) vx = v
x =

cb c b be c b be
Thus we have

THEOREM 4. 1 . Let f
= v

x
3x/ be r infinitesimal operators and let

b b

1
A

be N components of a linear geometric object. Then ()&** is equal

to the Lie derivative of }
A with respect to the vector v*.

c b

c b

If f a,b,c,... = \,2,...,r are r infinitesimal operators of an
*

r-paramcjter group Gr of transformations, then we have

(4.24) (
c b
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or

(4.25)
c b a

where c*b are the structural constants of the group Gf . Consequently
we can state

THEOREM 4.2. // f are r infinitesimal operators of an r-parameter
b

group Gr of transformations, then we have the formula

(4.26) ()&
e b

for any linear geometric object QA .



CHAPTER III

GROUPS OF TRANSFORMATIONS LEAVING A' GEOMETRIC
OBJECT INVARIANT

1. Projective and conformal motions.

Lot us first consider an A n with a symmetric linear connexion Fj^

The geodesies of the space are given by

v
"

'

dt*
T x A A

" w A

When a point transformation

(1.2) T =

transforms the system of geodesies into the same system, (1.2) is called

a projedive motion in A n . The necessary and sufficient condition that

(1.2) be a projective motion in A n is that the Lie difference of F x with

respect to (1.2) has the form 1

(1-3) '1^-1^ =^ + ^.
where />x is a covariant vector.

When (1.2) is an infinitesimal transformation:

(1-4) T = *

the condition is

(1.5)

Thus we have

THEOREM 1.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that (1.4) be a

projective motion in an A n is that the Lie derivative of F x has the form (1.5).

1 The necessaryand sufficient condition that two linear connexions TJ^and Fj^
give tfcije same system of geodesies is that Tjjx

=
Tjjx + A*px -j- A^j>^ for a certain

covariant vector /?x . Cf. Schouten [8], p. 156; p. 287.

30
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From (1.5), we have

/ 1 x \ /T^P (M I 1 \sh

v

Eliminating p^ from (1.5) and (1.6) we find

(1.7)

where

P 1

Oo\ px lief px M XFP
I >4

XFP ^u
/

A
piX

A
p.X j^ i \

/ -1
(jL

1
Xp "T -^X^ |ip/

are the well-known projective parameters introduced by T. Y. Thomas.
p

If we write out ^FJ^ explicitly, we get

Conversely, if (1.7) holds, it can easily be proved that the Lie deriva-

tive P X of T x has the form (1.5).
V

Thus we have

THEOREM 1.2. A necessary and sufficient condition that (1.4) be a
V

projective motion in an A n is that the Lie derivative of F x vanish.

Let us next consider a V H with the fundamental tensor #Xx . When a

point transformation (1.2) does not change the angle between two direc-

tions at a point, (1.2) is called a conformal motion in the V n . The necessary

and sufficient condition that (1.2) be a conformal motion in a V n is

that the Lie difference of gXx with respect to (1.2) be proportional to

(1-10)

where
<f>

is a scalar.

1 T. Y. THOMAS [3]; cf. SCHOUTEN [8], p. 300.
2 SCHOUTEN [8] p. 304.
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When (1.2) is infinitesimal, the condition is

(1.11)

Thus we have

THEOREM 1.3. A necessary and sufficient condition that (1.4) be a

conformal motion in a Vn is that the Lie derivative of g^ be a multiple of gXx .

From (1.11) we find

(1.12) Q~ =2^; fl^lDetfeJI.
V

Eliminating <f>
from (1.11) and (1.12), we obtain

(1.13) xx
= 0,

V

where

If we write out @jXx explicitly, we get
V

(1.15) &>

Conversely, if (1.13) holds, then it can easily be seen that the Lie

derivative g^ of &x is proportional to gXx . Thus we have
V

THEOREM 1.4. A necessary and sufficient condition that (1.4) be a

conformal motion in a Vn is that the Lie derivative of Xx vanish. 2

Kobayashi
3
proved

THEOREM 1.5. The group of affine, protective or conformal motions

in a space is a Lie group.

2. Invariance group of a geometric object.
4

Let us consider a geometric object QA(f) in an Xn of class Cw and an

1 SCHQUTEN [8], p. 315.

,1 *Bi|fcp$DJective and conformal motions will be studied in detail in Ch. vi and vn.

|JJ KJOBAYASHI [2,3].
4 NijENHuis [2]; TASHIRO [1].
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^-parameter group Gr of transformations:

(2.1)
' x =

f*(
l
, I

2
, . . .,

x
; V> 7)

2
, . . ., 7)

r
).

If the group has the property

(2.2) 'QA - UA - 0,

we call Gr an invariance group of the geometric object i!
A

. Groups of

motions in V n9 of affine motions in L nt of projective motions in A n ,
or

of conformal motions in V n are invariance groups of gXx> of Fxx ,
of F x

or of Xx respectively.

We now suppose that the space admits an infinitesimal point trans-

formation (1.4) for which the Lie derivative of a linear differential

geometric object QA vanishes:

(2.3) QA u 11
*) QA [F, ujnil

11

(G, v}
A -= 0.

We know on the one hand that if the transformation law of 12
A

is

given by

(2.4) Q-v - FA (f

then that of L1
A

is given by
u

(2.5)

Thus we see that the equation

(2.6) QA =

has a meaning which does not depend on the choice of coordinate systems.

We know on the other hand that if a contravariant vector field vx()

is given, we can choose a coordinate system (x) in a suitable neighbour-

hood of a regular point
l of vx such that,

2 in this neighbourhood,

(2.7) tf
x = e*.

i

In this coordinate system, the infinitesimal point transformation

(2.8) 'f
x = x + e*dt

i

1 By a regular point, we mean a point at which i;
x ^ 0.

2 GOURSAT [1] p. 117; Cf. SCHOUTEN [8] p. 83.
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generates a finite point transformation

(2.9) 'F = f
x + t- e*.

i

For (2.8), the equation (2.6) becomes

(2.10)

which means that the components QA of the geometric object are inde-

pendent of the variable I
1

. Consequently for the finite point trans-

formation (2.9), we have

(2.1 1) 'ti
A = -F

A
(Q"('|), f, O = QA

because Qs
('f)

= QF($ and

l
s

,

v
', f) =

the object being linear differential.

This can also be derived in the following way. Because of

we have

(2.12)
--
2!

in the case where QA is of class Cw . The equation (2.12) shows that (2.6)

implies (2.11). Gathering these results we can state

THEOREM 2. 1 . If a space admits an infinitesimal point transformation

with respect to which the Lie derivative of a linear differential geometric

object vanishes, then it admits also a one-parameter invariance group of

this geometric object.

THEOREM 2.2. In order that a space admit a one-parameter invariance

group of a linear differential geometric object t
it is necessary and sufficient

that there exist a coordinate system with respect to which the components of

the geometric object are independent of one of the coordinates.

Suppose that r contravariant vectors vx
; a, b, c, . . . 1, 2, . . ., r,

a

define r one-parameter invariance groups of a same linear differential

geometric object i2
A

,
then we have

(2.13) QA = ^}A -
{F, *}

A Qn - (G, v}
A = 0,
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c
a
being r constants. Thus we have

THEOREM 2.3. // each of r contravariant vectors generates a one-para-

meter invariance group of a same linear differential geometric object, then

a linear combination of these contravariant vectors with constant coefficients

generates also a one-parameter invariance group of the same geometric object.

THEOREM 2.4. // each of r infinitesimal operators of an r-parameter

group of transformations generates a one-parameter invariance group of a

same linear differential geometric object, then all the transformations of

the r-parameter group leave invariant the geometric object, that is, the group
is an invariance group of the geometric object.

Moreover, according to Theorem 4.1 of Ch. II, we get

THEOREM 2.5. // each of r vectors v* defines a one-parameter invariance
a

group of the same linear differential geometric object, then each of the vectors

defines also a one-parameter invariance group of this geometric object.
c b

Suppose that each of r linearly independent
x vectors vx defines a one-

a

parameter invariance group of the same linear differential geometric

object. If any vector v
x which defines a one-parameter invariance group

of this geometric object is a linear combination of v
x with constant

a

coefficients, then the set of vectors vx is said to be complete.
a

Now if r vectors vx form a complete set of vectors defining r one-
a

parameter invariance groups of the same linear differential geometric

object, then since the v* are also vectors defining an invariance group,

we must have c b

(2.15) *=>&*
c It a

where the c"b are constants. The equation (2.15) shows that the f
=

1 This means : whenever equations t/
x =

(c
a = constants) hold, then ca =

(cf. SCHOUTEN [8], p. 203).
a
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v*dj are r infinitesimal operators of an r-parameter group.
l Thus we

a

have

THEOREM 2.6. // r vectors v* form a complete set of vectors defining
a

r one-parameter invariance groups of the same linear differential geometric

object, then the -f =-- v*dj are r infinitesimal operators of an r-parameter
a a

invariance group of the object.

3. A group as invariance group of a geometric object.

We shall consider in this section the following problem. Given an

/'-parameter group of transformations in an ^-dimensional space, does

there exist a linear geometric object 2
A with a given manner of trans-

formation such that the given group is an invariance group of the object ?

In other words, if r vectors v* define an r-paramcter group of transfor-
a

mations and if QA are components of a linear geometric object whose

transformation law is

(3.1) n-
v

is the s}'stem of partial differential equations

(3.2) 2
A = iP^Qt- (F, tifttl

11 -
(G, v}

A =

integrable ?

First of all we notice that the functions {F, v}^ and {G, v]
A

satisfy

(4.19) and (4.20) of Ch. II, from which

c b be
c b b c a

c b be
c b b c a

because of the relations

(3.5)

2 This is the second fundamental theorem of Lie. Cf. EISENHART [4], p. 54;

SCHOUTEN [8], p. 206ff.
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We shall first consider the case in which the rank of vx in a certain

neighbourhood is equal to r ^ n.

In this case, we can take a coordinate system (x) with respect to which

the components of the vectors vx satisfy the following conditions 1
:

a

(3.6) Uet(w) ^ 0, ve = 0; a,b,c=\,2..... r,

a a

a, B, y = T, 2, ...,r; f , /j, % = r + i, ...,.

In such a coordinate system the equation (3.2) takes the form

(3.7) 1
A = *a aQ

A -
{F, 7;}

A an - (G, v}
A = 0,

a a a a

and consequently if we define the functions 0(Q, I) by

(3.8) ^
a
0A(fl f |) ^f

{F,<Q 11 + (G, v}\

we get from (3.7)

(3.9) QA = t;^a i2
A - A

(ii, f)]
=

a a

or

(3.10) ^QA = A
(a<f).

We shall examine the integrability conditions of this system of partial

differential equations. From (3.8) we get

(3.11)

and consequently

c 6

from which

wV
c b

c b

1 Cf. ElSENHAKT [5], p. 74.
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Because of the equations (3.3) and (3.4), the above equation becomes

(3.12)

=
[c

a
eb{F, v}*

a

+ (c
a
eb{G, }

A

a

Also from (3.8) we find

c

from which

c &

or

(3.13)

T{G, v}
A - Y

T {G. t;}

A
]ebb c

because of (3.5). Comparing the two equations (3.12) and (3.13) and

taking account of (3.8), we find

c b

from which

(3.14) Y
^n 3 + 8Y 3

=
3
Ianr + ^v

by virtue of Det(u
a
) 7^0. The equation (3.14) means that the system

a

(3.10) of partial differential equations is completely integrable. Thus we
have

THEOREM 3. 1 . // there is given an r-parameter group of transformations

in a space of w(;> r) dimensions such that the rank of w* in a neighbourhood
a

is r
t
the group can be regarded as an invariance group of a linear geometric

object.
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We next consider the case in which the group is intransitive and the

rank q of r;
x

in a neighbourhood is less than r.

In this case, we can take a coordinate system (x) with respect to which

the components of the vectors v
x

satisfy the following relations: 1

a

i i u i

a t b,c = 1,2, ...,n,

i, /, k = 1, 2, . . ., q; u t v t w -= q + 1, . . ., n,

x, X, [ji,
v = j, 2, . . ., n,

a P T
~ I

> ~> - > ? f ^ ~ ? ~l~ *> >
n *

In such a coordinate system, the equation (3.2) takes the form

(a)

(3.16)
h h

(b) 0.

If we define the functions
A
(il, f) and SA(Q, |) by

(3. 17) va A
(ii, f) ^ {F, v}

A Q 11 + {, v}
A

A A A

and

/o i Q\ "EjA /o t\ d<'f ** rT77 i)A flli i (/^ ilAi
(O. lOJ M (12, ) rr 9 M [(I*, ^/iji* -T 1^* Vj- J

h h

respectively, we can write (3.16) in the form

;(a)

(3.19)
(b)

= 0,

These equations are equivalent to

(3.20) aQA = A
(i2, f), SA (ii, |)

= 0.

We shall examine the integrability conditions of this mixed system
of partial differential equations.

1 Cf. EISENHART [5], p. 74.
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From (3.17) we find

and consequently

V^an 0^ = (F, v}k{F, v}2& + {F, v}*{G, v}
n

,

J I '3 I }

from which

(3.21) V [9? Bu - n du
A

J

t j it
Because of the equations (3.3) and (3.4), the equation (3.21) becomes

(3.22) V [0 gn
A _ 0u 8n 0A-,

Also from (3.17) we find

from which

or

(3.23) TP[ 0A __

h i 3

}
A + v*d

y {G, }

A

h i j j

I I

. }

A
J.

i
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Comparing (3.22) and (3.23) and taking account of (3.17) and (3.18),

we obtain

(3.24) v*v*[Q?du
- 0jl%0 + Y

-
30] + c^E* = 0.

The equation (3.24) shows that, if we take account of 3(Q, )
= 0,

then we have

(3.25) Y
n
dn + 8

Y
= 0" an 0* + a

p
0*

From (3.18) we get

and consequently

(3.26) hi hi
-

(F, 9ii}A{F, i^'fl*
-

{F, 9?,<{G, }".

Also from (3.18) we obtain

(3.27) -8B SO = (8.9t)C^<
i i h

* /A I h

Adding (3.26) and (3.27) and taking account of (3.3) and (3.4), we find

(3.28) ne8n Si + 8,S^]

i h h i j

<{F, 9^}? + <P>^a{F, y}
A + c'iu[F, v}
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On the other hand, putting c = i, b = u t x = a in (3.5), we find

(3.29) v^9>* = ?
*
ci v- + 9* c*M 9 i t>

a + c{ u v* + c
v
iu 9*

I

Thus from (3.28), we obtain

(3.30)
t i

The equation (3.30) shows that if we take account of 3A = we have

(3.31) 0"0n S
A + da 3 = 0.

The equations (3.25) and (3.31) show that the mixed system (3.21)

of partial differential equations is completely integrable. We thus have

THEOREM 3.2. Let there be given an r-parameter intransitive group of

transformations in a space of n dimensions such that the rank q of v* in a
a

certain neighbourhood is less than r. We choose a coordinate system with

respect to which the vectors v* have the components (3.15). // the equations
a

SA(Q, )
= are consistent in QA at a point of the space, then we can

find a linear geometric object fi
A

of the given kind which has the given group
as invariance group.

We consider finally the case in which the group is multiply transitive,

that is, q = n < r. The above discussions are valid also in this case if

the indices take the values

i,j, k = 1,2, ...,n; u, v = n + 1, . . ., n;

a, p, y = i, 2, . . .
, n,

and we have

THEOREM 3.3. // there is given an r-parameter multiply transitive

group of transformations in a space of n dimensions and if 3
A

(12, f)
=

are consistent in QA at a point of the space, then we can find a linear geo-

metric object of the given kind which has the given group as invariance group.

4. Generalizations of the preceding theorems. 1

Let us consider an r-parameter group of transformations generated by
r infinitesimal operators JCf

=
v^d^f in a space of n dimensions. Then

a a

1 YANO and TASHIRQ [1].
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for any linear geometric object QA we have the formula

(4.1)

If the transformation law of QA is given by (2.4) then that of i}
A =

is given by (2.5). Substituting 12
A = OA in (4.1), we find

a

(4.2)
c b be a

If r linear homogeneous geometric objects O
A

satisfy (4.2) we say that
a

they from a complete system with respect to the given r-parameter group.

We shall consider in this section the following problem. If v
x

are r
a

vectors defining an r-paramcter group of transformations in a space of

n dimensions and if OA are r linear homogeneous geometric objects of
a

the same type forming a complete system with respect to the given

group, is the system of partial differential equations

(4.3) &A = ifd^Q*
-

{F, t;}

A
12
n -

{G, v}
A - OA

a a a a a

integrable ?

We shall first consider the case in which the rank of fl
x
in a certain

a

neighbourhood is equal to r <; n. In this case we can choose a coordinate

system with respect to which the components of the vectors w
x

satisfy
a

(3.6). In such a coordinate system the equations (4.3) take the form

}A _ {/?, fltfi^
11 -

{G, v}
A = 0>

A
,

consequently if we define the functions A
(U, O, f) by

(4.4) v^
A
(Q, O, f) ^ (F,< Qn + {G, v}* + <D

A
,

a a a a

we get

(4.5) i
A - <D

A = tf
a
[0aaA - A

(Q, 0>, f)]
-

a a

or

(4.6)

By the same method as was used in 3, we can prove

(4.7) e8u + (0Y
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This equation means that the system (4.6) of partial differential

equations is completely integrable. Thus we have

THEOREM 4.1. If r linear homogeneous geometric objects <D
A

of the
a

same type form a complete system with respect to an r-parameter group of

transformations in a space of n dimensions and the group is such that the rank

of ?;
x in a neighbourhood is r <1 n, then the system of partial differential

a

equations Ll* = <I>
A

for a linear geometric object I2
A

is completely inte-

grable.

We shall next consider the case in which the group is intransitive and

the rank q of u
x
in a neighbourhood is less than r. In this case, we can

a

take a coordinate system with respect to which the components of fl
x

a

satisfy (3.15). In such a coordinate system, the equations (4.3) take

the form

(4.8)

(a) i2
A = ^

a aaQ
A

{F, fl}ui2
n

{G, v}
A = <t

A
,

h h h h h

(b) <i
A = 9>a

aa
A -

{F f ri<Un -
[C, 9>}ah h h

If we define the functions A
(11, O, f)

and 3A(ii, O, f) by

(4.9) v
a A

(", O, f) ^ {F, i>}
Qn + {G, v}

h h h

and

(4.10) SA (fi, O, f)
?C f

<

h h

respectively, we can write (4.9) in the form

f (a) ii
A - 0>

A = t*pa ft-
v -

(Q, <D, s
fc

)]
= 0,

(A. } \\
* ft ft

(h) il
A - 0^ = 9*[ii

A - 0*1 + SA (i2, O, f)
= 0.

u u h h

These equations are equivalent to

(4.12) aanA = A
(Q, a>, f), SA(Q, a>, i)

= o.

By the same 'method as was used in 3, we can prove

/ t
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which shows that if we take account of SA = 0, we have

(4.13) Y
u
au + (

We can also pro\'e that

(4.14) v*\G?i)n E* + (8,

i

which shows that if we take account of SA -= 0, we have

(4.15) ei'^s-} + (fl*")(^,s;) + ea s-i
= o.

fi

The equations (4.13) and (4.15) show that the mixed system (4.12)

of partial differential equations is completely inte^nible. We thus have

THEOREM 4.2. // r linear homogeneous geometric objects OA
of the

a

same type form a complete system with respect to an intransitive r-parametcr

group of transformations in a space of n dimensions, if the rank q of v*
a

defining the group is less than r and if the equations 3A (i2, O, )
:-- are

consistent in 11
A

at a point of the space, then the mixed system of partial

differential equations i2
A = OA is completely integrable.

Similarly we have

THEOREM 4.3. // r linear homogeneous geometric objects OA
of the

a

same type form a complete system with respect to a multiply transitive

r-parameter group of transformations in a space of n dimensions and if

the equations S
A

(i2, <I>, f)
= are consistent in QA at a point of the space,

then the mixed system of partial differential equations 1
A = OA is com-

pletely integrable.
a

5. Some applications.

We shall state in this section some applications of the theorems

proved in the preceding sections. But for the sake of simplicity, we shall

state them only for the case in which the rank of v* is equal to r ^ n.
a

THEOREM 5.1. Consider an n-dimensional space with a linear homo-

geneous geometric object QA and suppose that the field admits an r-para-
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meter group of transformations such that the rank of v* in a neighbourhood

is r <; n and that
a

(5.1) i2
A =

PQ
A

,

a a

where p are r scalars. Then we can find a scalar p such that the group is

a

an invariance group of the geometric object pi2
A

.

On substituting (5.1) in the identities

(5.2)
c b be a

we find

(5-3) p-p = O,
c b be a

which shows that the r scalars p form a complete system with respect to

the given group.

To prove the theorem we have now only to show that there exists a

scalar p such that

(p"
A

)
= o

a

or

(5-4) logp = -
P .

a a

But since the p form a complete system with respect to the group,
a

according to Theorem 4.1 this system of partial differential equations
is completely integrable. The theorem is thus proved.

THEOREM 5.2. Consider an n-dimensional space with a linear geometric

object Q
A and suppose that the space admits an r-parameter group of trans-

formations such that the rank of v* in a neighbourhood is r <* n and that
a

(5.5) ii
A == 4^,

a a

where OA are r linear homogeneous geometric objects. Then we can always
a

find a linear homogeneous geometric object O
A such that the group is an

invariance group of the geometric object QA + OA .

On substituting (5.5) into (5.2), we find

(5.6)
c b be
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which shows that the functions OA form a complete system with respect
to the given group.

a

To prove the theorem, we have only to show the existence of a geome-
tric object 4>

A such that

But this equation can be written as

(5.7) <D
A = - <D

A
,

and since the functions OA form a complete system with respect to the
a

group, according to Theorem 4. 1
, the system (5.7) is completely integrable.

Thus the theorem is proved.



CHAPTER IV

GROUPS OF MOTIONS IN V n

'

1. Groups of motions.

Consider an n-dimensional Riemannian space V n with the fundamental

quadratic differential form

In order that an infinitesimal point transformation

be a motion in the V n , it is necessary and sufficient that the Lie derivative

of gXx with respect to (1.2) vanish:

(1.3) xx
= 2V

(3L
i;
x)
= 0.

V

Now take a geodesic %s) in the V n and consider the inner product

of a Killing vector 7>x and a unit tangent
*

to the geodesic. Then

along the geodesic we have
c s

% / dP \ d^ dP
(1.4) (v

-

)
= V,x vx)

- ^= 0,
ds \ ds I ds ds

which shows that the inner product is constant along the geodesic.

Conversely, if the inner product is constant along any geodesic, then

we have (1.4) for any dP/ds and consequently we have (1.3). Thus we
have

THEOREM l.l. 1 In order that a vector field t;
x
(f) define an infinitesimal

motion in a V nt it is necessary and sufficient that the inner product of v*

and a unit tangent to an arbitrary geodesic be constant along this geodesic.

In order that, pv* define a motion always if vx defines a motion, it is

necessary and Sufficient that

^x(Pyx) ~t~ ^x(P^x) == 0,

1 Cf. EISENHART [4], p. 212; K. YANO [13], p. 30. This book will be referred to

as G. T.

48
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or

from which we conclude Vxp
= and consequently p

= constant.

Thus we have

THEOREM I.2. 1 Two infinitesimal motions cannot have the same

trajectories.
2

Now since the tensor gXx is a linear homogeneous differential geometric

object, according to Theorems 2. 1 and 2.2 of Ch. in, we have respectively

THEOREM 1 .3.
3

If a Vn admits an infinitesimal motion, it admits

also a one-parameter group of motions generated by this infinitesimal

motion.

THEOREM 1.4. 4 In order that a Vn admit a one-parameter group of

motions it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a coordinate system
in which the components of the fundamental tensor are independent of one

of the coordinates.

If we choose a coordinate system
6 in which v

x = f
x

, the Killing

equation becomes

fox
=

^iiftbe + 2&x = 0,
V

from which

THEOREM 1 .5.
6 In order that a V n admit a one-parameter group of

motions, it is necessary and stifficient that there exist a coordinate system

with respect to which the components of the fundamental tensor are homo-

geneous functions of degree -2 of the coordinates.

1 Cf. EISENHART [4], p. 210; G. T. p. 31.

2 The trajectores of an infinitesimal transformation ' x = x
-f- v*dt are the

d$*
curves defined by -- = fx(f).

at

3 Cf. EISENHART [4], p. 209; G. T., p. 31. S. Kobayashi proved that in a complete
Vn , this theorem is globally true.

*Cf. EISENHART [4], p. 209; G.T., p. 31.
5 Such a coordinate system is obtained in the following way. Take a coordinate

system (x) in which vx = e*. If we effect a coordinate transformation of the form
1

we have

6 Cf. G. T., p. 31.
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Moreover from Theorems 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 of Ch. in, we have

respectively

THEOREM 1 .6.
1

If each of r vectors generates a one-parameter group of

motions in a Vnt then a linear combination of these vectors with constant

coefficients generates also a one-parameter group of motions.

THEOREM 1 .7.
2

// each of r infinitesimal operators of an r-parameter

group generates a one-parameter group of motions in a Vnt then the group

contains only motions.

THEOREM 1 .8.
3

// each of r vectors vx defines a one-parameter group
a

of motions in a V nt then the vector v* defines also a one-parameter group

of motions.
c b

THEOREM 1 .9.
4

If r infinitesimal operators f form a complete system
a

of r one-parameter groups of motions, then the operators -f are generators

of an r-parameter groiip of motions.
a

2. Groups of translations.

If the trajectories of a motion are geodesies, the motion is called a

translation. In order that (1.2) be a translation, it is necessary and

sufficient that

(2.1) gXx = 2V
(X
v
x)
= 0,> / /vJOAX IA K) '

U

On transvecting the second equation of (2.1) with v* ,we find

from which, using the first equation of (2.1), we get a = 0. Consequently,

transvecting the first equation of (2.1) with v
x

,
we find

iVx(r^x)
= 0,

from which it follows that v^v^
= constant.

Conversely, if a vector v
x
satisfying v*v^

= constant defines a motion,

transvecting the first equation of (2.1) with */, we find the second equa-
tion with a = 0. Thus we have

1 Cf. EISENHART [4], p. 210; G. T., p. 31.

2 Cf. EISENHART [4], p. 210; G. T., p. 31.

3 Cf. EISENHART [4], p. 216; G. T., p. 33.

Cf. EISENHART [4], p. 216; G. T., p. 33.
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THEOREM 2.1. l In order that (1.2) be a translation in a Vn , it is neces-

sary and sufficient that gXx = and g^v* = constant. In this case

every point is moved over the same distance.

Now according to Theorems 1 . 1 and 2. 1
,
we have

THEOREM 2.2. In order that a vector field of constant length define an

infinitesimal translation, it is necessary and sufficient that along every

geodesic it make the same angle with the tangent.

If we take a coordinate system with respect to which vx = X
, we have

from Theorem 2.1 *

(2.2) 8^ = 0, gu = constant.

It is evident that if (2.2) holds in some coordinate system, the group
of transformations

'I* = r + ft
i

is that of translations. Thus Theorem 1.3 is true also for the group of

translations, and corresponding to 1.4, we have

THEOREM 2.3. In order that a V n admit a one-parameter group of

translations it is necessary and sufficient that there exists a coordinate system

with respect to which the components gXx of the fundamental tensor are

independent of I1 and gu is a constant. 2

Also Theorems 1 .6 and 1 .7 are true for translations as can be proved

easily.

3. Motions and affine motions.

The following theorem is geometrically evident.

THEOREM 3. 1 .
3 A motion in a Vn is an affine motion.

1 Cf. EISENHART [4], p. 212; G. T. f p. 32.

2 Such a space has been used to construct a 5-dimensional unified field theory
of gravitation and electromagnetism. The ds2 of such a space is of the form

p. a = 2, 3, 4, 5.

In this equation, glp is identified with the electromagnetic potential and

Sap ioSip
with the gravitational potential. See for example KALUZA [1], KLEIN

fl], YANO [3].
8 Cf. EISENHART [4], p. 210; G. T., p. 34.
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To prove this, we apply the formula (4.9) of Ch. I to the fundamental

tensor g:

from which

(3. 1) {} = &""[? &, + Vx^p
- V

p
v v v

This equation shows that g^ = implies {} = 0.
1

t> v

The following theorem is also geometrically evident.

THEOREM 3.2. 2 /w a; motion in a Vn the Lie derivatives of the cur-

vature tensor and its successive covariant derivatives vanish.

We prove this by applying the formula (4. 14) of Cn. I to the Christoffel

symbol :

(3-2)

where K' is the curvature tensor of V n . Thus for a motion we haven .

(3.3) R^? = 0.

On the other hand since a motion is an affine motion, the covariant

derivation and the Lie derivation are commutative. Thus from (3.3)

we obtain

(3.4) V.^ = 0, V
tta
V

ttl#;- = .....
V V

4. Some theorems on projectively or conformally related spaces

Consider two Kiemannian spaces Vn and 'Vn which are in geodesic

correspondence. Then denoting the Christoffel symbols of them by
and '{} respectively, we have

But since V n and 'V n are both Riemannian, the vector p^ should be a

gradient.
3 Thus putting px = %dx log ^, we get

(4. 1) 'U) = U) + M^x log < + ^A^ log f
We now assume that the Vn admits a motion with symbol f. Then__ ____ V

1 Under some global conditions ^{^ = implies #Xx = 0. See Ch. ix.

v v

* Cf. EISENHART [4], p. 213; G. T., p. 37.

3 SCHOUTEN [8], p. 292.
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we have

= 0.

Consequently on utilising (4.1) we have

log * - ^S8X log flvp

Thus denoting by 'gXx the fundamental tensor of 'V n and by '/ the

symbol defined by <vx in 'V n , we have

Thus we have

THEOREM 4.1. l
If two Riemannian spaces Vn and 'V n are in geodesic

correspondence and if Vn admits a group of motions, 'V n also admits a group

of motions.

Consider a Vn which admits an r-parameter group G r of motions such

that the rank of v
x

is in a certain neighbourhood equal to r < n. Then
a

we have gXx = 0. In order that a space 'Vn conformal to Vn admit
a

the same group GT as a group of motions, it is necessary and sufficient

that there exist a function p
2 such that ^(p

2^) = or p
2 = 0. But

on the other hand a a

c b a

and consequently p
2 = admits n r independent solutions. Thus

we have a

THEOREM 4.2. 2
// a Vn admits a G r of motions such thai the rank of

v* in a neighbourhood is equal to r < n, then there exist n r V H 's, corre-

n

sponding to n r independent solutions of p
2 = 0, which are conformal

a

to the given Vn and admit the same group as a group of motions.

As an application of Theorem 5.1 of Ch. in, we have

THEOREM 4.3. // a Vn admits a Gr of conformal motions such that

the rank of v* in a neighbourhood is r ij n
t
then there exists a 'Vn which

a

is conformal to Vn and which admits the Gr as a group of motions.

1 KNKBELMAN [5].

2 KNEBKLMAN [4].
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Using this theorem we can prove the following theorem which genera-

lizes a theorem of J. Levine. l

THEOREM 4.4. 2 In order that a Gr in Xn such that the rank of vx in a
a

neighbourhood is equal to r <* n, can be regarded as a group of motions

in a C n,'
3

it is necessary and sufficient that the group be a subgroup of a

group of conformal transformations.

The necessity is evident. Conversely, if the group is a subgroup of a

group of conformal transformations, it is a group of conformal motions

in a Cn . Consequently according to Theorem 4.3, there exists a V n

which is conformal to C n and is itself a C
fl
which admits the group as

a group of motions.

5. A theorem of Knebelman. 4

If a V n admits an r-parameter group Gr of affine motions and if

f
= v^dj denotes r linearly independent infinitesimal operators of

a a

the group, then we have ()f = c
a
cb f and

c b a

(5-1)

We ask for a necessary and sufficient condition that the group of

affine motions contain a subgroup of motions.

In order that this be the case, it is necessary that there exist r con-

stants c
a

, which are not all zero, and such that f
= c

a
f is a motion.

a

But this means that oa g^ = and this is only possible if the 0-rank 5

of &x is < r.

a

Conversely if the fl-rank s of g^ is < r, there are r s linearly

independent solutions <(f
v

) i w, v, ze>, . . . = 1, 2, . . ., r s, of the

equations

(5-2) (*")&*. = 0.

1 LEVINK [2, 3|.
2 YANO and TASIIIRO fl].
3 Cn stands for a conformally Euclidean space, cf. SCHOUTEN [8], p. 305ff.

1 KNEBELMAN [7]; cf. G. T., p. 43.
6 The a-rank of the ^Xx is the rank of the matrix #Xx where a denotes the rows

a a

and Xx denotes the columns. Cf. SCHOUTEN [8], p. 20.
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By covariant differentiation we get

(5.3) (V

But on the other hand, since f arc operators of a group of affine
a

motions, (5.1) holds and consequently according to the formula

which is a special case of (4.9) of Chapter I, we find

(5-4) V^J = 0,

and consequently from (5.3)

(5-5) (V^3 gxx = 0.

a

But since the ^ are r s linearly independent solutions of
<f>

a
g^ = 0,

a

we have V^" = A v<^, where the A"v are functions of f
x

. The integra-

bility conditions of these equations are

(5-6) V
VA V

- V^C + AV

M
WA^ - A^A^ - 0.

Now if there exist r s functions /"() such that the transvections

(5.7) c* =

are constants, the group of affine motions contains a subgroup of motions.

In order that the ca in (5.7) be constants, the functions /
M
(f) should

satisfy the equations

o = " + /"J,

from which

(5.8) v + A;J = o.

But the integrability conditions of (5.8) are exactly given by (5.6).

Thus we have proved the existence of functions /
u
() such that the c

a

given by (5.7) are constants. This proves:

THEOREM 5.1. In order that a Gr of affine motions in a Vn contains

a subgroup of motions, it is necessary and sufficient that the a-rank of

be less than r.
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6. Integrability conditions of Killing's equation.
l

The integrability conditions of Killing's equation

(6.1) fibc
= Vx t>x + Vx i

=
V

can be deduced from it, considering first the equation

(6.2) $J = V.V^* + K^v" =
'

and next the mixed system of partial differential equations

(6.3)

- ' " =r *xx + *>xx
=

lV,,! = if,

We know that the equations (6.1) and (6.2) or the equations (6.3)

have for integrability conditions

(6-4) K'^ = 0, jCV./r^ = 0, V
ttj
V

tti K^><
= 0, ....

Thus we have by a theorem 2 on partial differential equations

THEOREM 6.1. In order that a Vn admit a group of motions, it is

necessary and sufficient that there exist a positive integer N such that the

first N sets of equations

&* = 0, K^ = 0, VMK^ = 0, ...

are compatible in v
x and v'* and that the v* and v satisfying these equations

satisfy the (N + l)s set of equations.

When there exist -J-( + 1) r linearly independent equations in the

first N sets except the first, the space admits a Gr of motions.

We shall examine the case in which the conditions

(6-5)

are identically satisfied by arbitrary vx and Vxv
x such that

Vo + V* = 0.

1 Cf. EISENHART [4], p. 214; SCHOUTEN [8], p. 350; G. T., p. 34.
2 See for example, EISENHART [4], p. 1

;
T. Y. THOMAS [3J; VEBLEN [1], p. 73.
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The equation (6.5) can be written as

v*V
p#vxx

- RtfVp
z;x + #PIXXXVX + KvpXxV + K^ViV* =

from which

^pv
p^x

- (KJ?A>
- K^M; - K*AI + K^A^V.V, = o.

Since here vp and Vat;
p

V
p
v are arbitrary, we get

Vptf^K =
and

R" " A* K"' P 4 a y "p .4 I g"
' '

p .4
CTAv^ ^x "" A

xX|A ^v AXxv A jx
"T ^ Vfxx

A \

_ K"
'

'P AO K"'' 4? K "a A* 4- K'
' *

/4 PA
vpiX ^x A

xXpt ^v "" AXxv ^n + A
vnx

A X

from which

THEOREM 6.2. A /w order that a Vn admit a group of motions of the

maximum order \n(n + I), it is necessary and sufficient that Vn be an S n .
2

7. A group as group of motions.

We shall consider in this section some applications of the Theorems

3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 of Ch. III.

We consider first a G r in an X n and suppose that the rank of vx in a
a

neighbourhood is equal to r -rj n. In this case we can choose a coordinate

system in which

Det
(?>

x
) yt 0, zr = 0, a, (3, y = J, 2, . . ., r\

a a

S,il,Z = r + T, -,*

In this coordinate system Killing's equations take the form

(7- 1) g* = V8.&X + ftoA*- + &,x* - 0.

a a a a

Thus, defining the functions (^^xl?, ) by

(7.2) ^ aXx(g, f) -^ - ?ax 8, if
- &a c}x if f

a a a

we get from (7.1)

1 RISENHART [4], p. 215; SCHOUTEN [8], p. 350; G. T., p. 36.

2 5n stands for a Ricmannian space of constant curvature. Cf .SCHOUTEN [8],

p. 148.
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from which

(7.3) agAx
=

oXxfe, I).

On using the method of 3 of Ch. in, we find

(7.4) W~^- + Y0^ =
3vtt-^ + P 7Xx .

^bvpt ^6vpt

Moreover, as is easily to be seen from (7.2), the functions 0^ satisfy

the relations

(7-5) v- aM = -
g[axj X *

-
g[Xal

ax if.

Thus, if the initial conditions of gXx satisfy [Xx]
= 0, then the solu-

tions of (7.3), satisfy also g|Xx ,

= 0.

Thus the equations (7.3) are completely integrable and the solutions

gXx() are determined by \n(n + 1) initial values of gxx(^) which, in

the case of r < n
t can be arbitrary functions of fr+1 , ...,f

n
. Thus

we have

THEOREM 7. 1.
1 A G

r in Xn such that the rank of v* in a neighbourhood
a

is r <; n can be regarded as a group of motions in Vn whose fundamental
tensor contains \n(n + 1) arbitrary functions for r <n and \n(n + 1)

constants for r = n.

We next consider a Gr in X H and suppose that the rank of v
x

in a
a

neighbourhood is q < r. In this case we can choose a coordinate system
in which

(7.5) Det (if)
- 0, v* = 0, v

x = cp>
x

i i u t

a, p, y, . . .
= J, 2, . . . , r ; f , TJ, ^ = r + i, . . . , n,

i, j,k, ... = 1, 2, . . ., q; u,v,w = q+ I, .. ., r.

Then Killing's equations take the form

= 0,

(7.7)
' = 0,

i t i

1 EISENHART [4], p. 218; G. T., p. 44.
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and consequently defining the functions aXx(, I) and 3
ttXx (g, {) by

(7.8) VQ^ (ft I) ^ - g^v* - g^'d^ t

i i i

and

(7.9) S MXx (g, {)
W

feax^ 9i + fo, ^x9>a

respectively, the equations (7.7) give

(7.10)

from which

Oiuusing the method of 3 of Ch. in, we can prove that, if we take

account of the second equations of (7.11), we have

and

(7.13) v,--*~
X + 33uxx = 0.

d
vjx

Moreover, we have from (7.8)

/*"7 1 A \ Ot /"\ Q Ot ff O iOC

(/ 14) V W r-v i
= V n <y-v V *r-i T </ V .

\ / ^aJAxl o[ax] A o[Aa] x
i t i

Thus if the equations 2uXx(, )
= are compatible in g>x such that

e> x
= g^ and det (gXx )

- at a fixed point of the space, the mixed

system of partial differential equations (7.11) is completely intcgrable

and the solutions gXx (f) are determined by the initial values of gXx satis-

fying 3 MXx(, |)
= 0, glXx]

= 0. But since S
ttXx(g, |) do not contain the

g^, these i(n q)(n q -f- 1) components of gXa can be taken as con-

stants. Thus we have

THEOREM 7.2. * Consider an intransitive Gr in an Xn such that the

rank of t;
x in a neighbourhood is q < r. If, in a coordinate system where

EISENHART [4], p. 221 ; G. T., p. 45.
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(7.5) is valid, the equations 3
ttXx (g, f)

= 0, g[Xx]
= are compatible for

gXx such that del (gXx) ^ at a fixed point of the space, then the group can

be regarded as a group of motions in a Vn whose fundamental tensor depends
on at least \(n q)(n q + 1) arbitrary constants.

We consider finally a multiply transitive G r in an Xn , Then the rank

of vx in a neighbourhood is n < r. If we put

Det (v
x
) ^ 0, a

x =
a ti a

a,b,c = 1,2, . . . ,
n

;
w = n + 1 , . . . , r,

according to the preceding arguments, we have

THEOREM 7.3. l
If, for a multiply transitive Gr in an Xn , the equations

s xxfe. f)
= 0, ixx]

= *'* compatible in &x swA tfAdtf Det (&J ^
otf a fixed point of the space, then the group can be regarded as a group of

motions in a Vn .

8. A theorem of Wang.
Consider a Vn with positive definite fundamental tensor and suppose

that the Vn admits a Gr of motions

Take a point P((
x

)
in the space and consider all the motions of Gr which

o

fix this point. The set of such motions form a subgroup G(P) of Gr . If

we denote the equations of motions belonging to this subgroup by

/ft 9\ T '* . 7|X/1 Jfc2 frw . XI rr \

\-^/ L
;- 4:

-- /* (s ,<?,..,? , s , . . ., (5
u
j,

then we have

(8.3) f
x = Ax(f ; 2^)

o o

for any . It is well-known that 2 the subgroup G(P) depends on rQ ^ r n

parameters if r > n. It is called the group of stability or the isotropy

group of the V.n at P.

Now to each motion 7V there corresponds a linear homogeneous

1 ElSENHAKT [4], p. 221.

2 ElSENHART [4], p. 65.
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transformation 7^ at f
x
given by

o

(8.4) TV d'f

where

Consider now two transformations 7\ and 7^ of G(P), then their

product is given by
12

21 12
from which

This equation shows that if T^ belongs to 7^ and l\ belongs to T~
y
then

~ ~ 1 1 ~ 2 2

r^r^ belongs to 7^7^. Consequently all the 7^ form a linear group
21 21

G(P) and the correspondence from 7V to 7^ is a homomorphism. We
shall now consider the kernel of this homomorphism. Suppose that 7^

corresponds to the identity of G(P). Geometrically this means that each

direction d* issuing from the point P is invariant by 7^. Since TV changes
a geodesic into a geodesic and does not change any direction issuing

from P, T^ does not change any geodesic issuing from P. On the other

hand, since 7^ is a motion which leaves invariant the point P, T^ must

leave invariant all the points on the geodesies issuing from the point P.

Thus 7^ is the identity of G(P). Consequently the two groups G(P) and

G(P) are isomorphic. Furthermore, since the correspondence is continuous,

they are isomorphic in the sense of the theory of topological groups.

Thus G(P) depends on rQ (^ r n) parameters if G(P) does.

Now since 7^ is a motion, we must have

and consequently

at the point P(f). Thus the group G(P) is a subgroup of the rotation
o

group in the tangent Euclidean space at P.
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Suppose that the Vn admits a Gr of motions with r > \n(n 1) + 1

parameters. Then the group G(P) depends on

rQ ;: r n > \(n \)(n 2)

parameters.
But on the other hand we have the following theorem of Montgomery

and Samelson l
.

THEOREM 8.1. In a Euclidean apace of n( -

4) dimensions there is

no proper subgroup of the rotation group of an order greater than \(n 1)

(n
-

2).

Thus if n ^- 4, we must have

(8.5) r = \n(n
-

1),

and the group G(P) coincides with the rotation group.

Consequently the group G(P) contains a motion which changes any
direction at P into any direction at P, the point P being arbitrary.

Take now two points Pl and P2 in Vn in such a way that they are

sufficiently near to each other to be joined by a geodesic. We consider

the midpoint M of the geodesic segment P1P2 - Then in the group of

stability G(M) at M, there exists a motion which changes the direction

of the tangent to the geodesic at M into the opposite direction. Since

this motion changes a geodesic into a geodesic and does not change the

length of a geodesic, it carries the point Pl into the point P2 .

If there are two points A and B at a finite distance in Vn ,
we join

A and B by an arbitrary curve and take a series of points Plt
P2 , . . . , PN

on the curve in such a way that A and Plf Px and P2 , . . ., P v and B
can respectively be joined by geodesies. We denote by M ,

Mv . . . ,
MN

the midpoints of the geodesic segments A Plf P-f^ - . , P^B respectively.

Then applying appropriate motions belonging to G(M ), G(Ml) t ...,

G(MA.) successively we can carry A into B by a product of motions of Gr .

Since A and B are two arbitrary points in V n , this shows that Gr is transi-

tive and consequently that

r = r + n = \n(n + 1).

Thus according to Theorem 6.2, we have the following theorem due

to Wang: 2

1 MONTGOMERY and SAMELSON [1].
2 WANG [1].
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THEOREM 8.2. // a Vn for n > 2, n ^ 4 admits a Gr of motions of

order greater than \n(n 1) + 1, then the Vn is an Sn .

The same argument gives

THEOREM 8.3. 1 In a Vn for n ^ 4, there does not exist a G r of motions

such that

\n(n + 1) > r > \n(n 1) + 1.

9. Two theorems of Egorov.

In 1903, G. Fubini 2
proved

THEOREM 9.1. A V n ,
n > 2, cannot admit a complete group of motions

of order %n(n + 1) 1.

Generalizing this result, I. P. Egorov
3 has proved in 1949 the two

following theorems.

THEOREM 9.2. The maximum order of the complete group of motions

in those Vn's which are not Einstein spaces is \n(n 1) + 1.

In fact, if the operator f is that of a motion, we have
V

K^ = fl'V,^ + #PXVX + K^v =
V

or

(9.1) K^ = *V,K^ + (A^Kf + AiK?)V.v, = 0.

Since Var;
p
must satisfy V(o

v
p)
= 0, we can write (9. 1

)
also in the form

JTK ^ = vp V K -v 4- Z1 ....."T'f'^V v = 4
^-^[zX u v

p
xv

nX i ^a,>, J
jxX

v a;

(/
a,

v >

v

where

/^"a l

We now consider a matrix by letting the two lower indices denote the

rows and the two upper indices the columns. The rank of this matrix

is what is called the [xX-rank (or a,arrank) of 7^*'*'.
5

1 YANO [191.
2 FUBINI [1J.
3 EGOROV [4].
4 Here we have introduced a new kind of indices a

t , a, also running from 1 to n

for which we assume that a
t
- ^ a,-

for i y= j and that the summation convention

does not hold. So summation over these indices must always be denoted by a

sign S.
6 Cf. SCHOUTEN [8], p. 20.
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a2aa
ara2

If the space admits a complete

group of motions of order greater

than \n(n 1) + 1, the (xX-rank

of T'?'*' must be less than

(rt s = 3, . . . , n)

We consider the (n l)-rowed

determinant formed by the above

elements of this matrix. Since this determinant vanishes we have

(9.4) K'* = 0.

On taking account of (9.4), we next consider the (n 1)-rowed

determinant formed by the following elements:

*'.'.

a, a,-

c

Since all such determinants vanish, the number of the differences

K K> which are not zero is at most n 2, from which

/Q
cj\ j-l TS-2 K' n

The equations (9.4) and (9.5) give

x
1K*

=
~n

(9.6)

which shows that the space is an Einstein space.

Thus the order of the complete group of motions in a Vn which is

not an Einstein space is at most \n(n 1)+ 1.

On the other hand a Vn with the metric ds2 =
(d$

1
)* + do2 where <fo2

is the fundamental form of an S^^ with non-vanishing curvature and
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with coordinates f
2

, . . . , f
n

, is not an Einstein space and it obviously
admits a group of motions of order \n(n 1) + 1. This proves Theo-

rem 9.2.

THEOREM 9.3. l The order of the complete group of motions in a Vn

which is not an Sn is at most \n(n 1) + 2.

In fact, if the operator f is that of a motion, we have
V

(9.7) K^ = *\K^ + ^^T^'-v^ = o,
V

where

>K'^* l] A [*'K'l
a '] A(*'K" a/1 4- A [*>K"? t]

)- VxXx ^fi -"-xAv ^X *v
v|zx '

yi x '^vxX /

We now consider a matrix by letting denote vjjiXx the rows and
<x,a t

the columns. The rank of this matrix is what is called the v(iXx-rank

(or oc,arnmk) of T^**.
If the space admits a complete

group of motions of order greater

than \n(n 1) + 2, the rank of

this matrix must be less than

oc
1
a2
a
2a l

a
l
a
2
aMal

8*K'-'*[\n(n 1) -|- 2] = n - 2.

We consider the (n 2)-rowed

determinant formed by the ele-

ments of this matrix in the table.

Since the determinant vanishes,

we have

(9.9) Kw^*!*
=

'

On taking account of (9.9) we next consider the following submatrix

1 For n -- 4, this is a special case of Theorem 8.2 of Wang. For n = 4,

|w(w -f 1)
- 10, }( f- 1)

- 1 =- 9, Jn(
-

1) + 2 - 8

so that it is a consequence of Theorem 9. 1 of Fubini. But we shall give the proof

of this theorem to illustrate Egorov's method.
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Since the rank of this matrix is less than n 2, if ^
a2a4a

"3 were not

zero, two of the differences

T ' ' '

<Xg T ' ' '

OCjj
V' ' ' '

OCg TS ' '

g J
' ' '

OCg Tf Ct%

^QNaiao ^^aiaoa^ ' aoa^ai aoaia^ ^^aoa^ai
Va4aia2

should be zero. But the sum of the first and the third is equal to the

second, so all three vanish. Then using

we have

K*W** = #ai 2a4
a3 = #

2 4ar
3 ^ -

This proves that

(9.10) tf
a2aia

3 = .

The equations (9.9) and (9.10) show that

(9.11) K^ = for Y. ^v, [ji,X.

On the other hand, it is known that l a.nA n,n> 2, is aDn (= projective

Euclidean space) if and only if the equation (9.11) holds for every co-

ordinate system at every point. Since the Vn is a D n , Vn is an Sn .
2

This proves Theorem 9.3.

1 SCHOUTEN [8], p. 290.
8 SCHOUTEN [8], p. 294.
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10. Fn's admitting a group Gr of motions of order r =
\n(n- \} + l.i

Let f
= v*3J denote r infinitesimal operators of Gr and be q the

a a

rank of v* in a certain neighbourhood. Then we have n ^ q and the
a

group of stability G(P) at a point P(f) is of order r q = \n(n 1) -j-

+ i-?.
If n > q then we have

r-q> \n(n
-

1) + 1
- n = \(n

-
l)(w

-
2)

and consequently for w -=f-- 4 we can conclude from Theorem 8. 1 that

G(P) coincides with the rotation group. Thus, as is to be seen from

the proof of Theorem 8.2, the group Gr is transitive and consequently
we should have n = q, which is a contradiction.

This proves that n = q, hence:

THEOREM 10.1. // a Vn ,
n ^ 4, admits a group of motions of order

\n(n 1) + 1, then the group is transitive.

Since Gr is transitive, the group of stability G(P) and consequently

G(P) is of order

r n = \n(n - 1) + 1
- n = \(n l)(n

-
2).

On the other hand, we have a theorem of D. Montgomery and H.

Samelson 2
:

THEOREM 10.2. In a Euclidean Rn , n-+4,n^=8, a subgroup of

order %(n \)(n 2) of the rotation group leaves invariant one and only

one direction.

In the following we shall assume that n i~ 4, n =/= 8.

Following Theorem 10.2, G(P) leaves invariant one and only one

direction at P. We denote this direction by w(P). Now take two arbitrary

points P and Q in Vn . Since the group is transitive, there exists a motion

T which carries P into Q. If we denote by 7"((?) an arbitrary motion

which leaves invariant Q t then the motion T~*T(Q)T leaves invariant P.

1 YANO [19].
2 MONTGOMERY and SAMELSON [1].
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Consequently on applying this motion to u(P) we get

T-*T(Q)Tu(P) = u(P),

from which

T(Q)Tu(P) = Tu(P),

which shows that Tu(P) is invariant for any motion which leaves in-

variant Q. Hence

THEOREM 1 0.3. // a V n ,
n y. 4, n ^ 8 admits a Gr of order r= \n(n 1

)

+ 1 there exists a field of directions such that the direction u(P) at P is

carried into u(Q) at Q by any motion of the group which carries P into Q.

Consider now a geodesic which passes through a point P and which is

tangent to the direction u(P). Since the group of stability G(P) at P
leaves invariant P and n(P), it leaves invariant not only this geodesic

but also all the points on the geodesic. Thus, if we take a point Q different

from P on the geodesic, then G(P) leaves invariant Q.

Consider next an orthogonal frame e*(P) at P whose first axis e*(P)
i i

is taken along u(P) and displace this frame parallelly from P to Q along
the geodesic. Then we obtain an orthogonal frame e*(Q) at Q whose first

t

axis is tangent to the geodesic. Now, if we apply a motion T of G(P),
we get

Te*(Q) ^ r

e*(Q).

Since the parallel displacement is preserved by a motion, by displacing
f

e*(P) from Z^ to Q along the geodesic, we obtain 'e*(Q). Thus the mutual
i i

position between e*(P) and '0
X
(P) and that between e*(Q) and r

e*(Q)ft i i

are exactly the same. This shows that G(P) at P acts, at Q, as a group
of motions which leaves invariant Q and is of order \(n \)(n 2).

Thus we can conclude G(P) = G(Q).

Since the group G(Q) fixes the tangent to the geodesic and the direction

u(Q) at the same time, the tangent must coincide with the direction u(Q)
and consequently we can say that the geodesic is a streamline * of the

field .

1 The streamlines of a vector field n*($) are the curves defined by the differential

equations
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Since there is one and only one streamline passing through a point,

these streamlines depend on n 1 parameters and they are trans-

formed one into the other by a motion of G r . Thus we have

THI:ORI:M 10.4. // a V n ,
n ^ 4, n - 8, admits a group G r of motions of

order r= \n(n 1) -|- 1, there exists a family of geodesies such that

there is one and only one geodesic of the family passing through each point

and a geodesic passing through a point P is transformed into a geodesic

passing through a point Q by a motion of G r which carries P into Q.

With any point f
x of Kw , there is now associated a direction wx().

o o

We attach to f
x a unit orthogonal frame c

x
() in such a way that the first

h

axis e
y
'() is in the direction Mx (f), and we consider all the frames obtain-

i o o

able from tf
x
() by applying to it all the motions of G r . Such a family of

h

frames is said to be adapted to the group of motions under consideration.

The frames x
; h, i, /, . .

= 1,2, . . ., n, thus attached to the different
k

points of the space depend on \n(n 1) + 1 parameters, the first n

of which are the coordinates x of the origin and the other \(n \)(n 2)

are parameters rf (a
= 1,2, ...,\(n \)(n '2)) which fix the di-

rection of the vectors e
y
', e'\ . . .

,
e'\ Thus the e'' are functions of the

f
x and the /)*.

23, *

Now for a variation of coordinates, we have l

(10.1)
* = /lV,

h

where

(10.2) /I*
111

'/ Jx (f,vj)rf|
x
-(rff)*.

Since ft y/V
x -= ^

J/4 ,
we have from (10.1)

"i h

(10.3) rfs
a -= g^d^tt^ - ^ A h A* - i: (rf5)*(rff)\

h h

Tin 1

ecituition (10.1) represents the relative position of d$* and e
y
\

h

Since this relative position is preserved by any motion of the group, the

Pfafiian forms A h an* invariant for any motion of the group G
r .

l SrnoriKN 181, j> 172
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For a variation of coordinates and parameters, we have

h h h

If e* + de* is displaced parallelly from x + d* to f
x

, we get
X + 8e*

at |
x

,
where

(10.4) e*^l

From (10.4), we find 1

(10.5)

where

(10.6) r* =

are Pfaffian forms with respect to x and
73". The equation (10.5) repre-

sents the Riemannian connexion with respect to the frames X
. Because

h

of the same reason as for (10.1), the T? are invariant for any motion of

the group.
Since 8(gx>t0V) = 0, we have from (10.5)

t h

As we see from (10.2) the A h are linear homogeneous with respect
to dg*. On the other hand, since the vector e* has the definite direction

i

wx
() at each point

x
, it does not depend on the parameters 7]

a
. conse-

quently we see from (10.6) that Tf are also linear homogeneous with

respect to rff
x

. Thus putting

(10.8) Tj =

we obtain from (10.2) and (10.8)

(10.9) rf

where

(10.10) c

are functions of f
x and TJ".

1 SCHOUTEN [8], p. 177. The forms A h and Tj were denoted by w* and
coj

re-

spectively in E. CARTAN'S papers [6, 7, 9, 10, 11].
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The Pfaffian forms Tj and A h are invariant for any motion T of the

group. If we denote by 'c* the transform of cf by T, we have

(10.11) rJ = 'c,M'-

From (10.9) and (10.11), we find

But the A i are linear independent Pfaffian forms and consequently
we have

Since cf are functions of f
x and

7)

a
, this equation shows that c* are

constants.

To find the values of these constants we apply a method of E. Cartan. J

At two points f
x and x + ^f

x we consider the frames x
(f)

and x
(f+rf|)

A A

both adapted to the given group of motions. We effect to x
(f) and

h
x
(f + dg) the same infinitesimal rotation around the first axes. This

A

rotation can be represented by the formulas

(10.12) '

df) =
*

h h i

using the same infinitesimal constants k\dt which satisfy

(10.13) A>i + # =

and

(10.14) k{= -*J = 0.

Now the figure composed of X
() and V() is congruent to that com-

A A

posed of <s
x
(f + rff) and '^

x
(| + d) in the sense that there exists a

A A

motion which carries
x
(f) into e*( + d) and at the same time '0

X
(|)

A A A

into '0
x
(f + dg). This motion can be represented analytically by A h and

A

rf with respect to the frame e*. But during the orthogonal transformation
A

1 E. CARTAN [6, 11], Ch. xn, xm.
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of the frames which carries
x
(f) into '0

x
(f), the components A h and r*

receive the variations
* h

(10.15) &A h = -
kfdtA', AF? = -

k\dtr] + Y\k]dt.

On the other hand we have from (10.9)

(10.16) Ar? = c?A,4'.

On substituting (10.15) in (10.16) and using (10.9)/we find

(AX - c?*<V = 0,

from which

(10.17)

because the A* are linearly independent.
First of all, putting h = 1 in (10.9) and taking account of T\ 0,

we obtain

(10.18) c}
= 0.

Next putting i = 1 in (10.17) and taking account of k{
=

k]
= 0,

we find

which should be satisfied for any Aj satisfying k* = Aj = and

Af -f **
fc

^ 0. Thus we get

(10.19) c}
= 0.

Thus the equation (10.17) becomes

(10.20) AJcJ
- c

r

a kl
=

where r y s, /, 7f, v = 2, 3, . . ., n. This equation can be written also in

the form

(10.21) (8;c?
- c

r

p 8?)A; -

and should be satisfied by any A* satisfying A* H- A" ~ 0, from which

t% r rn r r % u
\ (X r r v r r %"\ _ O

\n v C t
C ft

t ) (0 1t
C

i
C u O t )

U.

On contracting this equation with respect to r and v, we find

(10.22) (n
-

2)(cr + ci) - cJS^.

Since the cases n = 3 and = 4 are exceptional, we shall hereafter

assume n > 4, ;* -^ 8.
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Taking the antisymmetric part of (10.22), we find

(n
-

3)(cj'
-

cj,)
=

from which c" = c\t and consequently from (10.22)

_ l

Thus the matrix cf has the form

'0

...

c ...

00 c ...

...

thus, on account of (10.9)

(10.24) T{ = cA T
.

Thus from the equations of structure 1

we get

which shows that the form is exact:

(10.25) A*

Thus there exists a family of hypersurfaces /(f)
= constants along

which

^I 1 = or

2 n

Since the vectors <?
x

,
. . . ,

e* are always tangent to one of these hyper-
2 n

surfaces, we can see that these hypersurfaces admit groups of motions

of the maximum order. Consequently these hypersurfaces regarded as

Vn _iS are all .S M _.1
's.

It is clear that the orthogonal trajectories of these hypersurfaces are

the geodesies that appeared in Theorem 10.4.

1 SCHOUTKN [8], p. 177, (10.27) with 5* = 0.
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Since there is always a motion of the transitive group Gr which trans-

forms a given orthogonal trajectory into another given trajectory, it

follows that there also must be always such a motion transforming a

given hypersurface of the kind considered into another given hypersur-

face of the same kind. Consequently the hypersurfaces are all of the

same constant curvature.

Now we distinguish two cases (I) c = and (II) c ^ 0.

In case I, c = 0, we have from (10.24) T{ = and consequently

(10.26) 8** = 0,
i

which shows that X
is a covariant constant vector field. Since the normals

i

to theh ypersurfaces /(f)
= constant are parallel, the hypersurfaces are

all geodesic.

In case II, c - 0, we have from (10.24)

(10.27) A* = I\
r

c

and consequently

d? = Aif + A'e* = A l e* + Y
1 r 1 C

from which

(10.28) #* + S
(
- e* )=

\ c i /

which shows that

along one of the hypersurfaces /() = constant, and this means that

the vector 0* is concurrent l
along the hypersurfaces. But because e* is

i i

in the direction of the normal, the hypersurfaces are umbilical and of

constart mean curvature, their orthogonal trajectories being geodesic

Ricci curves. Thus we have

THEOREM 10.5. // a Vn , n < 4, n = 8 admits a group Gr of motions of

order \n(n 1) -j- 1> ^ either (I) there exists a family of oo 1
geodesic

1 YAMO [6].
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hypersurfaces whose orthogonal trajectories are geodesies, the hypersurfaces

being 5 n_/5 of the same constant curvature, or (II) there exists a family

of oo l umbilical hypersurfaces of constant mean curvature whose orthogonal

trajectories are geodesic Ricci curves, the hypersurfaces being S n_s of

the same constant curvature. In both cases, the group leaves invariant the

family of hypersurfaces and that of their orthogonal trajectories.

Of course geodesic hypersurfaces are special cases of umbilical hyper-
surfaces. But case I and case II in which hypersurfaces are umbilical

but not geodesic are, as we shall see, essentially different. So we shall

study these two cases separately.

11. Case I.

Since the space admits a covariant constant vector field, according to

a well-known theorem x there exists a coordinate system with respect

to which the ds2 of the space takes the form

(11.1) ds* = (d^)
2 + grt(f)dt*dp; I, 7), , 9, * = 2, 3, . . ., n,

the form g^(^)d^d^ being the fundamental form of an Sn_l .

Conversely, if there exists a coordinate system with respect to which

the fundamental form of the space takes the form (11.1), g^ffid^d^
being the fundamental form of an S n_v it is clear that we have case I

and that the space admits a group Gr of motions of order r =
\n(n- 1) + 1:

(11.2) 'e* = P + t, >$ = f(p 9 a) 9

where '& = /*(*, a) represents the complete group of motions of order

\n(n 1) in an S n_v Thus we have

THEOREM 11.1. In order that case I in Theorem 10.8 occurs, it is

necessary and sufficient that there exist a coordinate system with respect

to which the ds2 of the space takes the form (11.1), g7A(P)d*d& being the

fundamental form of an Sn_1 .

With respect to this coordinate system, the metric tensors have the

form

/I \
>x /I \

\o tfV'
r

\o g'W'

1 YANO [6].
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Consequently, calculating the Christoffel symbol of the V nt we find

where '{^}
denotes the Christoffel symbol of an Sn-1 with g^(^) as

metric tensor.

For the components K^* of the curvature tensor of Vn , we get

M 1 4^ K'"* 'K'l'Z- K"* 1 = 0- K"(* 0- K ; \* =
V* v *l qp^Y]

' v|iX IpiX vjxl

where '/^^ denote the components of the curvature tensor of 5n-1

belonging to '{^}.

But for an S n_^ we know that

/ T

'K being constant. Consequently we have for the Ricci tensor

/ 1 i s\ T . * r\ TT r\

and for the scalar curvature

(11.7) K = 'K.

Thus if we put

(1 1.8) L x
tlef K

x H /fg x ,

we find

' U '1?
r n

2(n 1)
w/i

2(w 1)
n ^

(11.9)i
'i^ 'j^

.1 -*^ .? ** i-.ff T ! r\

and for the con formal curvature tensor, we get

- xilof " ^

(1 1.1U) ^v^x
~

"v|j.X I

/^~ v^v*"'|iX ^^.^vX i ^v ^fpiX ^[L S'vX/
==r ^'

Consequently since we assumed n > 4, the V n is a C^.
1

Conversely, if we assume that the space is conformalty Euclidean and

1 SCHOITTEN [8], p. 306. The Cn denotes a conformally Euclidean Vn .
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admits a covariant constant vector field, then there exists a coordinate

system with respect to which

ds* =

and

the other components of

From these equations we find

(11.12)
2|,>~-Tf

'

E I/" f If If f If
;rj

>
A

rrj
= A v A = A >

and K^ being zero.

the other components of L^ and L^ being zero.

First, from

we find

and consequently

j __

Next from

we find

'K

n --

which shows that the hypersurfaces f = constant are S n_1's with the

same constant curvature. Thus we have

THEOREM 11.2. In order that case I in Theorem 10.8 occur, it is

necessary and sufficient that the space be conformally Euclidean and admit

a covariant constant vector field.
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I. Adati and the present author 1 have shown that in order that a

Vn be subprojective space of Kagan
2

it is necessary and sufficient that

the space be conformally Euclidean and admit a concircular vector

field. Thus according to Theorem 11.2, the space under consideration

is a subprojective space of Kagan.
We can also give another geometrical characterization.

First there exists a covariant constant vector field wx
:

(11.13) V^ = 0.

It may be assumed that wx is a unit vector.

Since wx is a gradient, we can put wx
= dx/.

From (11.13) we find

(11.14) K^* = 0-

The sectional curvature 3 determined by a plane containing wx and a

unit vector t;
x
orthogonal to uy~ at a point of the Vn is given by

Since the Vn admits a transitive group of motions which transform

the field wx into itself and every vector orthogonal to wx into a vector

with the same property, the sectional curvature is a constant. But from

(11.14) we get

(11.15)
- X

V{zXx
wv^wx

v
x =

for any vx
,
which shows that this sectional curvature is always zero.

On the other hand, the hypersurfaces

(11.16) /() = constant

are geodesic and of the same constant curvature. Consequently, repre-

senting one of them by its parametric equations

(11.17) fc

a,b,c,d= 1,2, ...,n 1,

1 YANO and ADATI [1].
2 UACHEVSKY [1],
3 Two vectors at a point determine a 2-plane. The Gaussian curvature at the

point of the two-dimensional subspace described by the geodesies passing through
the point and being tangent to the 2-plane is called the sectional curvature at the

point determined by the 2-plane.
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we have the equations of Gauss l

(11.18)
'

where

and

(11.20) 'g*

The 'k in (11.19) could be different for each of the hypersurfaces

(11.16). But, since 'k represents the sectional curvature determined

by any 2-plane orthogonal to wx , and because the space admits a transi-

tive group of motions which leaves invariant the field u*, 'k should be

constant.

Now on putting

we obtain

(1 1.21)

On transvecting both members of (11.18) with B%% we obtain

*l*/f~ * ~ f~ f

( gda gct> gea

from which

(1 1.22)

Conversely, suppose that the curvature tensor of Vn has the form

(11.22) where 'k is now some constant and where % = dj is some co-

variant constant vector field. Then the hypersurfaces /() = const, are

geodesic and their orthogonal trajectories are also geodesic.

Representing one of these hypersurfaces by (11.17), from (11.18)

and (11.22), we find (11.19). (11.19) shows that all hypersurfaces are

5>n-i's with the same 'constant curvature. Hence

THEOREM 11.3. In order that case I in Theorem 10.8 occur, it is

necessary and sufficient that the curvature tensor of the space be of the form

1 SCHOUTKN [8], p. 242.
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(11.22), where 'k is constant and where wx is a covariant constant unit

vector field.

From the equation (11.22), we get

(11.23) Vw tfvl^ = 0,

which shows that the Vn under consideration is symmetric in the sense

of E. Cartan. l

12. Case II.

In this case, the normals to the hypersurfaces are Ricci directions.

Thus on account of a well-known theorem 2 the space admits what we

call a concircular transformation, and consequently there exists a coordi-

nate system with respect to which

(12.1) ds* = (d?Y + l(P)f

^
being the fundamental form of an S w_,

with constant curvature. When the function /(I
1
)

is a constant, the case

reduces to case I, so we assume hereafter that /(
l
)

is not a constant.

On calculating the Christoffel symbols of Vn ,
we obtain, for the non-

vanishing components of
{JjJ,

(12.2) {& =~i r

f
ft,- $ = {& = + 1 ^ A\, {& = '{},

where /'
= df/dg

l and
'{^}

are Christoffel symbols formed with g^
=

/(!
1
)/^(^) or, what is the same here, with /fl5({

;
).

Now calculating the curvature tensor of Vnt we get, for the non-

vanishing components of <K^
X

,

(12.3)

(/"
f'

2 \
i

*__ i _/_ \ a
f /

2 /

r-

where 'X 5 is the curvature tensor formed with

1 CARTAN [1, 2, 6, 8, 11], Cf. SCHOUTEN [8], p. 163, p. 370.
2 YANO [4].
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From (12.3), we get, for the non-vanishing components of -K
viaxf

/ r /'* \K -
1 1 i - 1 P-*v

<pl7jl ^2
,, 4

/2 /
5<PTJI

(12.4)

From the first equation of (12.4) we see that the sectional curvature

determined by two mutually orthogonal unit vectors x with u l = 1 ,

u^ = and vx with v l = 0, is

/ 1 o f^\ K iPiP I 4 4 I

V
lz-/

~~
^qrf.Tjl

1' v V27T 4/ />
\ / / //'

and this does not depend on vx . Since there is always a motion of the

transitive group which transforms the field u* into itself and every
vector orthogonal to it into a vector with the same property, it follows

that this sectional curvature is a constant.

From the second equation of (12.4) we see that the sectional curvature

determined by two mutually orthogonal unit vectors v
x with v 1 =

and w* with w l = is

Since this must be independent of the choice of v^ and wl
, we must

have

(12.6) 'X^ = '*(*& -
fiatfJ

and consequently

(12.7)
- K^vfiv*,* = 'k -

Since the group is transitive, this scalar must also be constant.

The equation (12.6) shows that the hypersurfaces f
1 = constant are

S^i's. But we know that these must be all of the same constant cur-

vature. Thus 'k is also constant. Hence /
/2
/4/

2 is a constant

(12.8) .

i^T
= *2>

k being different from zero, from which by integration

(12.9) /
= *2 *

2*5
',

where a2 is an arbitrary positive constant.
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On the other hand, we have

and consequently
' V ' ' '

17'
' '

*rfi,
=

*rtn

where F'^ is the curvature tensor formed from /^{f
5
). Consequently

we have

(12.10) 'K^ = f(P)F^.

Thus from (12.6) and (12.7) we obtain

(12.11) ^? = -F(//c,-/W
where

(12.12) F = f(p)'k

is a constant. Here F and '& are constants and /(I
1
)

is not a constant,

consequently we must have

k = 0, F =
from which

(12.13)
'

Substituting (12.9) and the first equation of (12.13) into (12.4) we

obtain, for the non-vanishing components of

Hence

(12.14)

Thus the space is of negative constant curvature.

In fact, by (12.9) and the second equation of (12.13), the fundamental

form of Vn can be written as

(12.15) <fe = (#i) + a^^K*1
)

2 + - - - + (")],

which is a well-known fundamental form of an Sn of negative constant

curvature.

Conversely, if the Vn is an Sn of negative constant curvature, then

there exists a coordinate system with respect to which the fundamental
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form takes the form (12.15). If we put

ae * = ---

then (12.15) becomes

(12.16) v

Thus we can see that the space admits a group of motions of order

|n(n 1) + 1 given by

(12.17) 'u = <*M,
'" =

ocfajjf* + 6")

where 'f = d^ + ft" represents a general motion in a Euclidean K H .,.

Thus we have

THEOREM 12.1. In order that case II in Theorem 10.8 occur it is

necessary and sufficient that the space be of negative constant curvature.

Since an 5n cannot admit a parallel vector field, case I is not a special

case of II.

Gathering the results obtained in the last three sections, we can state

THEOREM 1 2.2. In order that a Vn ,
n < 4, n ^ 8.[admit a group of motions

of order \n(n 1) -f 1, it is necessary and sufficient that the space be

a product of a straight line and an S w _t (this is equivalent to the fact that

the space is a Cn and admits a parallel vector field) or that the space be an

S n of negative constant curvature.

In this theorem, the cases n = 3, n = 4 and n = 8 are exceptional.

E. Cartan * has studied the case n = 3 in detail and he obtained

THEOREM 12.3. A simply connected complete F3 admitting a G4 of

motions is homeomorphic to one of the following spaces.

(1) a Euclidean space.

(2) a product space of a straight line and a sphere.

(3) a spherical space.

The case n = 4 was our exceptional case. But S. Ishihara 2 has studied

this case and obtained

1 CARTAN [6], p. 305.
2 ISHIHAKA [1].
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THEOREM 12.4. A simply connected complete V4 admitting a transitive

group of motions is homeomorphic to one of the following spaces:

(1) a Euclidean space of four dimensions.

(2) a sphere of four dimensions.

(3) a complex projective space of two complex dimensions.

(4) a product space of two spheres of two dimensions.

(5) a product space of a straight line and a sphere of three dimensions.

(6) a product space of a Euclidean plane and a sphere of two dimensions.

THEOREM 12.5. In a F4 there exists no group of motions of order 9.

// a 74 admits a group of motions of order 8, then the group is transitive

and the space is a Kdhlerian manifold whose holomorphic sectional cur-

vature is constant.



CHAPTER V

GROUPS OF AFFINE MOTIONS

1. Groups of affine motions.

Consider an Ln with a linear connexion TJ^. Since the linear connexion

FJ^ is a linear differential geometric object, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 of

Ch. in give

THEOREM 1.1. If an Ln admits an infinitesimal affine motion, it

admits also a Gx of affine motions generated by the infinitesimal one.

THEOREM 1.2. In order that an Ln admit a G1 of affine motions,

it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a coordinate system with respect

to which the components F^ of the linear connexion are independent of

one of the coordinates.

To study the projective differential geometry inaugurated by O. Ve-

blen 1
, J. H. C. Whitehead 2 considered an A n+1 whose linear connection

satisfies

(i.i) r-0== ^, a F-x
= o,

(x, X, [i, ... = 0, 1,2, . .., n).

According to Theorem 1.2, this A n admits a G1
of affine motions.

In tact, if we put

v* ^f
e*.

o

(1.1) can be written as

(1.2) V^ = A, V^v" + R^v" = 0.

Thus the A n+l considered by J. H. C. Whitehead can be characterized

as an A n+1 which admits a concurrent vector field and an affine motion.

The authors of the School of Princeton consider in such a space tensors

1 VKBLEN [1, 2].
2 WHITEHEAD [1].

85
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or tensor densities whose components are of the form

W<A *NZp& (tl tn\
P-IL e

l-iL\S > $ )>

from which

(1-3) \&* = Ntfr
V

This means that they consider the quantities whose Lie derivatives

are proportional to the quantities themselves.

If we choose a coordinate system with respect to which vx = f
x

,

the equation FX
X
= takes the form

hence

THEOREM 1.3. In order that an L n admit a Gl of affine motions,

it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a coordinate system with respect

to which the
Fjjx(|)

are homogeneous functions of degree 1 of the coordinates.

To study projective differential geometry, D. van Dantzig considered l

an Ln+1 whose components of the linear connexion are homogeneous
functions of degree 1 of the coordinates f

x
; x = 0, 1, . . ., n. Ac-

cording to Theorem 1 .3, this Ln+l admits a Gl of affine motions. 2 The

authors of the School of Delft 3 consider in such a space the tensors or

tensor densities whose components are homogeneous functions of degree r.

Thus

(1-5) ^tV^1 "'*' =
[r
- s + t + (n + l)*]^...^'"*

V

for a tensor of weight w. This means they also consider those quantities

whose Lie derivatives are proportional to the quantities themselves.

The number r s + t -\- (n + l)w was called the excess.

Since a linear connexion is a linear differential geometric object,

Theorems 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 of Ch. in hold for a group of affine motions.

2. Groups of affine motions in a space with absolute paral-
lelism. 4

An L n is said to possess absolute parallelism or teleparallelism if for

1 VAN DANTZIG [1].
2 VAN DANTZIG [2, 3].
3 SCHOUTEN and HAANTJES [1],
* ROBERTSON [1],
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any points P and Q of the space the parallel displacement of any quantity
from P to Q along a curve joining P and Q gives a result at Q which does

not depend on the choice of the curve. In such a space we fix a point f
x

o

and consider n linearly independent contravariant vectors <?
x
() at this

point, (a, 6, c, . . .
= I, 2, . . ., n).

a

Since the parallel displacement does not depend on the curve, on

displacing the vectors x
(f) from x

to an arbitrary point f
x
of the space

a

along any curve joining
x and f

x
, we get fields of vectors X

(), and for

these fields holds

a a a

from which

a a

/O 0\ Px == a
fi gX___gXJ ^

a

where the e^ are defined by e^ = 8.
b

It is well-known that if an L n admits absolute parallelism, then

jR
VJ^

x = and conversely, if R^* = 0, then the L n admits absolute

parallelism, the S^
x
being not necessarily zero.

If an Ln with absolute parallelism admits an infinitesimal affine

motion |
x -> f

x + v*dt, then from V^ = 0, 1^ = and

we obtain

= o,

which shows that the vectors e* are also absolutely parallel and conse-

quently that

(2.2) e* = cl<?, cl = constants.
v b a

Thus we have 1

THEOREM 2.1. In order that an Ln with absolute parallelism admit

an infinitesimal affine motion, it is necessary and sufficient that the Lie

!G. T., p. 18.
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derivatives of n linearly independent absolutely parallel contravariant vectors

be linear combinations of these vectors with constant coefficients.

If all the constants c% are zero, that is, if

(2.3) f = 0,

the affine motion is said to be particular.

If we choose a coordinate system with respect to which v* = 8
X

, the

conditions for a particular and a general affine motion become

Vx = and VX==
a 6

respectively, from which

(2.4) ? = /*(*, . . . , f )
and f = < (fi)/*(| f ...,{)

a

respectively, where wJXl
1
)
are functions of I

1
satisfying

(2.5) 8X(f) = c.X(f *)

and consequently also satisfying

(2.6) <(|i + *)=<(f>'(*).!

Conversely when the e* have the property (2.4), the space evidently
a

admits a one-parameter group of affine motions given by f
* -> x + 0*d/.

Thus we have *

THEOREM 2.2. In order that an Ln with absolute parallelism admit a

G of particular affine motions, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a

coordinate system with respect to which all the components of the absolutely

parallel contravariant vectors are independent of one of these variables.

THEOREM 2.3. In order that an L n with absolute parallelism admit

a Gl of general affine motions, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist

a coordinate system with respect to which the components of the absolutely

parallel contravariant vectors have the form
X = w^(f

1
)/

x
(f

2
,

. . ,, f
w
),

with ii^f
1
) satisfying (2.5) or (2.6).

b

An A n with absolute parallelism is an En . In En we can take a recti-

linear coordinate system (x). Then e* = gives v
x = const, and conse-

1 VON NEUMANN [1]; WEYL [3], p. 25.
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quently this means that the particular affine motion is a translation.

In En ,
J* = c^ gives vx = c

x
f
x + />

x and this means that the general
t>n x

affine motion is a general affine transformation.

3. Infinitesimal transformations which carry affine conies into

affine conies.

It is evident that in an A n an infinitesimal affine motion carries an

arbitrary affine conic 1

(3. 1
) + k - =

(k
= constant)

ds9 ds

into an affine conic and transforms every affine parameter into an

affine parameter.

Conversely we assume that an infinitesimal transformation f* -> x

+ v*dt carries an arbitrary affine conic into an affine conic and the affine

parameter on it into an affine parameter on the deformed affine

conic.

First we get from d* =

d? __ dF ds

(3 '2)
~ds'~

== "
"dT"ds~'

where we have dropped v from for the sake of simplicity.

Secondly, from the formula
v

we get

(3-3) ~j~
~

\7^*{M/ 7
"

i .

s as as s t^o

Thus putting
x = d^/ds in (3.3), we get

ds ds ds2 ds ds ds ds

Putting then wx = 8^/ds
2 in (3.3), we find

'3.5) ^

_ ._ --.
ds*~ ds ds*~ ds' ds ds' ds* ds

1 YANO and TAKANO [1]; cf. SCHOUTEN [8], p. 299
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But because the transformation transforms every affine parameter
into an affine parameter, we must have

(3.6)
'

5 = (l + adt)s + bdt\ a,b = constants.

From this it follows that

(3.7)
- = a

and that the equations (3.2) and (3.5) become

(3.8)
= a

and

respectively.

On the other hand, under the transformation (3.6) of s, k is trans-

formed as follows:

hence

(3.10) k= -2ak.

Thus, from (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10), we obtain

C\ 1 1 \ r I
i A> l

v-*'
* i) j\ 7" i~ re i

\ ds3 ds I

Thus, in order that every affine conic be transformed into an affine

conic and the affine parameter on it into an affine parameter on the
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deformed conic, the equation

must be satisfied for every value of -- and -, and consequentlv
ds ds*

it is necessary that r^ = 0. Thus we have

THEOREM 3A. 1 In order that an infinitesimal transformation transform

every affine conic of an A n into an affine conic and the affine parameters
on it into affine parameters on the deformed conic, it is necessary and

sufficient that the transformation be an affine motion.

4. Some theorems on affine and projective motions.

We consider an A n which admits a G r of affine motions with the

infinitesimal operators f = v*dj such that the rank of u
x in a neigh-

a a a

bourhood is r <; n. Then we have

(4 \} /Tx
, =

V*' 1
/ & 1

ixX
v *

a

In order that an 'A n , projectively related to the A n , admit the G r

as a group of affine motions, it is necessary and sufficient that there

exist a covariant vector field p}
such that

(i* + MX + MS) = o
a

or

(4.1) />x
= 0.

a

But according to Theorem 3. 1 of Ch. in, this system of partial differential

equations is completely integrable, hence

THEOREM 4. 1 .
2

If an A n admits a G r of affine motions with the in-

finitesimal operators f = v^f such that the rank of v* in a neighbourhood
a a a

is r <; n, there exists always an 'A n which is (not trivially) projectively

related to A n and which admits the same G r as a group of affine motions.

1 YANO and TAKANO [1]; G. T., p. 16.

2 KNEBELMAN [3]; YANO and IMAI [1].
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We next consider an A n which admits a Gr of projective motions such

that the rank of v
x
in a neighbourhood is r ^ . Then we have

a

(4.2) T& = fc^J + p^Al.
a a a

In order that an 'A nt projectively related to the A n> admit the same Gf

as a group of affine motions, it is necessary and sijfficient that there

exist a covariant vector field
/>x such that

(1* + MX + fc4D =
a

or

(4.3) Pi
= -

fc.
a a

On the other hand, substituting (4.2) in the identity (1^) = c

we get
c b

c 6 be a

which shows that r covariant vectors px form a complete system with
a

respect to Gr . Thus (4.3) is completely integrable and we have

THEOREM 4.2. l When an A n admits a Gr of projective motions such

that the rank of v
x

is r <^ n, there exists an 'A n which is (not trivially)
a

projectively related to A n and which admits the same Gr as a group of affine

motions.

From this we obtain

THEOREM 4.3. 2 In order that a G r in an Xn such that the rank of

v* is r <; n, can be regarded as a group of affine motions in a Dn ,
it is

a

necessary and sufficient that the Gr be a subgroup of the ordinary projective

group.

The necessity is evident. Conversely, if the group Gr is a subgroup
of the ordinary projective group, it is a group of projective motions

in a Dn . Consequently according to Theorem 4.2, there exists an A n

which is projectively related to Dnt and is itself a D n and admits Gr

as a group of affine motions. Thus Theorem 4.3 is proved.

1 KNEBELMAN [3].
2 YANO and TASHIRO [1].
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v

5. Integrability conditions of T^ = 0.

V

We consider the integrability conditions of 1^ = 0, which can

be written as
*

(5.1)

From (4.13) and (4.14) of Ch. I, we have

(5-2)

respectively. Then applying the formula (4.9) of Chapter I to 5^
and R

vv^*>
we obtain

(5.3)
V V

respectively. Repeating the same process, we have

(5.4)

Thus we have

THEOREM 5.1. 2 In order that an L n admit a group of affine motions,

it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a positive integer N such that

the first N sets of equations (5.2), (5.3) &nd (5.4) are compatible in v* and

v(* and that all their solutions satisfy the (N + l)st set of equations. If

there exist n2 + n r linearly independent equations in the first N sets,

then the space admits an r-parameter complete group of affine motions.

For an L n with absolute parallelism, we have R^ = 0, if we replace

(5.2), (5.3) and (5.4) by

(5.5)

Theorem 5.1 holds.

We now consider an A n for which V^R^ = 0, (Cartan's symmetric

1 Cf. SCHOUTEN [8], p. 346.
2 KNEBELMAN [2]; G. T., p. 19.
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space). Then the Ricci identity

(s.6) o = vnv^^-vtt
v

p- -p p- -x"" ^ ^

shows that, if we take vf = f*R^*, then R^* = is satisfied iden-

tically, v
x
being arbitrary. Thus we have v

THEOREM 5.2. l An A n JOY which V
tt /?^

x = admits a transitive

group of a/fine motions.

On the other hand, A. Nijenhuis
2
proved that the generators of the

holonomy group of an L n span the ^-domain of the curvature tensor

/?viix

x ancl i*8 covariant derivative. Thus the generators of the holonomy

group of an A n with V
tt/Z^

x = span the J-domain of the curvature

tensor R^*. Since the generators of the isotropy group span the *-

domain of the set i^
x = Vxv

x
,
we have

a a

THEOREM 5.2. 3 In an A n for which V
tt jR^

x = the isotropy group
contains the holonomy group.

We now consider the conditions of complete integrability of 1^ 0,
V

that is, those of (5.1). In order that we have complete integrability, the

equations

_ 7.p\7 c--x C--P-.-X _i C--X..-P I C--X-.-P _ ftV V
p^piX

~
^nX V

p ~T ^
PX

V
tx

~T $w V^ V

and

x - p x +Rv + R*v + R*v =

should be satisfied identically for any v* and v^*, from which wo can

easily deduce 5^
x = and R^* = 0.

In this case, the group has its maximum order 8 + n. Thus we have

THEOREM 5.3. 4 In order that an L n admit a Gr of affine motions of

the maximum order n2 + n, it is necessary and sufficient that the L n be an

E nt
5 the group being a general affine group.

*CARTAN [6, 8, 11].
2 NIJENHUIS [2], Ch. n, 13.

3 SCHOUTEN [8J, p. 363.
4 EISENHART [4], p. 234; G. T. f p. 20.
6 En stands for an ordinary affine space.
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In an L n with absolute parallelism, a particular affine motion

f
* -> f

x + *>
x^ satisfies the equation

from which, because of V^ = 0,
a

(5.7) v? = 0.

Thus the conditions of complete integnibility of the equations e*

or of ^ x = are that v

are identically satisfied for any i
v

, from which it follows that VVS^
X -= 0.

Thus we have

THEOREM 5.4. 1 In order that an L n with absolute parallelism admit

a group of particular affine motions of the maximum order n, it is necessary

and sufficient that the covariant derivative of the torsion tensor vanish.

In this case, the differential equations v'f
= admit solutions vx

whose initial values can be arbitrarily assigned. Thus when an L n with

absolute parallelism admits a group of particular affine motions of

the maximum order n, the group is simply transitive.

6. An L n with absolute parallelism which admits a simply
transitive group of particular affine motions. 2

We consider an L n with absolute parallelism and denote n linearly

independent absolutely parallel vectors by e* and the components of

I- b \

the linear connexion of the space by F x . Then we have V^e*
= 0, from

which
b

1- b b

*
b b

(6.2) v^'
1

(6.3)

1 G. T., p. 20.

2 SCHOUTEN [8], p. 185.
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We assume that the space admits a simply transitive group of particular

affine motions, then according to Theorem 5.4, we have

(6.4)
V S^ = 0.

Thus if we put

-H a | c b

t c\ ra dcf oc;--x /,|A /,X /,
. <?--x ] ra x

(o.oj c cb
~ zs^ tee*, ^x 2^^^ >

G b 'a
-I

the clc are scalars and Vv c c
= 0, which shows that the c%c are constants.

Thus from (6.2) and (6.5), we get

(6.6)

and

(6.7)
c b b c a

which shows that n vectors e* generate a simply transitive group.
b

Conversely, if n vectors e* generate a simply transitive group, then we
b

have (6.6) and (6.7), and we can easily see that (6.4) holds. Thus ac-

cording to Theorem 5.4, the space admits a simply transitive group
of particular affine motions. Thus we have

THEOREM 6.1. In order that an L n with absolute parallelism admit

a simply transitive group of particular affine motions y it is necessary and

sufficient that n absolutely parallel vectors generate a simply transitive

group.

We assume again that the space admits a simply transitive group of

particular affine motions and denote bye*(A,B,C=l,2, . . . , n) n vectors
B ...

which generate the group. Then we have

(6.8) 0*
<l4f &B f - #8 ? = 0,

Bb B b b It

which can also be written as

(6.9) . fd = "8^.
B b

This shows that with respect to the linear connexion

(6.10) JV=r^.
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the vectors f are absolutely parallel, from which
B

Conversely, we assume that the linear connexion T^ defined by

(6.10) from a linear connexion F x of an L n with absolute parallelism,
is of zero curvature. Then denoting by f and 0* n linearly independent

b B +
vector fields absolutely parallel with respect to FJ^ and Fj^ respect-

ively, we have

(6.12) ?5x
= *<U. Tx =

6 Ji

and consequently

from which

/ 1 Q\ r p*. p \*. ft p* pV-'f) p* OIO.1OJ +. If t/ C/., I? c/
C/j,

p V/.

This equation shows that the space with affinc connexion F x admits

a simply transitive group of particular affine motions. Thus we have
i

THEOREM 6.2. In order that an L n with absolute parallelism F*.x

admit a simply transitive group of particular affine motions, it is necessary

and sufficient that the linear connexion F x
~
r^ be of zero curvature.

Again we suppose that an L n with absolute parallelism admits a

simply transitive group of particular affinc motions, then we have the

second equation of (6.5). Denoting by e* the vectors generating the

simply transitive group of particular affine motions, we have

c *B B c A

from which
- c n

A

Thus from the second equation of (6.5), (6.15) and

(6.16) Stf = -S^",
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we obtain

c b G B

(6.17) c^e^^ = -
rtfft^f.

a A

-f
-

Now the linear connexion F^F^) defines an absolute parallelism in

the L n and consequently, if we give n vectors x
(f) (0

x
(f)) at a fixed

60 7?

point | of the space, then the vectors X
() (0

X
()) at- every point of the

o & B

space are automatically determined. Now for convenience we choose

the vectors
X and e* in such a way that e

x
() = X

(|). Then from
b U b K

(6.17) we have at the point (|)

which also holds at all points of the space.

The space discussed in this paragraph is exactly a group space.
1

The group generated by <?
X
(0
X

)
is called the first (the second) parameter

group.
b H

From

(6.19)
li 6 b 13

we have

THEOREM 6.3. The vectors defining the first (the second) parameter

group are transformed into themselves by the second (the first) parameter

group.

7. Semi -simple group space.

We consider a group space and adopt the notations used in the preced-

ing paragraph. If we put

we get

i- -i
- +

V
*

/ {iA [xX I fiX
' i*X jxX jxX

"

The linear connexions given by Fxx ,
Fx

x and FJ^ are called respectively

(+)-connexion, (Q)-connexion and
( )-connexion of the space.

2

1 EISENHART [4], p. 198; SCHOUTEN [8], IV.
2 CARTAN [3]; CARTAN and SCHOUTEN [1]; EISENHART [4].
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+
On substituting the first equation of (7.2) in R^* = 0, we obtain

f + i- + + +
/73\ /?-- <x OC"P <? * j_ C--P c--x I C--P c--xV-) -^vjxX

zo
vn Xp T- ^ vp "T ^Xv -Vp *

where J^x* *s the curvature tensor of
FJ^. From J?^* = and (7.3)

we obtain

(7-4) 5^5^ = 0.

This equation can also be obtained from the Jacobi identity satisfied

by the structural constants:

*M. = 0.

From (7.3) and (7.4), we get

f

For the covariant derivative of the torsion tensor S^
x with rcsjiect

to
Fj^,

we have

+ HI h -I II II-
--P
XvYC--X _ y c--x

^ V v k3

from which, because of (7.4),

(7.6)

Thus from (7.5), we get

(7.7) V^" = 0.

because of (7.6). Thus we have

THEOREM 7. 1.
1

Every group space is a symmetric A n with respect

o its (0)-connexion.
t

We now suppose that the space is a semi-simple group space. According

to E. Cartan,
2 in order that the group be semi-simple, it is necessary

and sufficient that the rank of the matrix

(7.8) gcb
= <4C

be n. Thus putting

(7.9)
g

1 SCHOUTEN [8], p. 191.

2 CARTAN [3].
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we can give a Riemannian metric

(7.10) d&

to the space. The equation (7.8) can also be written as

(7.H) g*=*4SS*>
Now from (7.5) we obtain by contraction

(7.12) R* = SStf,
from which, because of (7.11),

(7-13) *,*
= &,*

Moreover from (7.7) and (7.13), we have

(7.H) Vv*^ = JVvg|lX
= 0,

which shows that the F x are the Christoffel symbols {} formed with

g^. Thus we have

THEOREM 7.2. l For a semi-simple group space, the (Q)-connexion

is Riemannian and the space is Einsteinian.

From
c N A

-V = - KV^A*X
>

<? = e^
= 0,

A b B b

we obtain

(
7 - 15

) Sii
x = and consequently S* = 0.

b b

From (7.11) and (7.15), we obtain

(7-16) ^ = 0.

b

On the other hand

(7-17) g****=g
c b

are constants. The equations (7.16) and (7.17) show that the infinitesimal

transformations of the first parameter group are translations. Since a

similar result holds for the second parameter group, we have

1 CARTAN and SCHOUTEN [1]; EISENHART [4], p. 206.
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THEOREM 7.3. l The infinitesimal transformations of the first and of

the second parameter group of a semi-simple group space are translations.

8. A group as group of affine motions.

We apply now Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 of Ch. in to the case of

the group of affine motions.

We consider a Gr in an Xn and we suppose first that the rank of v
x

&

in the neighbourhood under consideration is r <> n. In this case we
choose a coordinate system with respect to which we have (3.6) of Ch. in.

Then the equations 1^ = become
a

(8.1) ?& = ew* + "8
p rk - r^p"" + r*xvp

a a a a a

and consequently, defining the functions a x(r, )

(8.2)

we obtain

(8.3)
a a

from which

(8.4) a.rk-e.j!x(r,f).

As was shown in 3 of Ch. in, we can prove that the system of partial

differential equations (8.4) is completely integrable and that the solutions

rjxd) are determined by the initial values of T x at a point (f), which

in the case r < n, can be arbitrary functions of the variables f
5
and,

in the case r = n, arbitrary constants. Thus we have

THEOREM 8. 1 .
2 A G r in an X n such that the rank of v* in the neighbour-

b

hood under consideration is r :". n can be regarded as a group of affine

motions in an L n whose components of the affine connexion contain n*

arbitrary functions or constants.

We next consider a G r in an X n such that the rank of v* in the neigh-
6

bourhood under consideration is q < r, n. In this case we choose a

coordinate system with respect to which we have (3.i5) of Ch. in.

1 CAKTAN and SCHOUTEN [1]; EISKNHART [4], p. 213.

2 G. T.
f p. 26.
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Then the equations 1^ = become

(8.5)

i i ' i

Thus, if we define the functions a x(r, f) and 3 M x(r, ) by

3 3 3

*
3

*
3

and

(8.7) S.^(r, I)
=

(i

we obtain

(8.8) = 0,

from which

(8.9) da r*i - ea x(r, f), SM ^(r, f)
- o.

Using the method of 3 of Ch. in, we can prove that if 3M J^(r, )
-=

is compatible at some point of the space, then the mixed system (8.9)

is completely integrable and the solutions rj^(f) are determined by
their initial values at this point which satisfy SW ^(F, |) =0. Thus we

have

THEOREM 8.2. x Consider a Gr in an Xn such that the rank of v
x in

b

the neighbourhood under consideration is q < r,n. //, in a coordinate

system with respect to which (3.15) of Ch. in is valid, the equations

SM J[x(r, |) = are compatible in F^ at some point of the space, then the

group can be regarded as a group of a/fine motions in an L n .

We finally consider a multiply transitive Gr in an Xn . Then the rank

1 G. T., p. 27.
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of vx in a neighbourhood under consideration is n < r. Thus, if we put
b

(8.10) det(v
x
)^0, v* = <p>*; , 6, c = 1, 2, . . ., n,

6 u a

w, v, w = n + 1, ...,r,

we can state

THEOREM 8.3. //, for a multiply transitive Gr in X nt the equations

S M^(F, f)
= are compatible at a fixed point of the space, the group can be

regarded as a group of a/fine motions in an L
tl

.

We now consider analogous problems for groups of particular affine

motions in a space with absolute parallelism.

We first consider a Gr in X n such that the rank of ?;* in a neighbourhood
b

is r ;". n. In this case, if we choose a coordinate system such that (3.6)

of Ch. in is valid, the equations e* = (A 9 B, C, . . .
=-

1, 2, . . ., )

become a A

(8.1 1) e = v*d^ ~ e<\v* - 0.

a A a A A ft

Consequently, defining the functions Wa *(0, ) by

(8.12)

we have

(8.13)
a A a A

from which

(8.14) 8." = .ri(. .

.1

As is shown in 3 of Ch. in, we can prove that (8.14) is completely

integrable, and that the solutions e?
x
(f) are determined by the initial

A
values at a point (), which, in the case r < n, can be arbitrary functions

o

of the variables f
* and in the case r = n, arbitrary constants. Thus we

have

THEOREM 8.4. A Gr in an X n such that the rank of v* in a neighbourhood
a

is r <* n can be regarded as a group of particular affine motions in an

L n with absolute parallelism and the components of the absolutely parallel

vectors can contain n2
arbitrary functions when r < n, and n2

arbitrary

constants when r = n.
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We consider next an intransitive Gr in an Xn and suppose that the

rank of 0* in a neighbourhood is q < r, n. In this case we can choose a
a

coordinate system such that (3.15) of Ch. in holds. Then the equations

e* = become
a A

(8.15)

"'
x

u A i A A i

Thus, if we define the functions ^(e f f) and Eu ^(e t ) by

(8.16) ""a^M\/ at A\ ' ^

and

(8.17) E(e,$ =
A

respectively, we have

(8.18)

and

(8.19)
u A i A

from which

A

Using the method of 3 of Ch. in, we can prove that if the equations
3 Mj(, f)

= are compatible at a point of the space, then (8.20) is

completely integrable. Thus we have

THEOREM 8.5. l Consider an intransitive G r in an X n siich that the

rank of v* in a neighbourhood is q < r, n. //, in a coordinate system with
a

respect to which (3.15) of Ch. in holds, the equations E u
*
L (e, )

= are

compatible at a point, then the group can be regarded as a group of particular

a/fine motions in an L n with absolute parallelism.

We finally consider a multiply transitive Gr in an Xn . Then the rank

of u
x

is n < r. Thus (8.10) is valid, and we have
a

1 G. T.. p. 29.
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THEOREM 8.6. //, for a multiply transitive Gr in an Xnt the equations

^UA(C f)
^ are compatible in e* at a point of the space, the group can

A
be regarded as a group of particular affine motions in an L n with absolute

parallelism.

9. Groups of affine motions in an I or an A n .

Let an L n with a linear connexion T^ admit an infinitesimal affine

motion x -> f + v*dt. Then F^ = 0. But if we put

then the equations F^ = are equivalent to
V

(9.2)
V W

Thus the integrability conditions of 1** = are

(9.3)

V V

00
S>'

x .TV R \'
x --

i^uX 3o o>
* voX

V

where Vv denotes the covariant differentiation with respect to Fj^ and
o o

R^ the curvature tensor belonging to F
?

.

As we know, the space admits a complete Gr of affine motions, if

and only if there exists an integer N such that the first N sets of cqua-
o

tions (9.3) are compatible in v* and Vx^
x

i x
x and are e(juivalent to a

set of n2 + n r linearly independent equations and that all v
x and

#x
x
satisfying the first N sets satisfy also the (N + l)st set of equations.

In this case, the rank of the matrix formed by the coefficients of v
x

and #x
x in the first N sets is equal to n2 + n r.

We now consider the equations
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In these equations, the coefficients of v are V S^
X and those of v^ are

-.x-p dof

We consider the -rank of Tj.
First we shall prove

LEMMA 1 . // the ^-rank of T is less than n, then tfie components of the

torsion tensor of the form S^*
1
(fy ^ <x, if j -i\i,j,k, ... = 1,2, . . . , n)

are all zero.

In fact, if we consider the n-rowed determinant formed by the com-

ponents of T (upper diagram) , then

its value is
( S^"

1
)"- The -rank

of T is less than n and conse-

a quently we have

jiX (9.5)
- 0.

(M = 1,2, ...,*)

r, s = 2, ...,*)

LEMMA 2. // the 9-rank of T
is less than n, then the components

of the torsion tensor of the form

Sajja"
1 are all zero.

In fact, taking account of

Lemma 1
,
we consider an w-rowed

determinant formed by the com-

ponents of T (lower diagram) :

Since the J-rank of T is less

than n, we have

(9.6) 5: : ai = 0.
1 / *2*1

From the lemmas 1 and 2, we
have

LEMMA 3. // the *-rank of T
is less than n t then the torsion

tensor vanishes identically.

We now suppose that the torsion

tensor does not vanish identically and we denote by r the order of the

complete group of affine motions admitted by the space. Then the -rank
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of r is w2 + w r. Thus from Lemma 3, we have

n2
-{- n r l> n

that is

(9.7) r ^ n\

On the other hand, we can easily verify that a space with an asym-
metric linear connexion F for which

(9.8)

III p21 in
~ A 2 ft

==

with and b non zero constants, th< other F's being zero, admits a

group of affine motions whose w a infinitesimal operators are

(9.9) V. f / (==!, 2, ....-!)

For the curvature tensor R^i* holds in this case

(9. 10) /*;;' - 7?a B
2
=...=/?. _,

- 1 =
(a
-

6),

and the other components of R
V[ii*

not related to thesi 1 are zero.

Thus the curvature tensor of the space is zero or not zero according

as a = b or a / 6. This proves a theorem of Egorov.
*

THEOREM 9.1. The maximum order of a complete group of affine

motions in an L n ( /- A n)
is equal to n2

.

When the space is an A n ,
that is, when the torsion tensor vanishes,

we cannot apply the above arguments.

If an A n admits an infinitesimal affine motion &*->%* + v*dt
t
we

have jF x
= and the integrability conditions are given by

V

(9.11) *W-=o, VM/^K -o, ....
V V

In order that the space admit a complete G T of affine motions, it is

necessary and sufficient that there exist a positive integer N such that

the first N sets of the equations (9. 1 1
)
are algebraically compatible in if

and Vxv
x and equivalent to a set of n2 + n r linearly independent

equations and that all vx and Vxv
x

satisfying the first N sets satisfy

1 EGOROV [3].
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a4a3oc2

= 1,2, ...,)

a1a2a1

the (AT + l)st set. We shall

consider the equations

+
= 0.

In these equations, the

coefficients of v" are V /?^
x

and those of V
p
v are

(9.12)

First we prove

LEMMA 1. // the %-rank

of T is less than n, then

(9.13)

In fact, we consider the

n-rowed determinant formed by the components of T (upper diagram).
Since the J-rank of T is less than n t we have (9.13). It should be noticed

that the indices <x4 , a3> a2 different from ax may be equal.

LEMMA 2. // the ^-rank of T is less than n, then

(9.H) R^ = 0-

In fact, taking account of Lemma 1, we consider the w-rowed deter-

minant formed by the components of '/ (lower diagram).
Since the -rank of T is less than n, we have (9.14).

LEMMA 3. .// the *
n-rank of T is less than n

t
then

In fact, taking account of the lemmas 1 and 2, we consider the n-

rowed determinant formed with the following components of T:
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3

asaaa3

3

a3as
a3

R- -3
jLVa3a2a3

(r, s = 4, 5, ...,)

Since the rank of 7" is less than n, we have (9.15)

LEMMA 4. // //* *-rank of T is less than n, then

(9 16} R'
' ** l (R'

' *l + R ' ai R '**) =\^- L V) ^ag^a., \
/v a 1a2a3 I

Xva3a2*i a32*3 '

In fact, taking account of the lemmas 1 and 2, we consider the n-

rowed determinant formed by the following components of 7':

oc3a2a3

i

ala2a3

a3

a3

*_

= 4,5, ..

r

a3
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Since the -rank of T is less than n, we have (9.16).

We now assume that the -rank of T is less than n. Then multiplying

(9.16) by R^2
and using (9.15), we get

that is

ft.
.

.aj^.
. .OC3 Q-tv " v '

Substituting this in (9.16) wo find

/? !(/? -i -L. /?
- ai\ = nIva2a1a3 \-

Va1a2a3 ^ Iva3a2ai )
w >

from which, interchanging a2 and a3 ,

. . . ai/. . - ai , ^.
. . ai \ _ oXva3ala2 V^aOCOC i^ aa /

w "

Adding these two equations and using R(^^} = 0, we find

(R
' ' a^ 2 (R

'

'**}* (R'
' >ai

)
2 =

V^aa^as / \
/Ya3ala2 / ^a3a2a! /

u

from which it follows that

(O iy\ # - -^ _ o. .a2 JJ-
- -i = n

\
y ' l/

)
XXa2l3

~~ 1V 8ia
~~ /V

32ai
U>

Consequently, from (9.15) we find

Hence

LKMMA 5. // the rank of T is less than n, all the components of the

curvature tensor vanish.

We now assume that the curvature tensor does not vanish identically

and we denote by r the order of the complete group of affine motions

admitted by the space. Then the -rank of T is n2 + n r. Thus from

Lemma 5, we have

n2 + n r ;> n

that is

(9.19) 7<,w2
.

On the other hand, we can easily verify that a space with a symmetric
linear connexion F x for which

(9.20) rin = r^n = ... = r;iin = jnn = a; a = constant ^ 0,
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the other T's not related to these being zero, admits an w2
-parameter

group of affine motions generated by

(9.21) fc, pp, (a =1,2 n-1).
For the curvature tensor holds in this case

(9.22) fli;;
1 = R^ =

. . . = nllnn
w- 1 = a\

and the other components of R^ not related to these are zero.

Thus we have a theorem of Egorov.
l

THEOREM 9.2. The maximum order of a complete group of affine

motions in an A n , n ;> 4, with non zero curvature is n2
.

10. L n's admitting an n2-parameter complete group of motions.

We consider in this paragraph an L n (with non-vanishing torsion)

which admits the group G w2 of affine motions. In this case T^f defined

by (9.4) should have the -rank n. We shall prove two lemmas:

LEMMA 1. Under the above-mentioned assumptions, we have

(10.1) V^O-
In fact, we consider the (n + l)-rowed determinant formed by the

following components of T:

a3a2

a4a3

ar

_ s'
ai

(r, * = 3, 4,

Since the rank of T is n, we have (10.1).

1 EGOROV [1],
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LEMMA 2. Under the same assumptions as in Lemma 1, we have

In fact, taking account of Lemma 1, we consider the (n + l)-rowed

determinant formed with the following components of T:

3

aa2l

*<*!

a2

c. .a3 _ c;.
. ai

2*3 21

5" -l _

(r,s
= 3,4, ...,).

Since the rank of T is n, we have

from which, interchanging a
t
and a3 ,

Adding these two equations, we obtain

(5^1
_ S

a2a
3
)

2 = 0,

or

which proves Lemma 2. Lemmas 1 and 2 show that the torsion tensoi

has the form

(10-3) S^ = S
[VLA^ t

and this means that the linear connexion is semi-symmetric.
* Thus

we have a theorem of Egorov.
2

1 FRIEDMANN and SCHOUTEN [1]; SCHOUTEN [8], p. 126.
2 EGOROV [5J.
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THEOREM 10.1. If an L n> n ^ 4, with non-vanishing torsion admits

a complete Gna of a/fine motions, the connexion is semi-symmetric, (n ;> 4)

REMARK. The theorem does not hold for n = 3. As an example
take L3 with

(io.3) rj2 = - rk = i,

the other F's being zero. This L3 admits the 32-parameter group of

affine motions generated by

(10.4) pv pz, p3, &P,. + Ppz ,^ + $*p3, ppv l*pz , Ppv ?p3,

but its connexion is not semi-symmetric.
The theorem does not hold for n = 2 either. This has been examined

by J. Levine. x As an example we take L2 with

(10.5) 1^=- 1^=1,
the other F's being zero. This L2 admits the 22

-parameter group of affine

motions generated by

(10.6) #i,#.. Pfc,*Vi.

but its connexion is not semi-symmetric.

11. A n's which admit a group of affine motions leaving in-

variant a symmetric covariant tensor of valence 2.

We prove the following theorem of Egorov.
2

THEOREM 11.1. Let an A n admit a group of affine motions which

leaves invariant a symmetric covariant tensor H^ of valence 2 and of rank

m. Then we have:

1. The order r of the group satisfies the inequality

(11.1) r ^ n2 + n nm + \m(m 1).

2. // the equality in (11.1) holds, the group is transitive.

Proof of 1 . If f
x -> f

x + v*dt is an affine motion, we have

(1 1-2) H^ = vV H^ + #OXVX + H^^f = 0.

The coefficients of V
p
v in (11.2) are

(11-3) T^ = AlHA + AlHwf

Since H^ is symmetric and of rank m, we can choose, at an arbitrary

1 LKVINE [4].
2 KGOKOV [7].
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point of the space, a coordinate system with respect to which, at this

point,

(1 1.4) //^
*-
S^T/x (not summed for X)

//a y for a = J, 2, . . . , m\ H^ = for
vj
= m + J, . . . , n.

Then we have at this point

(1 1-5) T&* *- (88oX + 8J,Jffo (not summed, for a).

Thus to find the -rank of T we have only to consider the matrix T
for which [xX indicates rows and columns and for which

'T : T^\ {ji ^ X, cr ^ m, X <: m.

Now the only non zero elements of 'T in the columns are those in

the rows pa or ap. Thus the rank of 'T and consequently the -rank

of T is equal to the number of the rows

(11.6) per; p ;> cr, (7 <> m
and

(11.7) ap; a ^ p, or ^ m.

The number of (11.6) is (n m)m and that of (11.7) is ^m(m + 1).

Consequently, the rank of T is

(n m)m + \m(m + 1)
= nm \m(m 1),

and we have

r <; n2 + n [nw m(m 1)]
= n2 + n mn + \m(m 1).

Proof of 2. If the equality in (11.1) holds, then the integrability con-

ditions of F X are equivalent to
V

(11-8) ^oPVp=0.
Thus the initial values of w* can be chosen arbitrarily and consequently

tho group is transitive.

12. /l n's which admit a group of affine motions leaving inva-

riant an alternating covarian* tensor of valence 2.

We prove the following theorem of Egorov.
x

THEOREM 12.1. Lei an A n admit a group of affine motions which

leaves invariant an alternating covariant tensor S^x of valence 2 and of

rank 2k. Then we have:

1 EGOROV [7].
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1 . The order r of the group satisfies the inequality

(12.1) r < n2 - (n-k)(2k- 1) + 2k.

2. If the space is protectively Euclidean and S^ = /?
[|lM , then

r <, nz -
(n
-

k)(2k
-

1).

3. // the equality holds in 1 or in 2, the group is transitive.

PROOF OF 1. If |* ->
* + v*dt is an affine motion, we have

(12.2) S^ = fl^W + S*W + S^v* = 0.

The coefficients of V
p
v
a

in these equations are

(12.3) U-tf-AlS^ + AtS^.

Since the 5^ is alternating and of rank 2k, we can choose, at an

arbitrary point of the space, a coordinate system with respect to which,

at that point,

(12.4) S,..,.^ = - St._ lBl. (a
=

1, 2, . . ., k)

the other S's being zero.

We now consider the following matrix formed by components of U:

2 ^ i, j ^ n\ 3 ^ k, I ^ n\ 4 <, p,q ^ n; 5 ^ r,s <* n;

2k ^ u, v ^ n\ 2k + 1 ^ x
t y ^ n.
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The rank of this matrix is

(
-

1) + (*
-

2) + . . . + (
--

2ft)
== 2ft --

k(2k + 1)

= + (n-ft)(2ft-l)-2ft f

and consequently

r < 2 + n - [n + (n
-

ft) (2ft
-

1)
-

2k] = n*-(n- ft) (2ft
-

1) + 2ft.

PROOF OF 2. Since the space is projectively Euclidean, we can

choose a coordinate system with respect to which

(12.5) i^ = MS
We then fix a point (f)

in the space and effect a linear transformation
o

in such a way that the tensor S^ ^ RLM takes the form (12.4) at the

point (f). Since a linear transformation of coordinates does not change
o

the form (12.5), we have, in this special coordinate system, at (f), (12.5)

and

(12.6) #
[2a.2-i]

= -
#[2a-i.2] * 0; a = 1 , 2, . . . , k t

the other R[M being all zero.

Since (12.6) holds at (f), it holds also in a neighbourhood containing
o

the point (f). From this fact we shall prove that at least one of the
o

expressions /?2o.2> K(2a.2o-i> an(i ^ao-i.2-i *s different from zero.

From (12.5), we have

(12.7) R^ = -
nd^fr + d^ + (n

- \)p^
from which it follows

(12.8) Rw = -
(
-

1)[0,^X)
-

ft.fcl,

02.9) Rw = -
(n + l)i>[fl pv.

Now if all expressions R^^, ^(2o .2a-i) an(i -^2a-i.2-i wcre zero
-

we should have

(12.10) . ^ap2tt
= p2ap.ia,

(12.11) #2.2<i-l '=
^ao.2o-lj

=
( + 1)^20^20-1].

(12.12) SA^n = #iA*-i.

(12-13) 2o-l#2o~l = Pza-lPza-1-
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From (12.11) and (12.12), we find

(12.14) ^2

(12.15)

Substituting(12.13) and (12.14) in

0[2a#2a-lj2a-l
=

and taking account of the other equations, we find

(12.16) PM = ^2a-l(log |#2 ,2-lD-

Similarly

(12.17) p2a
= i02a(log I*,..!.,.!).

From (12.16) and (12.17), we have

#[2/>2a-l]
= 0.

Substituting this in (12.11), we obtain

which is in contradiction to (12.6). Hence it is proved that at least

one of the expressions R2at2a , #< 2a,2a-i) and ^2a-i.2a-i is different from

zero.

Now if r -> x + v*dt is an affine motion of the space, we have

= 0, from which

(12.18) RW = 0, RW] = 0.

v v

We have seen that if the rank of R[M is m ^ 0, then 7?
(|iX)

and

are both not identically zero. We put

(12.19)

(12.20)

where

(12.21)

(12.22)
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Putting R[M = S^, we consider a matrix constructed in the following

way. If #2a-i2* -i ^ Of we add >
to the matrix considered in the proof of 1,

other rows and columns containing the components '/Yi-i.2a'-i.2a'-i
2a '~ 1

and 7Va,2-i,2a'-i
2a of T - If ^<2a.2a-i) '-^ >

we add rows and columns

containing the components r2aL li2ai lt2a
2o~ 1 and '/Ya^a'-i^a-i

2"" 1
- Finally,

if /?2a.2o / 0> wc a<ld rows and columns containing the components
7* .

'

2 nnri 'r 2a-l
1 2a.2a.2a ana i 2a.2a-l,2a

The rank of the matrix thus formed is n + (n k)(2k 1) and

consequently we have

r -^ n* + n - [n + (n
-

k)(2k
-

1)]
= n* - (n

-
k)(2k

-
1),

which proves the second part of the theorem.

The third part can be proved by the same argument as was used in

the proof of the second part of Theorem 11.1.

13. Groups of affine motions in an A n of order greater than

wa - n + 5.

Let II n be the linear homogeneous group in n variables #x :

(13.1) V = 0^, DetK) 7^0.

Then each element of Hn can be regarded as a non-singular real matrix

(). To denote various subgroups of Hn , we shall use the following

notations throughout:

H+ (<%): DetK)>0,
Pn (a*): DetK) = l,

K (a*) : a% = 8*, a : positive number,

L K): J=1, a\
= Q, Det () = 1.

L' (J): i= 1,^ = 0, Det () = !.

(13.2) M K) : a} > 0, a\ = 0, Det
(a\)

= 1,

.

e"

ebt

|,v)
= 2, 3, ...,,
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where b is a real constant and t runs over all real numbers. The groups L
andM leave the direction #

x= 8* invariant and the groups L
r and M' leave

invariant the hyperplane x l = 0. The orders of these groups are given by

(13.3)

H. C. Wang and the present author l
proved

THEOREM 13.1. Each closed and connected subgroup of Hn of order

greater than or equal to ri* 2n + 5 is, but for a coordinate transfor-

mation, one of the groups: H+ t P n , KxL, KxL', KxM, KxM',
I(b)xL,I(b)xL', L, L'.

If an A n admits a group of affine motions G of order r and if we take

a point in A n and consider all the transformations of the group which

leave this point invariant, then such transformations form a subgroup

G(P), called the isotropic subgroup at P. This subgroup consists of the

transformations

(13.4)

such that

(13.5)

where f
x are coordinates of the point P and denotes the parameters.

o

To each transformation T^ in G(-P), there corresponds a linear trans-

formation

o

of the tangent space at the point P. By a method analogous to that

used in 8 of Ch. iv, we can prove that this linear representation T of

G(P) is an isomorphism in the sense of topologicai groups.

Now consider the matrix e
y-

(a, b, c = 1 , 2, . . . , n) of the components
a

of a basis of the infinitesimal group of G and denote by q the maximum
rank of this matrix.

1 WANG and YANO [1]
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A point is called an ordinary point if, at this point, the matrix assumes

the maximum rank q, and is called a singular point if otherwise.

Let an A n admit a group G of affine motions of order greater than or

equal to n2 n + 5. We confine ourselves to an open domain containing

only ordinary points. Let G(P) denote the isotropic subgroup at P.

Then evidently the order of G(P) = the order of t(G(P)) ^ n2 2n + 5.

Thus by Theorem 13.1, the connected component of the identity G(P)
of t(G(P)) must, but for a coordinate transformation, be one of the

groups: /C, Pn , KxL,KxL',KxM,KxM', I(b) xL, I(b)xL' t L, L'.

1. The case in which G(P) is conjugate
1 to H* or Pn .

In these two cases, the group G is transitive. Because, if G is not

transitive, there would be an invariant subspace passing through P,

and consequently G(P) would leave invariant a proper linear subspace
of the tangent space at the point P, which is impossible.

1) Case G(P) = H+. In this case, G is of order n2 + n. Thus by Theo-

rem 5.3, in order that G(P) = H+, it is necessary and sufficient that the

space be locally an En .

2) Case G(P) = Pn . In this case, since the group G(P) is of order

n2
1 and the group G is transitive, we know that the order of G is

n2 + n 1 . Since G(P) = Pn ,
Vxv

x must satisfy

(is.?) vy = o

and the integrability conditions of
rj|x
= 0:

V

(13.8) Rtf< = 0, VU^X =

must be satisfied identically by any v* and Vxv* satisfying (13.7). Thus>

comparing R^jl

x = with (13.7), we see that there must exist functions

F x such that

become identities in v
x and Vxp

x
. Thus we must have

(13.9)

'

V * = 0,

(13.10) RtfAi - R^Al - R^iAl - R- X
A{ =

1 This means "equal to but for a coordinate transformation".
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By contraction with respect to p and <y, we find from (13.10)

jP'-'X j-- -X^
n

and by contraction with respect to x and a, we get

(13.11)

~ " ~ " " " ' "
n

where R^ = /?x^
x

. Contracting again in (13.1 1) with respect to p and v,

we find R^ = for n > 2. Thus we have, from (13.11), R^* = 0.

2. The casein which G(P) is conjugate toKxL,KxL',KxMorKx M'.

In these cases, the group G is transitive. We shall prove this by the

method of contradiction.

We first suppose that G(P) is conjugate to K x L orK xM and that the

group G is intransitive. Then the invariant subspace passing through P
should be one-dimensional, because the linear space tangent to this

subspace at P is left invariant by K x L or KxM which fixes one and

only one direction. Thus the rank of Vxt/
x

is equal to 1 at P, and conse-

quently, is equal to 1 at every point of the domain under consideration.

It follows that, through every point of this domain, there passes one

and only one invariant curve.

Now take an invariant curve passing through a point Q which is not

on the invariant curve passing through P and which is in the domain

under consideration, and consider all the geodesies joining P to the

points on the invariant curve passing through Q. These geodesies con-

stitute a two-dimensional surface.

This surface is left invariant by the isotropic subgroup G(P). Con-

sequently, the corresponding linear group G(P) must leave invariant the

two-dimensional plane tangent to this surface at P which contradicts

our assumption.
We next suppose that G(P) = KxL' or Kx M' and that the group G

is intransitive. The invariant subspace passing through P should be

(n 1)-dimensional, because the linear space tangent to this subspace
at P is left invariant by K x L' or K x M' which fixes one and only one

hyperplane.
Thus the rank of the matrix Vxv* is equal to n 1 at P, and conse-

quently, is equal to n 1 at every point under consideration. It follows

that, through every point of the domain, there passes one and only one

invariant hypersurface.
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Now consider a geodesic through P which intersects these invariant

hypersurfaces, then the points of the intersection can be transformed

by an affinc motion corresponding to an element of K into one another

(except, of course, the point P), which is a contradiction.

Thus, in these cases, the group G is transitive, and consequently,

two isotropic groups at any two ordinary points in the domain under

consideration are conjugate to each other.

The groupsKxL.KxL'.KxM.KxM' are respectively ofordern
2

n,

n2
n, n2 n + 1, n2 n + 1 and the group G is transitive. Hence;

the group G is respectively of order n2
,
n2

,
n2 + 1, n2 + 1.

Now, at the point P of the domain, we choose the normal coordinates l

f* whose origin is P, then, since the linear isotropy group G(P) contains

the K as a subgroup, the space admits a one-parameter group of affine

motions

(13.12) T = *T.

In this coordinate system, the vector v* defining an infinitesimal

transformation of this one-parameter group is given by fl
x = x

. Thus

the integrability condition R^* = becomes
V

(13.13) r8.ii
x + 2R^ = 0,

which shows that the R^jf arc homogeneous functions of degree 2

of the f.

But we know that the components of the curvature tensor are well

defined at the origin of the normal coordimite system. Thus the compo-
nents of the curvature tensor must vanish at P and consequently at any

point of the domain.

Thus, in these cases, the space is locally affinely Euclidean.

3. The case in which G(P) is conjugate to I(b) x L or L.

In these cases, the group G is transitive. This can be proved by the

same argument as the one used at the beginning of 2.
Since the group is transitive, the isotropic groups at any two points

of the domain under consideration are conjugate to each other. On
the other hand, the isotropic group G(Q) at an arbitrary point Q leaves

invariant one and only one direction, which we denote by u(Q). Thus,

at every point Q of the domain under consideration, there is associated

a direction u(Q).

1 SCHOUTEN [8], p. 155.
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Consider a geodesic which passes through a point Q and is tangent
to U(Q), then since the isotropic group G(Q) is an affine motion, it leaves

this geodesic invariant. We take a point R different from Q on this

geodesic and consider the transformations of G(Q) which leaves invariant

this point R. The linear representations of these transformations form

the group L.

Now, we consider an affine frame at Q whose first axis is in the di-

rection u(Q) and we transport it parallelly along the geodesic to the

point R. Then we have at R an affine frame whose first axis is tangent

to the geodesic. The parallelism of vectors along a curve is preserved by
an affine motion and hence the transformation of G(Q) fixing the point

7? gives the same effect on the affine frame at R as on that at Q. This

shows that the subgroup of G(Q) leaving invariant R coincides with

the subgroup of G(R) leaving Q invariant. The subgroup of G(R) fixing Q
fixes the tangent to the geodesic and -u(R) t

and consequently, the

tangent must coincide with it(R), which shows that the geodesic is a

streamline of the field of directions u.

Now, since the isotropic groups I(b)xL and L are respectively of

order n2 n and n2 n 1 and the group is transitive, the group G
is respectively of order w2 and n2

1 .

Now since the group G of affine motions is transitive, we denote by
T a transformation of G which carries a point Q into a point R. Then

by the same method as in 10 of Ch. iv, we can prove

Tu(Q) = u(R)

and that u(Q) is a parallel field of directions.

If we denote this field of directions by wx(), then we have

(13.14)
x = a x

V

and

(13.15) W = fai*,

where a is a certain scalar and px a certain covariant vector field. From

(13.15), we find

(13.16) ix
x^ = ^ x

.

where

(13.17) ^ = 2%^.
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We first suppose that G(P) = I(b) X L. Then the equations R^ =
must be satisfied by any v

x and Vxv* satisfying
*

(13.18) (1 + nb)u* = (1 + *)
XV

P
>.

V

We see that the conditions

(13.19) u* = i^if*
-

iPV^iT
=

V

and

(13.20) V
p
vp =

taken together are stronger than (13.18). Hence any t;
x and Vxv

x
satis-

fying (13.19) and (
1 3.20) must satisfy (13.18) and hence satisfy R^* = 0.

V

Since the group is that of affine motions, the covariant differentiation

and the Lie derivation are commutative and consequently, from (13.15)

and (13. 19), we find p^ = 0. But the group G(P) does not leave invariant

a hyperplane and consequently we must have x
= 0. Consequently

we have

(13.21) Vxw
x = and R?ifi = 0.

Thus the integrability condition R^* = must be satisfied by any
0* and Vxv

x
satisfying

v

(13.22) wxVx v
x = and V

p
vp = 0,

and consequently there must exist functions ^iix
x an^

^vtix
X
o such

(13.23) V 12^ =

and

(13.24) R^'Ai - R^Al - R*Al

After some calculation, we can deduce from (13.24) R^* = 0.

The case G(P) = L is characterized by (13.19) and (13.20) and conse-

quently the above discussion shows that when G(P) = L, the space is

also locally affinely Euclidean.

4. The case in which G(P) is conjugate to I(b) x L' or L' and the G is

transitive.
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Since the group G is transitive, two isotropic groups at any two

ordinary points in the domain under consideration are conjugate to

one another.

On the other hand, the isotropic group G(Q) at an ordinary point Q
fixes one and only one hyperplane which we denote by w(Q). Thus with

every point Q of the' domain, there is associated a hyperplane w(Q).

The isotropic groups I(b) x L
1

and L' are respectively of order n2 n

and n2 n 1 and the group G is transitive, hence the group G is

respectively of order n2 and n2
1 .

By exactly the same method as in 10 of Ch. iv, we can prove that

Tw(Q) = w(R),

where T is an arbitrary affine motion carrying a point Q into a point R.

Furthermore, if we represent this hyperplane by a covariant vector

), then we can prove that

(13.25) wx
= aw

V

(13.26) V^x
= pw^,

where a and are scalars. From (13.26) we find

(13.27)
-

Je^ x
= p^w

where

(13.28) P^ = 28
[vptt]

.

We first suppose that G(P) = I(b) x L'. Then the equations
= must be satisfied by any v* and Vxv

x
satisfying

"

03.29) (1 + nb) u>j,
=

(1 + 6) w^v"
V

We see that the conditions

(13.30) w^ = vpwa wi ^Vx^ = and V
p
vp =

taken together are stronger than (13.29). Hence any v
x and Vxv

x
satis-

fying (13.30) must satisfy also (13.29) and hence satisfy R^ = 0.

V

Since the group is that of affine motions, the covariant differentiation

and the Lie derivation are commutative and consequently, from (13.26)

and the first equation of (13.30), we find p = 0, which shows, since
V

the group G is transitive, that the p is a constant.
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Thus the integrability condition R^ = must be satisfied by

any vx and Vxv
x

satisfying (11.30) and consequently there must exist

functions F x and G xp such that

(13.31)

(13.32) R^A* ^ K^M; - R^AI - IZ^MJ =

From (13.32) we can conclude, after some calculation, that

(13.33) R^* = k(w,Al
- a^^X

where k is a constant.

Thus RvVL\* becomes
V

(13.34) &W = 2aR^ =
V

where a is given by wx
= az0x .

V

When 1 + 6 7^ there exists an operator such that a ^ 0, and
V

thus we have /?^x
x = 0. When 14-^ = then ^ze^x

= and thus
V

^* = is satisfied by all the infinitesimal transformations of

the group G.

5. 77^ cflstf in which G(P) is conjugate to I(b) xL' or L r and G is in-

transitive.

Let us consider the invariant subspace through P. All the points

in this invariant subspace are equivalent under the group and conse-

quently isotropic groups at points of this invariant subspace are conjugate
to each other. Thus the invariant subgroup must be (n 1)-dimensional,

bocause the plane tangent to this invariant subspace at a point must

be left invariant by the linear isotropic group 7(6) x L' or L' at this point

which fixes one and only one hyperplane.

Take a point Q not in this invariant subspace. If the isotropic group
at Q is one of the groups hitherto examined except I(b) x L' and L',

then the group G must be transitive. Thus the isotropic group at Q
must be also I(b) X L' or L'.

Consequently, passing through every ordinary point on the domain

under consideration, there exists an (n 1)-dimensional invariant

subspace whose tangent hyperplane is left invariant by the isotropic

group at the point of contact. We denote this hyperplane at Q by w(Q).
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The isotropic groups 7(6) X L' and L' are respectively of order n2 n

and n2 n 1, and the invariant subspaces are (n 1) -dimensional.

Hence the group G is of order n2
1 and n2 2 respectively.

Thus, if we denote by f(x)
= constant the family of invariant sub-

spaces and if we put

(13.35) i
= 8*A

then, using the so-called adapted frames, we can prove that

(13.36) V,(si^ = 2^
where />x is a certain covariant vector.

On the other hand, we know that

and consequently, from (13.36), we find
/>x
= 0. But the hyperplane

V

represented by wx is the only one left invariant by the isotropic group
and consequently we must have px

= itox ,
where h is a certain function

of/.

Thus substituting this in (13.36), we get

(13.37) V*(sJ=h(swJ(sj.

from which

(13.38) ^arK
= 0.

We first suppose that G(P) = I(b) xL'. Then the equations R^i*
=

must be satisfied by any v
x and V

x
vx satisfying

v

(13.39) (1
V

We see that the conditions

(13.40) /
= vswa

= 0, wi = ^V^x + ^Vx^ = 0, V
p
^ =

V V

taken together are stronger than (13.39). Hence any fl
x and Vxv

x
satis-

fying (
1 3.40) must satisfy (

1 3.39) and consequently also satisfy R^i* = 0.

The equations (swx) = and wx
= show that s = and conse-9V V

quently that s is a function of /. Thus, from (13.35), we see that we can
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suppose s = 1. Thus the equation wx
= can be written as

V

(13.41) u>i
= wJIJ* =

V

by virtue of (13.37) and the first equation of (13.40).

Thus the integrability condition R^* = must be satisfied by any

vx and Vxv
x

satisfying
*

(13.42) f
= vw = 0, wx

= w^iT = 0, V
p
*p = 0,

and consequently there must exist functions E^*, F^* and

such that

(13.43) V.IZ;a
= ;".

(13.44)

From (13.44) we can conclude that the curvature tensor U^x must

be of the form

(13.45) R'^ = k(w,Al-w^)w^
But since we have R^* = and ^x

= 0, we find from this k = 0,

which shows that k is a certain function of /. Thus the equations R^{*
= 0, become v

R^ = 2aR^ = 0,
V

where a is given by wx aw^. When \ -\- b -

0, there exists an
V V

such that a -A and thus R^ = 0. When 1+6 = 0, then w^ =
V

and thus R^(* is satisfied by all the infinitesimal transformations
V

of the group G.
V ^
The case G(P) = L' is characterized by (13.40) and consequently

the above discussion shows that if G(P) = L* , the group has also the

curvature tensor of the form (13.45).

Gathering all results, we obtain

THEOREM 13.2. If an A n admits a group G of affine motions of order

greater than n2 n + 5, then we have for the linear isotropic group G(P)

at a point P t the order of G(P), the group of affine motions, the order of G,
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CHAPTER VI

GROUPS OF PROJECTIVE MOTIONS

1. Groups of project!ve motions.

An infinitesimal projective motion *-> f
x + v*dt in an A n is cha-

racterized by

(i.i) 1^ = 2^^,
v

or

p p 2
Oo\ /*r* rv rx dcf rx A* FPz

y & l
nx

u > 1 pix- *
PLX

"
; f^Mi^xjp-n + 1

Since the projective connexion F x is a linear differential geometric

object, according to Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 of Ch. in, we have

THEOREM 1.1. If an A n admits an infinitesimal projective motion,

it admits also a one-parameter group of projective motions generated by
this infinitesimal one

THEOREM 1.2. In order that an A n admit a one-parameter group of

projective motions, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a coordinate
p

system with respect to which the components Fjjx of the projective connexion

are independent of one of the coordinates.

P

When the components F x are independent of f
7

, the components F x

have the form

(1 -3) rjx
= &(? f) + 2^/V

where the />x are functions of f
1

, . . .,
w

.

Conversely, if the components Fj^ of the linear connexion have the

130
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p

form (1.3), then the components F x of the projective connexion are

independent of the variable '. Thus

THEOREM 1 .3.
l In order that an A n admit a one-parameter group of

protective motions, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a coordinate

system with respect to which the components F x of the linear connexion

have the form (1.3).

When we choose a coordinate system with respect to which vx = x
,

V

then the equations FX
X
= give

from which we have

THEOREM 1 .4.
2 In order that an A n admit a one-parameter group of

projective motions, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a coordinate

system with respect to which the components of the projective connexion

are homogeneous functions of degree 1 of the coordinates.

p

Furthermore, since the projective connexion F x is a linear differential

geometric object, Theorems 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 of Ch. in hold for pro-

jective motions.

2. Transformations carrying projective conies into projective

conies.

We now ask for the condition that an infinitesimal transformation
x -> x + ifdt transforms any projective conic 3 into a projective conic

and projective parameters on them into projective parameters.

A projective conic and a projective parameter t on it are defined by the

differential equations

(2.1)

d
c ,

da
-v-0, *}+-;- + P*Jds ds

^
ds2 ds

1 YANO and TOMONAGA [1]; G. T., p. 64.

G. T., p. 65.

3 YANO and TAKANO [1].
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where
//#* j&

(2.2) a^.*" = *
llX 1 7 >^

ds ds

1

/O Q\ P duf /-7? I

\^**^/ ixX
r::::: 21 *

P^- '

and where {^, s} denotes the Schwarzian derivative of t with respect to s.

We calculate first of all the Lie derivative of the left-hand members

of (2.1). After some calculation, we get

ds ds* dsJ ds

ds d

~ds
' +

'ds

ds

ds

Hence, in order that the infinitesimal transformation |
x ~> f

x +
transform every projective conic into a projcctive conic and a projective

parameter on it into a projective parameter on the deformed conic, it

is necessary that the equations

1 We dropped v in .
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V

and

_ 3 . _ 3" "

ds ds
>

ds ds

be identically satisfied for any vector and -
. Thus, from (2.7),

we must have
6

(2.8) rk = p^Ai + P,AI,

that is, ^
x -> ^

x + v
x
rf^ is an infinitesimal projective motion.

Since the converse is evident, we have

THEOREM 2.1. In order that an infinitesimal transformation carry

every projective conic into a projective conic and a projective parameter

on it into a projective parameter on its deform, it is necessary and sufficient

that the transformation be a projective motion.

3. Integrability conditions of 1^ = 2p (Vt A$r
V

We consider the integrability conditions of F X
= 2p(v

A*
}

. Substi-

tuting this in
*

we find

(3.2)
V

from which, by contraction,

(3-3)
V

Thus we are led to consider a system of partial differential equations

with n2 + 2n unknown functions vx, t^
x and
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First, substituting (3.3) in (3.2), we find

(3.5) P^ = 0,
V

where

(3.6) Ptf^ Rtf + 2A^P^ - 2P^At

is Weyl's projective curvature tensor. 1

Next we substitute F X
= 2p(llA$ )

in the equation

which is obtained by applying the formula (4.9) of Ch. I to P^. Then

we obtain

from which

(3-7)
V

where

(3.8) P^m*P&-
We substitute 1^ = 2p(vA^ and (3.5) in the equation

which is obtained by applying the formula (4.9) of Ch. I to P^*- Then

we get

(3.9)
V

+ AIP^*P* - P^P, -
JVii'Ai

- P^
We next substitute 1^ = 2p ([]LA$)

and (3.7) in the equations

1 WEYL [1], EISENHART [3], T. Y. THOMAS [3], SCHOUTEN [8], p. 289.
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which are also obtained by applying the formula (4.9) of Ch. I to the

tensor P^. Then we obtain

(3.10)

This procedure can be continued as far as we wish. Thus we have

THEOREM 3.1. In order that A n admit a group of projective motions,

it is necessary and sufficient that the equations (3.5), (3.7), (3.9), (3.10)

and all equations of this kind obtained by further differentiations be alge-

braically compatible with respect to v*, Vxv
x and px . If there are exactly

n2 + 2n r linearly independent equations among them, then the space

admits an r-parameter complete group of projective motions.

In order that the equations (3.4) be completely integrable, it is necessary

and sufficient that the equations

(3.11)
V

and

V

be identically satisfied by any w
x

, Vx#
x and px . Hence we have

(3 13) />* = P i =\\J.L\J) J.
V{xX \J, A ^^ W,

which shows that the space is a Dn . Thus we have

THEOREM 3.2. In order that an A n admit a group of projective motions

of the maximum order n2 + 2n, it is necessary and sufficient that the A n

be a Dn .

4. A group as group of projective motions.

We apply now Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 of Ch. HI to the case of

groups of projective motions.

We consider an GT in a Xn and we first suppose that the rank of v
x

in a neighbourhood is r ^ n. We choose a coordinate system with respect

to which we have (3.2) of Ch. in. Then the equations, which determine
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j>

a projective connexion Fj^, are

(4-2)

P

and consequently, defining the functions a x(F, f) by

(4.3) ir(l\)W-d&fr+rbd,t
a a a a a

2

we obtain
P V V

(4 4) /T\ = v
a
r# r\ MF )i = o

\ / ?t |xX La jxX ajjiXV ' ^/J
a a

from which
2> P P P

(4.5) $ Fx = x
(F ) Fx =0 Fp = 0.

By the same method as in 3 of Ch. in, we can prove

arp #rp" A TO " A TO

Moreover, we can easily see that the ^(r
1

, f) satisfy the equations

(4.7)

= ~ TV

The equations (4.6) and (4.7) show that the mixed system of partial

differential equations (4.5) is completely integrable. Hence we have

THEOREM 5.1. A Gr in anXn such that the rank of v
x in a neighbourhood

b

is r ^ n can be regarded as a group of projective motions in an A n whose

components of projective connexion can contain J
2
(n + 1) n arbitrary

functions or constants.

We next consider a G T in an Xn such that the rank of vx in a neigh-
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bourhood is q < r, n. We choose a coordinate system with respect to

which (3.9) of Ch. in holds. p

Then the equations, which determine a projective connexion
FJJX ,

arc

2

"iT+T

(4.8)

it

XK +

If we put

p

t)f
a +

i

P p P

b

,-

P
,

n
^ ^

=

n

we can write (4.8) in the form

, *)]
= o,

,
= o,
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or

By the same method as that used in 3 of Ch. HI, we can prove that,

taking account of the last three equations of (4.9), we have

d \ ato-x.

0P OCtAA i r\ fi\ x
BTO ^o r" B au

which shows that the mixed system (4.9) is completely integrable. Thus

we have

THEOREM 4.2. Consider a G r in an Xn such that the rank of v
x in a

b

neighbourhood is q < r,n. If, in the neighbourhood such that (3.9) of
P p p

Ch. in holds, the equations S
ti

x
x(r, f)

-= 0, T^j = 0, T
p
= are com-

p

patible in FJ^, then the group can be regarded as a group of projective

motions in an A n .

A similar theorem holds for a multiply transitive group.

5. The maximum order of a group of projevtice motions in

an A n with non vanishing projective curvature.

I. P. Egorov
l and G. Vranceanu 2 have proved the following important

THEOREM 5.1. If an A n admits a group of projective motions of order

greater than ri* 2n + 5, then the A n is a Pn . An A n admitting a group

of projective motions of order n2 2n + 5 exists for any n and the group
is transitive in this case.

We shall prove this theorem. We know that the integrability conditions

1 EGOROV [6].
2 VRANCEANU [3, 4].
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of the equations 1^ = 2p(vA%}

are
u

>:* = fP -,
=

v|iX
w X x

VJM
u

(5.1)

We consider the first equations of (5.1):

(5.2) P^* - *>V P^* - P^'Vp
i>" + P^VX

V

4- P'\'
XV v 4- P" X V, v

a =
I voX |i

' vjxo ^X 17 w '

In these equations the coefficients of v are given by V P^X =
and those of V

p
v by

X-P def jp p.-.x i JPp-'-xi Jpp--->t jxp.-.p~ " ~~C---X-P def jp p.-.x i JPp-'-xi
^viiX.a = ^v-^onX ~T ^n^voX "T

It should be noticed that the equations (5.2) do not contain px .

We next consider the third equation of (5.1):

(5-4)

+ P^i*P* + P^"Px = 0.

In this equation the coefficients of p9
are given by

77 ---- xp dcf 9 jp P---XI c'---x.p
^covpiX ^^w^vpiX "T" ^vjxX.w

Thus denoting by T the matrix formed by the coefficients of V
p
v

and p9
in the equations (5.2) and (5.4), we have

where S consists of n2 columns and U of n columns.

In order to prove the first part of Theorem 5.1, we have only to prove

that if the rank of the matrix T is less than 4n 5 [= (n
2 + 2n)

(n
z 2n + 5)], all the components of the projective curvature tensor

P^i
K vanish.

We make a frequent use of the relations

P-..X _ r\ p-.-x _
(vn)X

U>
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We shall prove a series of lemmas.

LEMMA 1 . // the rank of T is less than 4n 5, then

p- - a
i njr 82a
~~

We ]>ick up the following (3n 5)-rowed square submatrix from 5:

and the following n-rowed square submatrix from U:
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Since the rank of T is less than 4w 5, we conclude (5.7).

LEMMA 2. // the rank of T is less than 4n 5, then

(5.8) P;.;.;* = 0.

Suppose that the P^oc"
2 were not zero. Since P^i* = 0, there exists

a subindex k' ^ 3 such that P^ ^ P*^*- We denote the sub-

indices satisfying this inequality by k' and I' and the other subindices

satisfying the equality P^**
2 = P^i" ^Y a anc* & ^ 2. The number

of the subindices such as a and b is denoted by X. Then we have

(5.9) X ^ n 2.

Now, taking account of Lemma 1, we form the following square

submatrix of 5:

a*'

<*!

2

a6a1a1

8JP*
' '

& ^aoaia
aa *

The number of rows of this square matrix is

X +(n - 1
- X)+ X(n

-
1
- X)+ X(n

-
1
-

X)
= (2X + l )(n - ! )- 2X

'2
-

Since

(2X + l)(n
-

1)
- 2X2

i: 3n - 5,

the number of rows of this square matrix is greater than or equal to

3n-5.
Taking account of Lemma 1, we form the following w-rowed square
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submatrix of U:

<x2

2

a2a2a1a1

ai

a1a2a1a1

3 <; k, I <; n.

Since the rank of the submatrix of T containing the last two matrices is

greater than 3n 5 + n = 4n 5, this is a contradiction. Hence we must
have (5.8).

LEMMA 3. // the rank of T is less than 4n 5, then

(5.9) P^ = 0.

Taking account of Lemmas 1 and 2, we form the following (4n 9)-

rowed square submatrix of S:

a2 a2

a2 a4
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Since the number of rows of the smallest square submatrix of T

containing the last two submatrices is

(4,1
-

9) + =
(4fi

-
5) + (w

-
4) ;> 4n - 5,

we must have

p. .

.a!/p.
. . ai p.

. -iwp- -i i p- -i) -. oJr jr
2

i^ ^ 4a2a3 A* a4a3a2 ^^ x
2a3a4 / '

from which

p.-r
- -i\2 i p-

-

aaa2 /

~ x
4a2aa4a3a2 a2a3oc4

= Qv

__ _ p- -aip- -ip- -iM a3a2a4
* O2a4a3

The last equation shows

P- ! = p- - ai = P* '"i^ 432 32a4 2a4a3

But the sum of these three is zero, from which we get (5.9).

LEMMA 4. // the rank of T is less than An 5, then
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Suppose that P^^ were not zero. We denote by k and / the sub-

indices satisfying

P' '3 -_ p- *

and 3 <* k, I <> n, and by p and q the subindices satisfying

P 013 p Ot9

and 4 ^ />, q ^ n.

We consider the following submatrices of S and 7 respectively:

04 a2 a2

k', I' = 3.

a3a2a1

** *

3
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S,:

VfM

<*3

a3a2a2

a3
a3a1a1

p- $ i p-
- 3

***** ^

P' ' "
4- P' ' "~

i
VfJlA

a3aia2

a3a2a1

a2

p*

3
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Now if we denote the number of indices k such that

by X, then it is clear that 1 <, X <; n 2. We first assume 4

consider

I. The case 1 ^ X < n 2.

Then the order of the square matrix

n and

is

\2(n
-

2)
-

1] + [2X(n
- 2 - X) + 1] + 2 + n > 4n - 5. 1

Since the rank of T is less than 4n 5, we should have

p. . .<x3 , p. . .<x3 Q
3*21

~
3la2

from which

p- -3 = _ p- -

x -1a3a1a2

Then the determinant

5t

a3a2a1

s*
*

Ut

is of order

2(
-

2)
- H

and does not vanish, which is a contradiction. We next consider

II. The case X = n 2.

The order of the matrix

is

[2(
-

2)
-

1] + 2 + [1 + (n
-

2)] + = 4w - 4 > 4 - 5.

1 Note that 2X(
- 2 - X)

-
(
-

3)
=

(
- 3 - X)(2X

-
1) + X > 0.
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Consequently, we should have either

(5 in P' - a3 + p- - as o
\
w - * */ - a3a2aj i

* a3a1a2

or

(5.12) P
afca2a

** + P
aia2 :*- Paiaaai

ai - 0.

If (5.11) were valid, then we should have

P^^a = _ p^^ s -

but then the determinant

5 * * *

S4
* *

55
*

C/!

is of order

[2(n
-

2)
-

1] + 1 + [1 + (n
-

2)] + n = 4 - 5

and does not vanish, which is a contradiction.

Thus we should have (5.12), from which

<l3al

ala2al

-o,

= 0,

_~

P- ' '3 P- '! = O

On the other hand, we have from (5.12)

p. . .
3 I p. . .

a p- -i .._. Qa3a2al ala2a3 OC^OC2Qti
'

(5.14) 2P;

Substituting

(5.15)

in (5.14), we find

which shows that

we get

(5.16)

=

^0. Thus repeating the whole argument,

= 0.
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From (5.13) and (5.16) we find

P -i =z
aio^ot!

v -

Thus, from (5.15) we obtain

P -"3 = o*
3a2ai

w

which is a contradiction. Thus Lemma 4 is proved for 4 <> n.

When -- 3, we have 4n 5 = 7. We consider the following sub-

matrix of S:

should vanish, and consequently

p. . .<x3/p. -a3 i p- -a3\ Q
a3a2aj \

A
ocsaja^

T^ *
oti<X2<x3 /

Similarly we have

p. -a3/p.
- .<x3 , p. -a3\ Q* a3ai2 ^ a3i2 '

2aias '

Adding these two, we find

/p.
- -a3\2 i /p- -a3\2 i /p 3V2 _. Q

\-
ra3aaal / T^ V-

ra3a1a2 V "^ V^aiazas /
u

>

from which

p a3 = p . . . a3 _ p . . . a3 ._. Q
3a2al a3l2

Thus Lemma 4 is proved for n = 3.
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LEMMA 5. // the rank of T is less than An 5, then

(5.17) ^,^-0.
This follows from Lemma 4 and

P ' '
<*3 _1_ p ' *3 __ p ' ' ' 3 =" * *

From Lemmas 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, we have

LKMMA 6. // IA0 rank of T is less than 4n 5, then

This last Lemma proves the first part of Theorem 5.1.

To prove the other part of Theorem 5. 1
,
we give the following example.

An A n with

pi pi fc2
1 32 l 23 f

the other F x being zero, or with

p p

pl pi 2
32 23

~~~ *

P

the other FJ^ being zero, admits an
(

a 2w + 5)-parameter group of

projective motions generated by

-
4(f)"ft. *"fr + f ft. f'ft. f#.. ?Pv S'Pr

Calculating the projective curvature tensor of this A n ,
we find

P* 1 * 0,

which shows that the A n is not a Pn .

If the order of a group of projective motions is n2 2n + 5, then,

as the above proof shows, the rank of the matrix T is equal to 4n 5,

and consequently we can give the initial values of vx arbitrarily. Thus

the group is transitive.

Thus the theorem is completely proved.

6. An A n admitting a complete group of affine motions of order

greater than n1
ft + 1.

We prove the following
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THEOREM 6. 1.
1 Let an A n) n ^ 4, admit a group of affine motions of

order r.

1. // r > n* - n+ 1

(a) the A n is a Pn ,

(b) the Ricci tensor R^ has the form R^ = zw^w^ where e = 1

and wx
=-

d)W,

(c) 2A0 vector w^ satisfies

(6.1) V^x
=

QW^WX,

a is a function of w.

2. // (a), (b) aw^ (c) in 1 Ao/rf, A0 curvature tensor of the space has

the form

(6.2) | [R^* = c(w,Al
- w^JK; c = constant.

// w^ = 0, ^ s/)ac^ is affinely Euclidean and r = w2 + n.

If w* ^ *wd d = constant, then r = n2 and the group is transitive.

If w\ T^ and c ^ constant, then r = n2
1 and the group is in-

transitive.

3. The conditions (a), (b), (c) in 1 are equivalent to the following which

constitute a completely integrable system of partial differential equa-
tions.

(a) In a suitable coordinate system, we have

(P)

(Y) 0^ =
a(^)ze;lJl

ze'x + ^/>x + ^^^
PROOF.

1 . (a) Since a group of affine motions is a group of projective motions,

by Theorem 5.1, we have (a).

(b) If we denote by f = v*dj an infinitesimal affine motion, then
V

we have R^ = 0, from which R[^ = 0, thus, denoting by 2k the
V V

rank of R[M , we have, by 2 of Theorem 12.1 of Ch. v,

n2 - n + 1 < r ^ n* - (n
-

k)(2k
-

1),

from which

(*- l)[2(n- k) + 2k- 1J <0.

1 EGOROV [7],
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Since n ^ 2k t this inequality holds if and only if k = 0. This proves
that the R^ is symmetric.
We have R

l& = for a symmetric R^. Consequently, denoting by
V

m the rank of the matrix R^ and applying Theorem 1 1.1 of Ch. v, we
find

n2 n + 1 < r ^ w2 + n nm + \m(m 1),

from which

[(n _ m
) + (

n - \}}(m
-

2) < 0.

Since n ^> m, this inequality holds if and only if m = or 1 . Thus

R \
= 80^; e = 1.

From this equation and R^ = 0, we find wx
= and consequently

V

V^wx
= 0. Applying again 2 of Theorem 12.1 of Ch. v to V

[jx
ie>

X] ,
we

V

get V
t|1
i0

X]
= 0, that is, wx

=
d^w, which proves (b).

(c) Substituting R^ = e^^x in ^e identity V^/?^ == which holds

for a projectively Euclidean space, we find 70
[lx
V

v]
t#x
= 0, from which

Since V^wx 0, w^ = 0, we find from the above equation a = 0,
t> v v

from which jVx<r
= and consequently W(V V\]G

= 0. Thus applying
V 17

2 of Theorem 12.1 of Ch. v to w
[pl
V

XJ<j,
we find w

[[AV^<j
= 0, from which

<j = <j(w). This proves (c).

2. The space is projectively Euclidean and the Ricci tensor is

symmetric, and consequently the curvature tensor has the form

Substituting R^ = ew^ in this equation, we find

R^ = c(w^A* W^A^WI, c = constant.

Thus, if z0x
= 0, then R^* = and, as is well-known, r = n2 + n.

If w^ ^ 0, then by (a), the integrability conditions of F X
= are

V

given by R^ = 0, ^V^ = ..... But by (b) and (c), these are

equivalent to w^ = 0, a = 0, V^X
= 0, Vxo = .....
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Now suppose that o- = constant, then these conditions are equivalent

to w^ = 0. Consequently we have r ;> n2
.

V

On the other hand, the rank of R^ is 1 . Consequently, by Theorem 11.1

of Ch. v, we have r <* n2
,
from which r = n2

. Moreover by 3 of Theorem

12.1 of Ch. v, the group is transitive.

Suppose next that a ^ constant, then we have G = 0, and conse-

quently the group is intransitive.
*

Since we have

>

aa v aw v

dw

the integrability conditions of jF x
= are given by w^ = and

& - 0.

17

If wx
= and a = are not independent, then by 3 of Theorem

V V

12.1 of Ch. v, the group becomes transitive, which is a contradiction.

Thus wx
= and a = are independent and we have r = n2 -

1 .

V V

3. We assume (a), (b) and (c) of 1. Since the space is projectively

Euclidean and the Ricci tensor is symmetric, we have (a). From (a),

we obtain

Substituting J??^
= ew^ in this equation, we find

which proves (p).

Moreover, from

we find

which proves (y).
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It is easily to be seen that (a), ((3), (y) arc equivalent to (a), (b), (c).

The fact that (p) and (y) form a completely integrable system of

partial differential equations is verified by a straightforward calculation.

I. P. Egorov
l
proved also

THEOREM 6.2.

(1) An A n ,
not equi-affine t

with maximal mobility, admits a transitive

complete group of affine motions exactly of order n2 n + 1 . Such a

space is necessarily protectively Euclidean.

(2) A protectively Euclidean A nt for which the rank of the skew-symmetric

part of the Ricci tensor is 2k, admits a transitive group of affine motions

exactly of order r = n2
(n k)(2k 1).

(3) There are no A n 's t admitting a complete transitive group of affine

motions of order r t with n1 n + 1 <r < ri1 .

(4) The maximum order for an intransitive group of affine motions of

an A n is exactly n2
\.

(5) There are no A n's admitting an intransitive group of affine motions

of order r, with n2 n + \ < r < n2
1 .

Y. Muto 2
proved, by a method quite different from that of Egorov,

the following theorems.

THEOREM 6.3. An A n with non-vanishing curvature tensor admits a

complete group of affine motions of the maximum order if and only if the

equations

(6.4) -??v{xX

X == e(^v
^ x w ^v)^x> ^u^x == ^^IA^X s ~ i 1> fl- const.

are satisfied. Then the order is n2
, and we can find a coordinate system

with respect to which the components of the linear connexion are

rj = - s
a

, rjn = a, the other F^ = 0; a = 1, 2, . . ., n - 1,

and the finite equations of the group are given by

(6-5)
{'f =

or

(6-6) {^
1 EGOROV [7, 9].
8 MUTO [3, 4].
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according as the roots cl and c2 of the quadratic equation (f)

2 + a & =
satisfy cl ^ c2 or c1

== cz
= c.

THEOREM 6.4.
1 In order that a projectively Euclidean 2 A n with non-

vanishing curvature tensor admit a complete group of affine motions Gr

of order r < n2
n, it is necessary and sufficient that the curvature tensor

belong to one of the following three types 7\, T2 and T3 , and the vectors

appearing in the expressions of the curvature tensors satisfy the associated

equations. Such linear connexions and groups actually exist.

The curvature tensors,

(6.7) Tt : R^ = s(wvAt
-^>x , c = 1, ^ * 0.

(6.8) Tz:R^ = s(WvAl-w^A)wi

e = 1 ; wx and x^ are linearly independent.

(6.9) T3 : R^x = t^Al - w^Ay/Wi + sz(x^ - x^A^,

ej, e2
= 1 ; ze>x and xx are linearly independent.

The associated equations

'J\:

(6.10) VH^A = xw
v.
w

^'>
a =

<x-(
w)' w\

101 10} -V I

(6.11) <"
A % * x

.~
* x

(6.12)

1 MUTO [3, 4].
* For ^ 5, we have

y > * ^ n* 2n + 5.

Consequently, according to Theorem 5.1, we do not need this assumption.
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The groups

(6.15) 0^ = 0, = ().

If a is a constant, then r = n* and the group is transitive.

If a is not a constant, then r = n2 -
1 and the group is intransitive.

(6.16) HFX
= 0, *x = pwx ; p: a scalar.

^ = w2 + 1 and the group is transitive.

r,:

(6.17) wx
= - e^pzx, *x = PWX ; P: a scalar.

y = w2 n -+- 1 and the group is transitive.

Using his own method, Y. Muto 1 studied also the A n which admits

a group G r of affine motions of order r < n2 2n.

7. An L n admitting an n2-parameter of affine motions.

In 10 of Ch. v, we have found that if an L n admits an w2
-parameter

group of affine motions, the connexion is semi-symmetric:

(7.1) rfo = A-SX
- A^.

We denote by A n the space with symmetric linear connexion r^X) ,

and prove

THEOREM 7. 1.
2

// an L n with a semi-symmetric linear connexion

admits an n2
-parameter group of affine motions, then

1. (a) the A n is a Pn ,

(b) the Ricci tensor R^ of A n has the form

(7.2) R^ = cS
|X
5x

c = constant,

(c) the vector 5X satisfies

V
|

2. The above three conditions (a), (b), (c) are equivalent to the following

V
|1
5X
=

'cS^Si 'c = constant

[5].
2 EGOROV [8].
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equations :

() r^, = AMI + AI^
(?) Wx = PP* + cS^St,

(Y) ^5X
- 'cS^ + S^fr + Srfr

The last two constitute a completely integrable system of partial differential

equations, and consequently, there exists actually a -space satisfying all

the conditions stated in 1.

PROOF.

1 . Denoting by f
= vx#x/ an infinitesimal operator of the group,

V

we have T = 0, from which

Thus the group is an 2
-parameter group of affine motions in the space

A n and consequently we have (a).

On the other hand, we know that

R& = WVWJL, \
= 0, V^tt^

= *!**
V

Thus, applying Theorem 12.1 of Ch. v to the tensor 5
[|t
w

X] , we find

S
[v
w

x]
= 0, from which z#x

= oSx and <x. = 0. But the group is transitive
V

and consequently a = constant. Thus we have (b) and (c).

2. The (a) follows from the (a). The (p) follows from (b) and

*,*
= -

(*
-

The (y) follows from (c) and (a).

The last statement can be proved by a straightforward calculation.



CHAPTER VII

GROUPS OF CONFORMAL MOTIONS

1. Groups of conformal motions.

An infinitesimal conformal motion f* -> x + v*dt is characterized by

(1-1) fe
V

or by

(1-2) 0^ = 0. <*==Q~~"g*: g =
V

If two vectors vx and
pv*j give conformal motions, we have

V(V.VD
= 0^;

from which

and consequently we find V^p 0, hence p
== constant. Thus we have

THKOREM l.l. 1 Two different infinitesimal conformal motions cannot

have the same streamline*.

The conformal fundamental tensor density OJXx is a linear differential

geometric object. Thus, according to Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 of Ch. in,

we have

THEORKM 1.2. 2
// a Vn admits an infinitesimal conformal motion, it

admits also a one-parameter group of conformal motions generated by this

infinitesimal conformal motion.

THEOREM 1.3.3 In order that a Vn admit a one-parameter group of

conformal motions, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a coordinate

system with respect to which the components 6JXx of the conformal funda-

mental tensor density are independent of one of the coordinates.

\ a
,

3 G. T. f p. 51.
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If the Xx is independent of f
l

, then gXx has the form

(1.3) fox
=

Conversely, if &x has the form (1.3), we can easily see that Xx is

independent of f
l

. Thus

THEOREM 1 .4.
* /w order that a Vn admit a one-parameter group of

conformal motions, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a coordinate

system with respect to which the fundamental tensor gXx has the form (1.3).

If we choose a coordinate system with respect to which x = v
x

, then

from which we get

THEOREM 1 .5.
2 In order that a Vn admit a one-parameter group of

conformal motions, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a coordinate

system with respect to which the components of the conformal fundamental
tensor density are homogeneous functions of degree zero of the coordinates.

Since the conformal tensor density Xx is a linear differential geometric

object, Theorems 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 of Ch. in also hold for conformal

motions.

2. Transformations carrying conformal circles into conformal

circles.

A conformal circle 3 is defined as a curve which satisfies the differential

equations

/on xdef
(2.1) u ._

ds* ds V** rf.v
2 ds*

where

(2-2)

It is evident that a conformal motion carries every conformal circle

into a conformal circle.

VG. T., P . 51.
3 YANO [1], SCHOUTEN [8], p. 331.
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Conversely we assume that an infinitesimal transformation

carries every conformal circle into a conformal circle. Calculating ?/*,

we find 1 v

_ 2
v* "" ds ds **" ds2 ds* ds* ds J

I r\ \f\f A / T r\

rv ~~~
t wS rir

~~~~ *

from which, taking account of U* = 0,

~
?TO 2 2 * (

If an infinitesimal transformation |
x -> |

x + v
x
dt carries every con-

formal circle into a conformal circle, g^jO") -r 2

--- must vanish

. .

for an arbitrary unit vector - and a vector - -

satisfying g.&
x ds ds2 ds*- = 0. Consequently, considering the coefficients of the term of the

ds
S2|

X

highest degree with respect to , we can conclude

1 YANO and TOMONAGA [1].
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Thus we have

THEOREM 2.1. l In order that an infinitesimal transformation in a Vn

carry every conformal circle into a conformal circle, it is necessary and

sufficient that the transformation be a conformal motion.

3. Integrability conditions of g
V

We now consider the integrability conditions df

(3-1) g* = 2V(|A)
V

Substituting (3.1) in (cf. p. 52}

we find

(3-2) {} - A- fa +

where fa = 8^.

Substituting (3.2) into

we obtain

(3-3)
V

By contraction with respect to x and v, it follows from (3.3) that

(3.4) K^ = -
(n
- 2)V^X

- ^xVp^.
V

Transvecting (3.4) with g
4
**, we find

from which

(3.5) K=- 2+K - 2(n
-

t;

From (3.5), we get

1 YANO and TOMOGANA [1]; G. T., p. 50.
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Substituting this in (3.4), we find

(3-6)
---

n

from which

(3.7) -i-2-f->"+,^2^"-
V

Substituting (3.6) and (3.7) in (3.3), we find

(3.8) C^ -
V

where the C;^
x

is the conformal curvature tensor.

From (3.6) and the formula

it follows

(3.9)
-
2
-

n 2

On the other hand, we have

from which

(3.10) V
[v /,^

V 17

The equations (3.9) and (3.10) give

(3.11) C^ =-C
V

where

(3.12)

To find further integrability conditions, we substitute (3.2) and (3.8)

in the identity (cf. p. 16)



(jrKOUl'b Ul< IXJJNl'UKMAl, MUllUMb

hen we obtain

3-13)

. VH

x~ L
tunX 9v

~" l vcoX 9V L
vnco 9X L

vuiXc

+ ^(ScovQpLA* + fco/'vpX* + X^w*)-

We next substitute (3.2) and (3.11) in the identity

^*- Zr=
\^l(OVj/^ pIZ?,, \^l(OtJL)/^ VPA \AJ I W>J /

^
Vflp

-

V|ZA

hen we find

n - 2

"T~ T^ \C>COV^ PfJlX
I btO|Jl VpA I hCO/w^ VJXP/'

We can continue this process as for as we wish. All equations contain

nly <, X , v
x and VX7/

X
.

The above discussion shows the following. In order that a V n admit

n infinitesimal con formal motion x
- |

x
-f v^dt, it is necessary and

ifficient that the mixed system of partial differential equations

J.I 5)

,- 2

ith (n + I)
2 unknowns

(/>, ^x ,
?>
x

,
? x

x admit solutions.

The intcgrability conditions of (3.15) are given by (3.8), (3.11), (3.13),

LI 4) and the equations obtained in the same way. Thus we have

THKOKKM 3. 1.
1 In order that aV n admit a group of conformal motions,

is necessary and sufficient that the equations y
((lX)

=-
<f>fa

and (3.8),

1.1 1), (3.13), ... be algebraically consistent with respect to
<f>,

< x ,
v
x awd vx

x
.

1

there are, among the equations (3.8), (3.11), (3.13), . . ., exactly s equa-

* G. T., p. 55.
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tions which are linearly independent among themselves and of u
(|lX)
=

jg^,
then the space admits a

( -f- \)(n -f 2)
-

.9 parameter group of conformal
motions.

In order that a V n admit a group of conformal motions of the maximum
order 4(w + !)( |- 2), it is necessary and sufficient that the equations

fvox
*v + r

v|^ vx^= o,
V

and

be identically satisfied by any </, <^>x ,^
x' and Vxr

x such that

V
(X^x,

= #&*

From the arbitrariness of the X and z;
x

,
we find

VoC^-0 and r^ = 0.

In this case, the equation C'
V|lX
= T

V|JlX

x
^x
= can be written as

(3.14) WouX +^U I ^>
P
Q,a).rVp

r'T
= 0.

The equation (3.14) is of the form

(3-15) E^Vp
rT
= 0,

where

JT-'-PT fief /,4p/- i

Since the equation (3.15) can also be written as

(3-17) ^.
PT
^, P ",; + JW'v: = 0.

in order that (3.15) be satisfied for any V
p
r
7 satisfying

we must have

^v,M
PT^ + >^.

PT V,
p
"T :

-

for any V
lp
w

TJ ,
from which it follows that

^3 18^ F PT ^ F ;pT1 -
\

' 10
/ '"VfJIA hpT

- U
> -^VJJIA

"" U>

Writing out these equations, we get

^('PMX + W** +Ww =
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and

-f 4> CwX + AXC^g* = 0,

and consequently C
V|lX

= 0. Thus we have

THKORKM 3.2. 1 In order that a Vn ,
n :> 3, arfwi^ a group of conformal

motions of the maximum order \(n + l)(n + 2), i is necessary and suffi-

cient that the Vn be a C n .

4. A group as group of conformal motions.

We apply now Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 of Ch. in to the case of

conformal motions. We consider a G r in an Xn and denote the vectors

generating the group by v*. We first consider the case in which the rank
b

of ?;* in a neighbourhood is r < n. We choose a coordinate system with
b

respect to which we have (3.2) of Ch. in. Then the equations &^ = 0,

rxxl
^ 0, and Det(05Xx)

= 1 become

(4.1)
a a a ana

(4.2) 01*1
= 0, Uet(%J = l.

and consequently, defining the functions fc)aXx(W, ) by

(4.3) v"^ - - ( ax^ - (iJ^X + - ffl^flX,
a a a n a

we obtain

(4-4) Xx
=

[ ( Xx
-

W^ffl, f)]
= 0,

a a

from which

(4-5) aa Xx
-= B^t, f) ; %Xx]

= 0, Det(GU = 1

By the same method as was used in 3 of Ch. in, we can prove

(4-6) ("V,^ + ^x = CW ^- 4- a
3 YXx

1 SASAKI [1]; TAUB [1]; G. T., P. 56.
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and also

(4.7)
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2

n

-1

The equations (4.6) and (4.7) show that the mixed system (4.5) is

completely integrable. Thus we have

THEOREM 4.1. A G r in an X H for which the rank of v* in a neighbour-

hood is r <* n can be regarded as a group of conformal motions in a V n

whose fundamental tensor density can contain \n(n ]- 1) 1 arbitrary

constants.

We next consider a G r in an X n for which the rank of v
x
in a neighbour-

b

hood is q < r, n. We choose a coordinate system with respect to which

(3.9) of Ch. in holds. Then we get

2

n

(4.8)

n

,^ = 0. Uet(fflJ = l.

If we put

(4.9)

(4.10) ttXx

we can write (4.8) in the form

[Xx]
= 0, Det(J = 1
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or

(4.11)
SAX(. f)

= 0, QJtxxj
= 0, Det(@U = 1.

By the same method as was used in 3 of Ch. in, we can prove

-1

which shows that the mixed system (4.11) is completely integrable.

Thus we have

THEOREM 4.2. Consider a GT in an X n for which the rank of v* in a
b

neighbourhood is q <r, n. If, in a neighbourhood such that (3.9) of Ch. in

holds, the equations 2 MXx(, f)
= 0, 6J

[Xx]
= and Det( Xx)

= 1 are

compatible at a point of the space, then the group can be regarded as a group

of conformal motions in a V n .

A similar theorem holds for a multiply transitive group.

5. Homothetic motions. 1

Consider an infinitesimal transformation '* = f
x + v*dt in a V n .

If the square of the distance ^s2 = gvx()dp*d*' between x and f
x + dg*

and the square of the distance rf's
2 = g&CWPd't^ between 'f

x and

'<?
x + d'f

x have always the same constant ratio, that is, if

(5.1) g^ = 2cg^, c = constant,
V

then the infinitesimal transformation is called a homothetic motion.

From (5.1) and the formula

(5-2)

1 SHANKS [1]; YANO [15].
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we find fy}
= 0. Thus a homothetic motion is an affine motion.

V

Conversely, if a conformal motion is an affine motion, then we have

g& = 2^x an(i {&}
= 0> fr m which we conclude

<f>
= constant.

V V

Thus we have

THEOREM 5.1. In order that a transformation in a Vn be homothetic,

it is necessary and sufficient that the transformation be conformal and

affine at the same time.

More generally, if a conformal motion is a projective motion, we have

From these equations and (5.2), it follows that
<f>
= constant and

pi = 0. Thus we have

THEOREM 5.2. In order that a transformation in a V n be homothetic,

it is necessary and sufficient that the transformation be conformal and

projective at the same time.

Applying the formula (4.9) of Ch. i to the fundamental tensor g^,
we obtain

V V V V

from which, for an affine motion,

(5.3) Vv ^ = 0.

V

If the metric of Vn is not decomposable, we obtain 1
,
from (5.3),

S& = &g&. c = constant.
V

Thus we have

THEOREM 5.3. In a Vn whose metric is not decomposable, an affine

motion is homothetic.

When the constant c is zero, a homothetic motion reduces to a motion.

We call a proper homothetic motion a homothetic motion for which

c ^ and c the homothetic constant.

Now if we consider an infinitesimal proper homothetic motion

f
x -> f

x + v
x
*8 whose streamlines are geodesies, we have g^ = 2V

(|X
v
X)

1 T. Y. THOMAS [1, 2]; SCHOUTEN [8], p. 286.
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and i^V^ = avx ,
where a is a scalar. Transvecting the latter

equation with v\ we obtain c = a by virtue of the former. Transvecting

next the former equation with vx
,
we find cv^

=
V^Jz^v*), which shows

that vx is a gradient vector. Thus V^ is symmetric in
JJL
and X, and

consequently

(5-4) V^ =
cg^ 9

that is, the vx is a concurrent vector field. 1 Since the converse is evident,

we have

THEOREM 5.4. In order that a Vn admit an infinitesimal proper

homothetic motion whose streamlines are geodesies, it is necessary and

sufficient that the V n admit a concurrent vector field.

In order that a Vn admit a concurrent vector field, it is necessary and

sufficient that there exist a coordinate system with respect to which

the linear element takes the form

(5.5) ds* = (d?)* + (OV;,(f
*
.....

Thus we have

THEOREM 5.5. In order that a V n admit an infinitesimal proper
homothetic motion whose streamlines are geodesies, it is necessary and

sufficient that there exist a coordinate system with respect to which the

linear element of Vn takes the form (5.5).

In order that an infinitesimal transformation be a projective (con-

formal) motion in a Kn , it is necessary and sufficient that the transfor-

mation carry every geodesic (conformal circle) into a geodesic (conformal

circle). Thus from Theorem 5.2 we have

THEOREM 5.6. In order that an infinitesimal transformation be homo-

thetic, it is necessary and sufficient that the transformation carry every

geodesic into a geodesic and every conformal circle into a conformal circle.

If we take a coordinate system with respect to which v* = X
, then

the equation g^ = 2cg^ gives dg^df
1 =

2cg^, from which ;

.

(5.6) fa- -"*/*(*..".?).

1 YANO [6].
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Conversely, if there exists a coordinate system with respect to which

the fundamental tensor takes the form (5.6), then the space admits a

one-parameter group of homothctic motions generated by
'* -- x

+ e*dt. Thus we have
i

THEOREM 5.7. // a Vn admits an infinitesimal homothetic motion,

then the V n admits also a one-parameter group of homothetic motions

generated by the infinitesimal homothetic motion.

THEOREM 5.8. In order that a Vn admit a one-parameter group of

homothetic motions with the homothetic constant c t
it is necessary and

sufficient that there exist a coordinate system with respect to which the

fundamental tensor takes the form (5.6).

If we take a coordinate system with respect to which v
x x

,
then

the equation g^ = 2cg^ becomes ^j?^ = 2(c 1)^, from which

we see that the g^ are homogeneous functions of degree 2(c 1) with

respect to f*. Thus we have

THEOREM 5.8. In order that a Vn admit a one-parameter group c//

homothetic motions with homothetic constant c, it is necessary and sufficient

that there exist a coordinate system with respect to which the components

of the fundamental tensor are homogeneous functions of degree 2(c 1)

of the coordinates.

Using (5.1), we can easily verify that Theorems 2.3 and 2.4 of Ch. in

are also valid for a group of homothetic motions.

If f are generators of r one-parameter groups of transformations,
b

then we have

c b cb

If f are generators of r one-parameter groups of homothetic motions,
b

then we have ()g^ = and consequently g^ 0. Thus we have
c b cb

THEOREM 5.9. // f are generators of r one-parameter groups of
b

homothetic motions, then f are those of a one-parameter group of motions.
cb

If f are r generators of an r-parameter group of transformations,
b
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then we have

c b

where c
a
cb are the structural constants of the group. For an r-parameter

group of homothetic motions, we have ()g^ = and g^ = 2^^
and consequently c

n
cbc tl

= 0. Thus we have
b a

THKOREM 5.10. // f are r generators of an r-parameter group of
b

homothetic motions with homothetic constants c a ,
then there exist the relations

c
a
cbc tl

between the structural constants c
a
cb and the homothetic constants ca .

Since c*bca = means that the first derived group is of order <^ r 1,

combining Theorems 5.9 and 5.10, we get

THEOREM 5.11. The first derived group of a group of homothetic

motions in a V n is a group of motions of order <*r 1.

Moreover we have

THEOREM 5. 1 2. // f are generators of the complete set of r one-para-
b

meter groups of homothetic motions, they are generators of an r-parameter

group Gr of homothetic motions. Moreover Gr must contain a complete set

of one-parameter groups of motions, consequently, G r contains a complete

group of motions.

6. Homothetic motions in conformally related spaces.

Let a Vn admit an ^-parameter group Gr of homothetic motions whose

generators are f
= v*dj : g^ = 2^^. In order that a 'Vn conformaloa a

to V n admit Gr as a group of homothetic motions with the same homo-

thetic constants cat it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a function

p such that ($Pg^
= 2c

fl p'
2

{JlX
,
from which p

2 = 0. Now if we assume
a a

that the rank of vx is r < n, then the equations p
2 = are completely

b a

integrable and admit n r functionally independent solutions. Thus

we have

THEOREM 6.1. If a Vn admits an r-parameter group Gr of homothetic

motions such that the rank of the generators vx is r < ,
then there exist

b

spaces which are (not trivially) conformal to Vn and which admit G r as a

group of homothetic motions with the same homothetic constants.
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Let again a V n admit an r-parameter group G r of homothetic motions:

g&
~ 2c

aSv.\'
*n OI"der that a 'V* conformal to V n admit G r as a group

a

of motions, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a function p

such that ^(p
2^) = 0, from which log p

= ca . If we assume that
a a

the rank of v
x
is r < n, then the equations log p

= ca are completely
b a

integrable by virtue of () log p
= c

a
cb log P and c

a
cbca

= 0. Thus

we have c b a

THEOREM 6.2. // a V n admits an r-parameter group G r of homothetic

motions such that the rank of the generators v
x

is r < n, then there exists
&

a 'V n which is conformal to V n and which admits Gr as a group of motions.

7. Subgroups of homothetic motions contained in a group of

conformal motions or in a group of affine motions.

Let a Vn admit an r-parameter group G r of conformal motions:

g^ = 2(f>ng^, </>a being r scalars. In order that the group Gr contain
a

a subgroup of homothetic motions, it is necessary and sufficient that

there exist constants c
a not all zero such that c

a
^> a
= constant. By

successive covariant differentiations of this equation, we get cnVtff>a
-= 0,

caV
Xz^a

= 0, If we denote by a lf a2 , . . . the a-ranks of the sets

vx<a; Vx^af V
x?Xi

rt ; .... respectively, then we have a^a.^....
Since the equations c

aVx< a
= 0, cVXgXi^a

= 0, admit a set of solu-

tions which are not all zero, we must have 04 ^ oc2 ^ ... < r. On the

other hand, we can easily prove that, if a p
= a^, then a ff+1

= a p4.2 .

Thus the ranks of the matrices must satisfy

(7.1) 04 <; <x2 ^ ... CL P
= KV^ = ... = s < r.

Conversely, if the ranks ax , a2 , ... satisfy the relation (7.1), then we

can find sets of linearly independent solutions /j(f) (A,B,C, ... =
1,2, . . . , s) which are not all zero and such that

(7.2) V^ = 0, AVX^ = 0, . . ., /^Vx,... Xl^a
= 0.

Differentiating these equations covariantly and taking account of

the fact that the ranks satisfy (7.1), we find that Vx/^ are also solutions

of (7.2). Thus there must exist a set of functions P B̂(S) such that
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The integrability conditions of this equation are

(7.3) V^',,
-W + ^**? - P&Ph = 0-

These equations show that there exists a set of functions hA (f) such

that hAf*A = constants. In fact, the equations Vx (A
yl

/?i)
= give

VX/H + Pfifi*
= 0> which are completely integrable because of (7.3).

Thus putting c
a = A'

1

/^, wc obtain c
aVx a and consequently c

tf

^a
=

constant. Thus we have

THKOKKM 7.1. In order that an r-parameter group of conformal motions

in a V H contain a subgroup of homothetic motions, it is necessary and

sufficient that the a-ranks 04, aa ,
. . . of the sets Vx< a ;

Vx<
rt , V^^,,; . . .

satisfy the relation (7.1).

Let a V n admit an /'-parameter group Gr of affine motions: {} = 0.

a

In order that the group GT contain a subgroup of homothetic motions,

it is necessary and sufficient that there exist constants c
a not all zero

and c such that c
a
g^ = 2cg^. Thus the [iX-rank of the set g^, g^

a a

must be less than r + 1 .

Conversely, if the pX-rank s of the set g^ 9 g^ is less than r + 1
,
then we

a

can find r + 1 s linearly independent solutions /(), /^(f) of c
a
g^

such that a

(7.4)

(L,M,N= 1,2, ...,r+ 1 -s).

Differentiating (7.4) covariantly, we obtain

from which

because of V
v^|lX

= 0. Thus V
v/, VJL are also solutions of (7.4) and

consequently there exist functions P v such that

^v/Jl/
== * v.U/L %/Jlf

== *vMIL m

The integrability conditions of these equations are

(7.5) V
tt
P u - VvPj, + P^P*, - P&P*, = 0.
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V

This equation shows that there exists a set of functions hL($) such that

hLf
a
L = constants, hLfL = constant. Thus we have

THEOREM 7.2. In order that an r-parameter group of a/fine motions

in a V n contain a subgroup of homothetic motions, it is necessary and

sufficient that the y.\-rank of the set g^> g^ be less than r + ) .

8. Integrability conditions of

From the equation

we obtain

(8-1) t
(lA)
-

l-g^v^, *Vx'
l rVVn

The fact that the c is a constant can be expressed by Vv tJLx
==

0,

or by
v

from which

(8.2) V,*;*
--.

I**, V^* = --
- K'^v\

Thus we have a mixed system of the partial differential equations

(8.1) and (8.2). Since the integrability conditions of this mixed system arc!

(8-3) ^ x = 0, ^,^."=0, ....
V V

we have

THEOREM 8.1. In order that a V admit a group of homothetic motions,

it is necessary and sufficient that there exist a positive integer N such that

the first N sets of equations in (8.1) and (8.3) are algebraically consistent

in v* and v^ and all v* and v^* satisfying these equations satisfy the

(N + \)st set of equations.

The complete integrability condition of the mixed system is that
* = Q be identically satisfied by any vx and v^* satisfying (8.1),

a

the number of vx and ^ x which can be given arbitrarily being n- + n
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From this we have

and consequently, from K^i* = and g^ 2cg^, we find
V V

Thus we have

THEOREM 8.2. In order that a Vn admit a group of homothetic motions

of the maximum order \n(n + 1) + 1, it is necessary and sufficient that

the V n be Euclidean.

If f = vy'dj is a generator of a one-parameter group of homothetic
V

motions, then we have g
[& = 2cg^ and K^* = and consequently

V

Thus, if the Vn is an Einstein space (or an SJ, i.e., if K^ =
we have

1 _ 1

K being a constant, then we have

= 0-
n v 71

Thus if K ^ 0, then c = and consequently we have

THEOREM 8.3. // an Einstein space (or an S n )
with non-vanishing

curvature scalar admits a homothetic motion, it is a motion. Consequently
an Einstein space (or an SJ with non-vanishing curvature scalar cannot

admit a proper homothetic motion.

9. A group as group of homothetic motions.

We apply now Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 of Ch. in to the case of

homothetic motions. We consider a G T in an X n and we suppose that there

exist r constants ca not all zero such that c
a
cbca

= 0, c*b being structural

constants of the G r . Denoting by v
x

r vectors generating the group,
b

we first consider the case in which the rank of t>
x in a neighbourhood

b

is r <*' n. We choose a coordinate system with respect to which we have

(3.2) of Ch. in. Then the equations, which determine the g^, are

(9-1) g* = fa.fo + ft*V +
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and

(9-2) jfcxj
= 0.

We define the functions
aMx(g, ) by

(9.3) f
ae

a(tx(g, f) ^ -
gaxV"

a

then we obtain

(9.4) g&
- 2c^ = v

a a

from which

(9.5) aag^ = Q^(g, ), g[M = 0.

By the same method as was used in 3 of Ch. in, we can prove

(9.6) ew -*%*- + a
Y PIlX

=
POP
.- + a

3eU
6 op

and

(9-7) w-e^j = - ft^^V - ft^axw' +

The equations (9.6) and (9.7) show that the mixed system (9.5) is

completely integrable. Thus we have

THEOREM 9.1. A G r in an X nt such that the rank of v
x
in a neighbour-

b

hood is r <> n and that there exist r constants ca not all zero satisfying

c
a
cbca

= 0, can be regarded as a group of homothetic motions with homothetic

constants c a in a V n whose fundamental tensor can contain \n(n + 1)

arbitrary junctions of n r variables.

We next consider a GT in an X n for which the rank of vx in a neighbour-
&

hood is q < r, n. We choose a coordinate system with respect to which

(3.9) of Ch. in holds. Then the equations, which determine the g^, are

(9.8) SvX
t

(9-9) g& = ?'
u

(9-10)
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Thus, if we put

(9. 1 1)
v
i

(9.12) S u^
'

we can write (9.8), (9.9) and (9.10) in the form

from which

(9.13)

By the same method as was used in 3 of Ch. in, we can prove

I a (iX

Sop

ocop

which shows that the mixed system (9.13) is completely intcgrablc.

Thus we have

THEORKM 9.2. Consider a Gr in an X n such that the rank of v* in a
b

neighbourhood is q < r, n and that there exist r constants c n satisfying

c"
b
ca
= 0. //, in a neighbourhood such that (3.9) of Ch. in holds, the equa-

tions S
M|lX(, f)

= 0, g[M
= 0, DctfeJ ^ a^ compatible at a point of

the space, then the group can be regarded as a group of homothetic motions

in a Vn .

A similar theorem holds for a multiply transitive group.



CHAPTER VIII

GROUPS OF TRANSFORMATIONS IN GENERALIZED SPACES

1. Finsler spaces.

Let us consider an n-dimensional space of class C r
(r ^ 3) in which

is given a function L(g*, f
x
)

of 2n independent variables f
x and x

,

positively homogeneous of degree one with respect to the variables |
x

:

(1.1) L(F, |
x
) ^ 0; L(F, pl

x
)
=

|

and in which the length of an arc f
x = f

x
(), t^ <> t <; t2 ,

is defined as

(1.2) s= I** L(S*(t), t*(t))dt; fr = d?ldt.
J *i

Such a space is called a Finsler space
1 and the function L(

x
,

x
)

its

fundamental function.

A coordinate transformation in a Finsler space is of the form

(1.3)
x ' = f

x
'(O, l

x ' = ^ x/
l
x

.

The fundamental function L(f, I) is assumed to be invariant under

coordinate transformations.

Putting

(1.4)

(1.5) fo

we see that g^ is a symmetric covariant tensor and that

(1-6)

We assume that gXx has the rank n and we use gXx and its inverse g
Xx

for the lowering and the raising of indices. The gXx and g** are called

the fundamental tensors of the Finsler space.

1 FINSLER [1]; E. CARTAN [10].

177
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Now we put
1

drf

(1.9) ir^r
(1.10) ^ drf i0^==|^w(U)
and

/I 1M PX ilcffxi f. xfp _ /" -xi-ip if* r
I

' ] l
)

l
pix

-
tux/

""
(
up

' x l
>.p

J
tx r t ^p 1

The following relations can easily be verified:

(''2) "fjixj 0, C^^ = C
(|iXx) ,

(i.i3) r^* = o, c^? = o, r;,.x
<* = o,

(i.is) i

Under a coordinate transformation (1.3), the F", PjJ, C^jj and

liavc respectively the following transformation laws:

i.i6 r*' = A r*

(1-18)

and

Hence the (?
|lXx

is a covariant tensor and the F x is a linear connexion.

The covariant differential of a contravariant vector field v*( , ^) is

defined by

(i .20) w d^^ + (r^d^ + r^

where

1 In E. CARTAN [10], the Tx, TJ and
TJ[A

introduced here are denoted by G*.

and rjjf respectively. Cf. BKKWALD fl], SYNGE [1J, TAYLOR [1].
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j

and the covariant derivatives are given by

(1.22) V* <^
f d^ - T0

p
r* + T^v\

(1.23) V^'l^^X + r^V.

For the covariant derivatives of the direction element x
,
we find

We can easily verify that the linear connexion introduced here is

metric :

(1.25) ^ = 0. V^Xx -0.

2. The Lie derivative of the fundamental tensor.

Consider a point transformation

(2.1) 'F

in a Finsler space. By this point transformation, the direction element

^
x
undergoes the transformation

(2.2)
'* -

(-,/*)?.

Combining (2.1) and (2.2), we call it an extended point transformation.

We introduce now a coordinate transformation

(2.3) ^ - ' x

and define a new tensor field which has the components

(2.4) '&vM)-cf
&('*. '3

with respect to the coordinate system (x') and the components

with respect to the coordinate system (x). We call this tensor the deformed

tensor of the original tensor gXx under the extended point transformation

('I, 'I)
~> (f , I) and 'g^( , I)

- &x(f , |) the Lie difference of the tensor

under the extended point transformation (2.1).

In the case in which (2.1) is an infinitesimal extended point trans-

formation :

(2.6)
'* = f
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we find

(2.7)

where

(2.8)
v

is called the Lt> derivative of the fundamental tensor with respect to

the infinitesimal extended point transformation (2.6). Since

is the difference of two tensors, gXx is also a tensor. In fact, we can
V

put g^ in the following tensorial form
V

(2.9) ^ = 2Vx,

The Lie derivative of a general tensor, say 7^
x

is constructed in the

same way:

(2.10) T* = *V
f T-f + (VV v>)V,T^

V

T\ PV v* 4- jTv*V vp
4- 7'" x

Vii;
p

^IJiX
v
p

c/
i

*
pA {x

t/ i^ *
|ip ^'X 1''

From (2.9) we can easily derive the formula

(2.11) ()Kto = s*> a
9 b.c=l,2,...,T

c b cb

where denotes Lie derivative with respect to the vector vx and
b b cb

the Lie derivative with respect to the vector

(2.12)
c b be

If the u
x
generate an r-parameter group of transformations, we have

b

(2.13) * = &ir
c b a

and consequently the equation (2. 1 1
)
becomes

(2.14)

3. Motions in a Finsler space.

When the extended point transformation (2.3) does not change the

fundamental function L(f, |) of a Finsler space, that is, when we have

(3.1) L('f, 'I)
= L(f, I),
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we call this extended point transformation a motion in a Finsler space.

Differentiating

(3.2) F('S, ') = /'*(, |)

twice with respect to
,
we find

(3.3) &n(**ng*(
t

e.'t) = g*(s.t)-

Becaiise of the homogeneity property of the function /"(, |), the

equations (3.2) and (3.3) are equivalent. Comparing (2.5) with (3.3),

we obtain

THEOREM 3.1. In order that (2.1) be a motion in a Finsler space,

it is necessary and sufficient that the point transformation do not deform
the fundamental tensor.

Consequently, from (2.7) we get

THEOREM 3.2. In order that an infinitesimal extended point trans-

formation (2.6) be a motion in a Finsler space, it is necessary and sufficient

that the Lie derivative of the fundamental tensor with respect to the trans-

formation vanish.

The equation

(3.4) &* -
V

is called the equation of Killing in a Finsler space.

Making use of (2.8), (2.11) and (2.14), we can prove theorems corre-

sponding to Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 of Ch. in and Theorem

1.5 of Ch. iv.
'

The motions in a Finsler space have been studied by Davies,
1 Knebel-

man 2
, 13. Laptev,

3 Nakae, 4
Soos,

5 Su 6 and Wang 7 and the groups
of homothetic transformations in a Finsler space by Hiramatu. 8

Davies 9 and Su 1() have studied the motions in a so-called Cartan space.
1 J

1 DAVIES [5].

2 KNEBKLMANN [2J.
3 B. LAPTEV [1, 2J.
4 NAKAE [1].

5 So6s [1].

c Su [4].

7 WANG [1].
8 HIRAMATU |3, 4].
9 DAVIES [8, 11, 12].

"Su [8].

" E. CARTAN [9].
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4. Finsler spaces with completely integrable equations of

Killing.

We may try to discuss the motions in a Finsler space following the

arguments used in Ch. iv, but because of the fact that all the compo-
nents of geometric objects appearing in a Finsler space are not only

functions of the coordinates f
x but also of the direction element |

x
, the

equations which express the integrability conditions of the equations

of Killing are so complicated that it is almost impossible to discuss them

in a way analogous to that followed in Ch. iv.

Now by quite another method H. C. Wang l succeeded in determining
the Finsler space with completely integrable equations of Killing. Wang
proved

TIIEOKKM 4. 1 . // an n-dimensional Finsler space, n ^ 4, admits a

group G r of motions depending on r > \n(n 1) + 1 essential parameters,

the space is a Riemannian space of constant curvature.

Here follows the proof. Let a Finsler space admit a group G r of motions

(4.1) '^^/"(f^)^ /*(!, ...
f f; V, ...,,*)

depending on Y essential parameters Y)

1
,

. . ., 7)

r
. With (4.1), we associate

(4.2)
'<

The equations (4.1) and (4.2) define again an ^-parameter group. We
take an arbitrary point P(

x
)
in the space and we consider all the motions

o

leaving invariant the point P. These form the isotropy subgroup G(P)
at P:

(4.3) ?V-
' x = *(, Q]= /,*({!, . ... ;?,..., r)

with the property f
x = Ax(; ). The isotropy subgroup G(P) depends

o o

on rQ ;> r n essential parameters if r ;> n. To each motion 7^ of G(P),

corresponds a linear transformation

(4.4) v '^
o

We know that all the f^ form a linear group G(P) and that the two groups

G(P) and G(P) are isomorphic in the sense of topological groups. Thus the

group G(P) has the same order rQ ^ r n as G(P).

MVANG [1].
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Now since the group Gr is a group of motions in a Finsler space,

we have

Putting
' x = x = f

x and substituting (4.4) in this equation, we find
o

(4.5)

where

If we put

(4.6) L 2
(*
x

)

d

o

then the equation (4.5) becomes

L 2
(A

X
|
X
)
- L 2

(|
x
)

and this shows that the function /,
2
(

x
)

is an absolute invariant of the

linear group (>(P). Thus we obtain

LKMMA 1. If a Finsler space admits an r-parameter group G r of

motions, the function L2
(

x
)

= L 2
(

x
,

x
)

is left invariant by a linear

^ o

isotropy group G(P) at P(
x

) of order r$ ".': r n.

o

Now we shall show that, but for a change of basis, the group G(P)
consists of orthogonal transformations only. To prove this we need the

following lemmas:

LKMMA 2. The set K of vectors |
x

at
x

satisfying the equations
o

(4.6)
2
(!
x
)
= c2

;
c2 - constant > 0,

is bounded.

Let us denote by N() the "norm" V^Ti!*F of the vector x and

let us consider the values of /-
2
(l) as x varies on the hypersphere S

defined by N(|) = 1. Since L2
(|) > on S, we have

(4.7) 0<e2 <L2
(), |*sS,

where e is a positive constant.

Let now x be any vector satisfying (4.5), then we have, from the
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homogeneity property of L2
(|
x
),

(4.8) c* =- L2
(|)
=

Since the vector */N( )
e S, (4.7) and (4.8) imply

N($)
--

.

Hence K is bounded and Lemma 2 is proved.

LKMMA 3. // a suitable basis is chosen, all linear transformations

leaving L 2
() invariant are orthogonal.

Let H be the set of motions h* leaving L2
(l) invariant, i.e.

(4.9) L(A^) = L2
(|*).

Since La
(|)
= if and only if all

x
vanish, no matrix of H can be singular.

From this we can easity verify that H forms a group.
Now we shall prove that H is compact. For this purpose, we put in

the equation (4.9), for each X,
x

1 whenever x = X and x = other-

wise. Then we obtain

/,(*;, A,
2

, . . ., *) = L2
(0, . . ., 0, 1, 0, . . ., 0).

It follows from Lemma 2 that h\, AjJ, . . .
,
h" are bounded. As X is

arbitrary, // is bounded as well. Moreover the set H is defined by (4.9)

in which all functions involved are continuous, so that H is a closed

set in the space of all n-rowed square matrices. Hence the boundedness

implies the compactness.

By a well-known theorem of Weyl
1

,
H leaves invariant a positive

definite quadratic form u(), and we can choose a suitable basis such that

Hence the matrices k% are orthogonal and Lemma 3 is proved.
Now with the aid of the above lemmas, we can prove Theorem 4.1

without difficulty. In fact, if a Finsler space admits a group Gr of

motions depending on r > \n(n 1) + 1 parameters, then by Lemma
1 the function L2

(|) is left invariant by a linear isotropy group G(P) of

the order

r ^r- n> \(n
-

l)(n 2).

1 WEYL[1].
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Lemma 3 tells us that G(P) is a subgroup of the orthogonal group

0(ri). As there is no proper subgroup of 0(n) of an order greater than

-J(w !)( 2) for n ^- 4,
1 we conclude that G(P) coincides with 0(n).

Thus the function L2
(f)

is a scalar invariant of the orthogonal group and

therefore the L2
(|) takes the form

Ltf) = A(n).

From the homogeneity property of L*(i), we have h(hu) = XA(w),

which implies A(w)
=

cif, c being independent of
x

. Thus

Since the f
x are arbitrary and

the metric tensor gXx depends only on the position. Thus the space is

Riemannian. Hence by Theorem 8.2 of Ch. iv, we can conclude that the

space is of constant curvature.

5. General affine spaces of geodesies.
2

Consider an w-dimensional space in which a system of curves called

geodesies (or paths) is given by a system of ordinary differential equations

(5,, . .

where Fx (|, |) are functions of the 2n independent variables
x and <f

x
,

homogeneous of degree 2 with respect to <

x and t is a scalar parameter
determined up to an affine transformation. Such a space is called a

general affine space of geodesies (or paths) and its geometry the general

affine geometry of geodesies (or paths).

We assume that the left-hand side of (5.1) is a contravariant vector.

Then under a coordinate transformation

(5.2) !"' = r'(O; !*'

the functions Fx(|, |) are transformed into

(5.3) rx' = ^ xTx
~(^^'

1 MONTGOMERY and SAMELSON [1].
2 DOUGLAS [1],
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From (5.2) we find by partial differentiation with respect to |
x
',

(5.4) itf
- A%. rx - A^A)F,

where

(5.5) i?^R.r", r^Rr*.
From (5.4), by partial differentiation with respect to ?*', we obtain

(5-6) P*v = A$. r^ - Afad^A?

or

(5-7) rfv = At(A&rk + %AV.
where

(5.8) rv-'*<vr& rv^r?.
Hence the

FJ[x(f, I) arc components of a symmetric linear connexion.

By the homogeneity property of Fx
(f, ), we get

and

(s.io) i^^=rjlx = rx
.

Thus the equation of the geodesies can be written as

We now define the covariant differential of *
by

or by

(5.12) S X(I?M|X

and the covariant differential of a contravariant vector vx by

(5. 13) 8vx (^f
rfv

x + r^rf^v
x

.

The covariant derivatives of the contravariant vector field v' are

then given by

(5. 14) v^^ s^ - r&v* + rjx^,

(5.15) V^^d^v*.
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For the covariant derivatives of the vector x
, we obtain

(5.16) V
|lS

K = O i V^ =
A$.

Now as generalizations of Ricci identities, we find

(5.17) (VV V,
- VVVX = tf^V - tf

vt^Vx
.

(5.18) (V,VW
- V,V> = T^V.

(5.19) (VV V,.
- V,V> = 0,

where

(5.20) 7^ '!i< ( vr^

and

i PX fp _ ]^x pp
i

1
vp

L
|iX

l
|ip

A vX

are curvature tensors of the space. The Bianchi identities for the curva-

ture tensors take the form

(5-22) R^f = 0,

(5.23) V
rtt

/?
v^>< + Rw'PTjti* --= 0.

Furthermore, we have the following identities:

(5 24\ V R \>x 2V
\*j..-t) v

to vtxX
~ ^ v

[v

(5 25) V T-\'
X

=-- V, T"y~ne*\sf <O VfJtA (CO V(X

From (5.24), we get

(5-26) V
L-/?^;

=-- 0,

from which

ft 97\ V F\J-6< )
v
[w

K
vjx]

u
>

where

(5.28) V^ ^_R^ = - (^Vll

(5.29) R*u**R?-
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6. Lie derivatives in a general affine space of geodesies.

Consider an extended point transformation

(6.1) 'f

in a general affine space of geodesies.

We introduce a coordinate transformation

(6.2) f' - '* - /*(), F = 'I* -

and define a new linear connexion which has the components

(6.3) T x, ({. |) ^ rjkCf , ')

with respect to the coordinate system (x'). The components T^f , )

of the new linear connexion with respect to the coordinate system (x)

are given by

(6.4) (VO(VOIW, '*)
= (VTO(f, I)

-W '.

Now we call T x(f, )
the deformed linear connexion of the original

linear connexion Fj^(f , ,?)
under the transformation ('f

x
, '|

x
)
-+ (|

x
, |

x
)

and

the LxV difference. The Lie difference of a linear connexion is a mixed

tensor of the valence three.

When (6.1) is an infinitesimal transformation

(6.5)

we find

(6.6)

where

(6.7)

is the LtV derivative of the linear connexion F^ with respect to the

infinitesimal transformation (6.5). We can put F^ in the following

tensorial form v

(6-8) 1^ = V.V^" + IWv* + T-
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We mention here some important formulae which contain the Lie

derivatives and which will be useful later on.

(6.9)
*

= t^tt* + (i'Vp^V^* - HpV
p
t;
x

,

(6. 10) wx
= ifd^ + (8^)8^ + w&tf

(6.1

where wx , wx and T^
x are respectively a contravariant vector, a covariant

vector and a mixed tensor.

If we apply the operator to x
,
we find

V

(6.12) !
x = 0.

V

Moreover, applying the operators ^V^ V^ and 7^ V^ to an

arbitrary tensor 7^
x

, we find
v v v

(6.13)
V V V V

and

(6.14) (V, - V^)rx
x =

V

respectively. On the other hand, we have

(6.15)

(6-16)
V V

If for r vectors v
x

, a, b t c, . . .
= 1 , 2, . . . , r, the Lie derivative with

b

respect to vx is denoted by ,
we can easily verify

b b

(6-17)
c b cb

where denotes the Lie derivative with respect to the vector

c b be
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If r vectors generate an r-parameter group, we have v* = c"bv*

and (6.17) becomes
"

(6.18)
c b

7. Affine motions in a general affine space of geodesies.
l

When the point transformation (6.1) transforms every geodesic into

a geodesic and the affine parameter on it into an affine parameter on

the deformed geodesic, we call the transformation an affine motion in

a general affine space of geodesies.

The condition for the extended point transformation (6.1) to be an

affine motion is given by

which is equivalent to

(7.2) (VOft'OJW, '*)
= (VPW, I)

- we.
Thus comparing (6.4) with (7.2), we can state

THKOKKM 7.1. In order that (6.1) be an affine motion in a general

affine space of geodesies, it is necessary and sufficient that the point trans-

formalion do not deform the linear connexion.

Consequently, from (6.6) we obtain

THKOKKM 7.2. In order that the infinitesimal extended point trans-

formation (6.5) be an affine motion in a general affine space of geodesies,

it is necessary and sufficient that the Lie derivative of the linear connexion

with respect to the extended point transformation vanish.

Using the formula (6.13), we can state a theorem corresponding to

Theorem 4.2 of Ch. I.

Making use of the expression (6.7) for the Lie derivative 1^ of the
V

linear connexion and of the formulae (6.17) and (6.18), we can prove
theorems corresponding to Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 of Ch. in

and to Theorem 1.3 of Ch. v.

8. Integrability conditions of the equations Y^ = 0.

V

We now consider the integrability conditions of the equations

(8.1) l*i = V^w" + R^fv* + 7^*|'VX = 0.

1 KNEBELMANN [2, 4].
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v

Since the v* are functions of the x
only, we get

Vx v* =

hence, taking account of (5.18), we find

V^t,* = Ttfv\

From these equations we get

(i)
Vxl)

* = *x *, (ii) VX J>* =

(8.2) (iii)

(iv)

which constitute a system of partial differential equations with unknown

functions v
x and v^. We shall study the integrability conditions of

this system.

First we can easily verify that the integrability conditions which are

obtained by substituting (8.2, i) and (8.2, ii) in (5.17), (5.18) and (5.19)

are automatically satisfied because of (8.2, iii), (8.2, iv), the Bianchi

identity (5.22) and the symmetry of jT
VI^

x
in the three lower indices.

Consequently we have only to consider the integrability conditions

which arc obtained by substituting (8.2, iii) and (8.2, iv) into

(8.3) (V^ - V,VWK* = R^*vi>
- /Cx'V -fl^W

(8-4) (Vto V^
-

V^VJt** - T-*vx
* - 7\^V.

(8.5) (VW V^
- V^VJ^ - 0.

But the equation which is obtained from (8.3) is equivalent to the

equation obtained from (6.15) by putting \^&
~ 0:

V

(8-6) K^ = 0.

V

Similarly the equation which is obtained from (8.4) is equivalent to

the equation obtained from (6.16) by putting 1^ =~ Q :

V

(8-7) T? = 0.

Thus the integrability conditions of the system (8.21) are given by

(8.6), (8.7) and the equations which are obtained from (8.6) and (8.7)

by successive covariant differentiations with respect to x and |
x

,
the
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terms V^ x and ^x x
being eliminated by the use of (8.2, iii) and (8.2, iv).

We first consider the equations obtained from (8.6) by successive

covariant differentiations. From (8.6) we obtain

*)
= 0, V(Rtf) = 0.

V V

But from (5.24), we get

which shows that V^jf/?^*) is automatically satisfied, if the

equations obtained from (8.7) by successive covariant differentiations

are satisfied.

We next consider

But from (5.18) applied to K^*> we find

which shows that Vn Vw(/f^
x

)
is automatically satisfied if the

>

equations 1?^* = and the equations obtained from (8.7) by successive
V

covariant differentiations are satisfied.

Repeating this process, we see that, as integrability conditions obtained

from (8.6) by successive covariant differentiations, we have only to

consider the equations

(8-8) V
ttr ... W2Ul(tfV|^) = 0, r=l,2....

which can also be written as

(8-9) (VWr ... W2Wl /e^) = 0, r = 1, 2, . . .

We now consider the equations which are obtained from (8.7) by
successive covariant differentiations. But the equation (5.18) applied
to T^* shows that the conditions obtained from (8.7) by applying

V

first the covariant differentiations with respect to |
x and next the co-
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V

variant differentiations with respect to f
x
are equivalent to the conditions

obtained from (8.7) by applying the covariant differentiations in the

reverse way.
Thus we shall consider first the conditions obtained from (8.7) by

applying only the covariant differentiations with respect to |
x

:

(8.10) Vw.... W2Wi(rv^=0, s=l,2, ...
V

But by virtue of the homogeneity property of T^* with respect

to the x
,
the s-th equation of (8.10) contains the preceding equations

and consequently the equation (8.10) can be written as

(8.ii) V.^GCT^*) = o.

v

or

(8.12)

From (8.12), by successive covariant differentiation with respect to

f*, we obtain

(8.13) (?,...,,Vtog ...^i r^X
)
= 0,

Gathering these results, we obtain

THEOREM 8. 1 . In order that a general a/fine space of geodesies admit

a group of affine motions, it is necessary and sufficient that, for a certain

value of s, there exist a positive integer N such that the first N sets of the

equations

(Vttr ...
tt2ttl^x

)
= o

(8.14)

"
.

(V.. re2ni
V

u< ... Uzttir-^)=0; r,t = 0,1,2,...
V

be algebraically consistent in v* and vj* and that all their solutions satisfy

the (N + \)st set of the equations. If there exist ri* -\- n r linearly in-

dependent equations in the first N sets t then the space admits an r-parameter

complete group of affine motions.

If the system (8.2) of partial differential equations is completely

integrable, then

(8.15)

+^vx +iww + R^rw = o
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and

(8.16)

+ r + = o

must be satisfied identically for any v
x and Vwv

x and hence we must have

(8.17) #^x = 0, 7V = 0.

The equation T^* = shows that T x does not depend on J* and the

equation /^x
x = shows that the space is locally an En . Thus we have

THEOREM 8.2. In order that a general affine space of geodesies admit

a group of affine motions of the maximum order n2 + n, it is necessary

and sufficient that the geodesies be given by the equations of the form

(8.18)
Ui~ III III

and the space be locally an E n .

9. General projective spaces of geodesies.

The equations of geodesies

can be written also in the form

The equation (9.2) is a tensorial equation and docs not change its

form under an arbitrary transformation of the parameter /. Next to

(9.2) we consider another equation of geodesies

(9.3)

and we ask for the necessary and sufficient condition that the equations

(9.2) and (9.3) define the same system of geodesies.

From (9.2) and (9.3), we find

1 BERWALD [3]; DOUGLAS [1]; KNEBELMAN [2, 4]; YANO [5J.
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or

(9.4) (Ayr* - AST*)? = o,

where

(9.5) T* ^ Tx - Fx

are components of a contravariant vector, and are homogeneous functions

of degree two with respect to |
x

.

Differentiating (9.4) with respect to |
w

, contracting with respect to co

and taking account of the homogeneity property of T*, we find

(9.6) Jx = pp,

where

(9.7) ^drf-J^r-

is a homogeneous scalar function of degree one with respect to |
x

.

From (9.5) and (9.6) we obtain

(9.8) Tx = Tx

from which, by partial differentiation with respect to |
x

,

(9-9) T& = r^ + P^AI + P^AI +

where

(9.10) h^Vrf, P

Conversely, if two linear connexions are related by an equation of

the form (9.8) or (9.9), the equations (9.2) and (9.3) define the same

system of geodesies. Thus we obtain

THEOREM 9.1. Two linear connexions TJ^ and F^ give the same

system of geodesies if and only if they are related by an equation of the

form (9.9).

The equation (9.9) gives the so-called projective change of the linear

connexion FJ^.
The study of the properties of geodesies which are in-

variant under a projective change of Fx
x is called the general projective

geometry of geodesies.

It is known that the projective geometry of geodesies can be studied

as a theory of the space of elements (f , |) with normal projective con-
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nexion, whose family of geodesies is given by (9.1). The components
II^ C^ and n*^ of this normal projective connexion with respect to

a semi-natural frame of reference are given by
1

(9.11)

where

(9.12)

r dcf
<-'> -

nx dcf

+

(9.13) N^Ntf.
The 11^ and II X are homogeneous functions of degree zero and the

C^ are homogeneous functions of degree 1 with respect to x
. It is

easily verified that the f^ are components of a tensor and the Il x are

components of a linear connexion. Hence the A^x and N^ are homo-

geneous functions of degree zero with respect to |
x and are components

of tensors.

If we define the covariant derivatives of a tensor, say 7'x
' x
by

(9.14

IX 7^-p
lptp

L X
~

then by straightforward calculation, we can prove the following formulae :

(9.15)

(9.16)

(9.17)

(9.18)

(9.19)

= 0,

1 YANO [5]. Since

the equation (7.13) in YANO [5] coincides with the first equation of (9.11).
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where

(9.20) /^
x ^fW

are homogeneous functions of degree 1 with respect to |
x and arc

components of a tensor.

The curvature tensors of the projective connexion are given by

(9.21) P^^ VVM^ - V^AfA + N-'?C

(9.22) Q^^ V
vM^ - V..C* + U^'fC,,,

(9.23) Pv^^ N'^ + AIM* - A^MV,
- (MV(t

- M^Al.

(9-24)

where

(9.25) AV^ n.,
-

IlkJ-C* = - - y (nN* + N,J

is a tensor. The P
V{JlX

, P^* and M^ are homogeneous functions of degree
zero and the (?V{lX

and ^v

f

^
x are homogeneous functions of degree 1

with respect to |
x

.

Using the relations

(9.26) C& = C^, C^? = 0, 8
p 11^

= 2C^, 7^| = 0,

we can easily verify that the projective curvature tensors satisfy the

relations

^ = 0, Pv^ = 0, P-" = 0, Qtf = 0, Qtf = 0,(9.27)

We remark here that the tensor Q^^ can be written also in the form

(9-28) Qtf = 18,^8, [l*
-

which shows that the Q^ is symmetric in the three lower indices.

Under a projective change (9.9) of T^, the functions 11^ C^ and 11^
are transformed into 'H^, 'C^ and TIJ^ respectively following the
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formulae:

(9.29) 'C^
= C^ + 8^,

and consequently the project!ve curvature tensors P
vptX

, @V(XA,

x are transformed as follows:

* and

tp _ p^ ^ p x
</>

*v|iX rx

> r> x _ p.-.x '/! x _ n-'-x
^vjjtX ^VjjiX * VvptX VvizX

(9.30)

We derive here some formulae which are useful in the discussions

which follow. From (9.23), we have

(9.31) V.P^ = VN^* + AIV.M* - ^^VwAfvX

Substituting (9.19), (9.22) and (9.24), we find

Contracting this equation with respect to x and v and taking account

of (9.27), we obtain

(9.33) Q -- y (?"i
p

,

from which we see that

(9.34) <?v

and consequently from (9.32)

(9.35) iVwPv^* = V

If we contract this equation with respect to x and co, then we find

(9.36) FPP-^' = 0.

We next substitute (9.23) and (9.24) in (9.18) and take account of

(?vp!x'

x v = 0- Then we obtain

(9.37) V P" ' x 4- A* P -\-

by virtue of (9.21).
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Contracting this equation with respect to x and \ and taking account

of (9.27), we find

(9-38) P^ =

and consequently (9.37) becomes

(9.39) V
[aP^ + A^P^ + Pw'fQiw* = -

If we contract this equatin wih respect to x and o>, then we obtain

(9.40) V
pP^' + (n

- 2)PV11X + 2P^?Q;^ = 0.

If, by a suitable projective change, we can transform the equations

of geodesies into the equations of geodesies in an E n , we say that the

general projective space of geodesies is protectively Euclidean.

A necessary condition for a general projective space to be projectively

Euclidean is that

(9.41) *V = 0, 0^=0.

Conversely, if (9.41) holds then, as we can see from (9.28), by a sui-

table projective change the functions F^ become independent of the

direction element |
x

, and

Hence P^* coincides with the projective curvature tensor of Weyl.

Thus, for n > 2, P^ = implies that the space is projectively Eucli-

dean. Hence

THEOREM 9.1. In order that an n-dimehsional general projective space

of geodesies, n > 2, be projectively Euclidean, it is necessary and sufficient

that P'^ = and Q^ = 0.

10. Projective motions in a general projective space of geo-
desies.

If a system of equations (9.1) is given, we can construct the functions

and the normal projective connexion 11^, C^ and IIJ^
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in such a way that the system of geodesies of the projective connexion

coincides with the given system of curves given by (9.1).

If we consider an extended point transformation

we get the deformed linear connexion Tj^ and from this we can construct

the deformed normal projective connexion.

If the original normal projective connexion and' the deformed one

are the same, that is, if there exist functions p^ such that we have (9.29),

we call the transformation a projective motion. Since, for a normal

projective connexion, the first and the second equation of (9.29) follow

from the third, we have

THEOREM 10.1. In order that an extended point transformation (10.1)

be a projective motion in a general projective space of geodesies, it is necessary

and sufficient that

(10.2) '^ = U^ + P^
Considering an infinitesimal extended point transformation

(10.3) T = f + v()dt,
'* = * + (W)?dt,

we get

THEOREM 1 0.2. In order that
(
1 0.3) be a projective motion, it is necessary

and sufficient that the Lie derivative 11^ of II X have the form

(10-4)
V

If we eliminate the p^ from (10.4), we find

= o ; n^ = nfc
- L~

(115n -\- i

Conversely, if we have (10.5), then ^IIj^ must have the form (10.4).

Hence v

THEOREM 1 0.3. In order that
(
1 0.3) be a projective motion, it is necessary

9

and sufficient that the Lie derivative of O^ vanish.

The formulae on Lie derivatives (6.13), (6.14), (6.15) (6.16), (6.17)
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and (6.18) become in the present case

(10.6)

(10.7)

(10.8)

c b cb

(io.il) ()nk =
c b

respectively.

From (10.10) and (10.11), we find

(10.12) ()^-
c b cb

(10.13) ()^ = c
a
cb ll^.

c b a

Making use of these equations, we can prove Theorems corresponding

to Theorems 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6 of Ch. in and to Theorem 1.3

of Ch. v.

11. Integrability conditions of II X
= p^Al +

V

In this section, we examine the conditions that

admits solutions v
x and />x , the vx being functions of f* only and the

being homogeneous functions of degree zero with respect to |
x

.

Substituting (11.1) in (10.8), we find

(1 1 -2) N^ + A^V^ - A* Vv fc
-

(Vv^ -
V^

+ (u^ - u-^p, = o,

from which, by contraction with respect to x and v,
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Substituting (11.1) in (10.9), we get

V

from which, by contraction with respect to x and X

1 5) V & = fC >
V
11

**'/
Y
|xrX fc>

v
'jjiA'

v

Thus we are led to consider the following system of partial differential

equations

WV* v* = fj
x

(ii) V-i v
x =

A A ' \ / A '

\ / \L A V(XA ^ p VplA I / U A '

01.6)
(W)

(v) (vi)

with the unknown functions w
x

, v^* and />x . If the system admits the

solutions v
x

, v^ and p^, the v* do not contain |
K

, and the p^ are homo-

geneous funtions of degree zero of I", because

Moreover (11.6, vi) shows that there exists a homogeneous function

p of degree one of |
x such that

Substituting (11.3) in (11.2) and (11.5) in (11.4), we find

(11-8)

and

respectively.

Substituting (11.3) and (11.5) in the Ricci formula

we find

(11.10)
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On the other hand, applying the formula (10.6) to CvX , we get

from which

(11.11) V^CVX
= V^ +p^ + pvC^ + C^

t; v

Taking account of VyC^ = V^C^ and (11.4), we obtain from (11.10)

and (11.11),

(11-12)
V

Applying the formula (10.6) to the tensor M^ t we obtain

V V

from which

Taking the alternating part of this equation with respect to v and
|JL,

we find

or

or
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by virtue of

O/n x _ TT x I Ay. c _ n
V[vn]X

U
[vz]A -T A [v

U
|zjX

U>

|
pC = and P* = 0.

V

Thus the integrability conditions of the system (11.6) are given by

(11.8), (11.9), (11.12), (11.13) and the equations obtained from these by

successive covariant differentiations and by eliminations of Vxv
x

,
Vxv

x
,

V", Vx x
,
V,A and Vi by the use of (11.6).

First we show that the conditions (11.12) and (1 1.13) are consequences
of (11.8), (11.9) and their successive covariant derivatives.

Applying the oprator to (9.33), we get

On the other hand, applying the formulae (10.6) to Q^ t we obtain

=
(
-

by virtue of V
p^^" = VvQf^> - 0.

From the above two equations, we find

(1 1.14)
V n v

which shows that (11.12) is obtained from (11.9) and its covariant

derivaties.

Next, applying the operator to (9.40), we find

-^" + (n
- 2)P^ + 2(P^a>)tQp^ + 2P^a $(Qf^) = 0.

t>

On the other hand, applying the formula (10.6) to P^*, we obtain
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V

by virtue of (9.36). From these two equations, we get

~
V

or

(11.15) (-2)[P^ + P*pJ
V

== 0,

which shows that the condition (11.13) is obtained from (11.8), (11.9)

and their covariant derivatives.

Thus, as integrability conditions of (11.6), we have only to consider

(11.8), (11.9) and their successive covariant derivatives.

We first consider the successive covariant derivatives of (11.8) and

we show that the equation

01.16) V
tt P^* =

V

obtained from (11.8) by covariant differentiation with respect to I"

does not give a new condition. Indeed, applying the operator jC to (9.35),

we find
v

1-17)
V V V

On the other hand, applying the formula (10.6) to Q^> we get

from which

(11.18)
V V

From (11.17) and (11.18), we obtain

(11.19)
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which shows that (11.16) is obtained from (11.9), (11.12) and the co-

variant derivative of (11.9). Thus (11.16) is obtained from (11.8), (11.9)

and their covariant derivatives.

From (11.8), we get

We can show by a similar method that the covariant derivative of this

equation with respect to
w does not give a new condition. Thus from

the above equation, we get

= o.

We can show that the covariant derivative of this equation with

respect to |" does not give a new condition.

Repeating this process, we obtain

(11-20) V
-r .. WiUl P^ = 0, r=l,2, ....

We next consider the successive covariant derivatives of (11.9). The

equation (9.17) shows that the conditions obtained from (11.9) applying
first the covariant differentiation with respect to f

x and next the covariant

differentiation with respect to |
x and the conditions obtained from

(11.9) applying the covariant differentiations in the reverse way are

equivalent.

Thus we consider first the conditions obtained from (11.9) applying

successively only the covariant differentiation with respect to
w

:

(11-21) V^...^(0;i) = 0; 5=1,2.....

But by virtue of the homogeneity property of Q^jf with respect to |
x

,

any equation of (11.21) contains the preceding equations, and conse-

quently, the equation (11.21) can be written as

(1 1-22) V^...^^*) = 0. (for some s fixed)

Thus the conditions obtained from (11.9) by successive covariant dif-

ferentiations are

(1 1-23) V^...^ VW,... W2W1 ^* = 0. * = 1, 2, ...

Hence we obtain

V
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THEOREM 11.1. In order that a general projective space of geodesies

admit a group of projective motions, it is necessary and sufficient that,

for a certain value of s, there exist a positive integer N such that the first

N sets of the equations

or

r? r"p' ' >x _ ov
cor &>6)& jr

vjzA
w*

(11.24) * = 0, r,t = 0, 1. 2, . . .

in which the derivatives of v*, v^ and p^ are eliminated by the use of (1 1.6),

be algebraically consistent in v*
y t^

x and p^ and that all their solutions

satisfy the (N + l)st set of equations.

If there exist n2 + 2n r linearly independent equations in the first

N sets, the space admits an r-parameter complete group of protective motions.

If (11.6) is completely integrable, then (11.8) and (11.9) must be

identities in vx
, v^ and px and consequently we must have Pv^

x

and Q,* = 0. Hence we obtain

THEOREM 11.2. In order that an n-dimensional general projective

space of geodesies admit a group of projective motions of the maximum
order n2 + 2n, it is necessary and sufficient that the space be projectively

Euclidean.

12. Affine spaces of ft -spreads.
1

Consider an w-dimensional space in which a system of ^-dimensional

subspaccs fx X
(VJ

A
), A, i, j> ... = 1,2, . . ., k, is given by a completely

integrable system of partial differential equations

(12.1) d, + r
t (t,'$)

= o, lr = 0,f, a.
= W>

where the functions rx,(f, |) are symmetric in / and i and form a so-

called homogeneous function system
* of x with respect to the lower

indices. This means that they satisfy the generalized Euler relations:

(12.2) IXrx = a;r& + sf r
x
,, a* = a/ft.

We assume that the left-hand of (12.1) transforms like a contravariant

vector with respect to the upper index x under the coordinate transfor-

1 DOUGLAS [2],
2 DOUGLAS [2].
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mation

(12.3) ?' = r'(O, ft'
= ^x ft

and like a covanant tensor with respect to the lower indices / and i

under the affine parameter transformation

(12.4) 7i*'
= ^SY + Z**',

where A% and B h>
are constants and det(/lj') ^

Now, under the coordinate transformation (12.3), the functions

r*() are transformed into

/1OC\ Px' _ jx'-nx /;4 Jx'XtlAt*
(12.5) I,,

- 'i x 1
, t I'V^X/^"

from which

(12.7)

The last ocpiation shows that thc functions

/1 9 o\
(12-8)

<icf

have the transformation law

(12.9) rx< -

or

/1 9 ]f\\ px' __ ,-lx'/ ipiX px i o ,1x\
(

{ Z ' l U
/

!
(Ji'X'

/A x V }
n'X'

*
piX
+ V !XV

Thus the T x defined by (12.8) are components of a linear connexion.

Because of the homogeneity property (12.2) of T, we have

(12.11) I?i=.lV?3

and consequently, the equations of ^-spreads are also written as

(12.12) 8^+111x^ = 0, = fl,r.

We define the covariant differential of |j by

(12.13) 8 = d& +T^^
and the covariant differential of a contravariant vector v* by

(
1 2. 1 4) Svx = dv + r^d^.
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Then the covariant derivatives of v
x are given by

(12.15) v,x =

(12.16)

For the covariant derivatives of J?, we have

(12.17) v^ =0, V^=*AIA*.

Now, as generalizations of the Ricci identities, we find

(12.18) (VV V,.
-

V,.VV)
= tf^

(12.19) (VX - V^if = T^V,

(12.20) (Vv
fc

V^
- V^VVV " 0,

where

(12.21) /?^ -
( v r^ - r^i?^!^)

-
(^i-

-

4 PX Pp PX pp
i

'
vp

'
|*X

*
jxp

l vX

(12.22) ri==#rk
are curvature tensors of the space of ^-spreads. The Bianchi identities

for the curvature tensors take the form

(12.23) R^ = 0,

(12.24) v^/f^ + /te,;'!?^,-^ == o.

Moreover, we have the following identities

(12.25) Vi/?^ = 2V
tv

(12.26) vi,7^ = v;r^.

From (12.25) we have

(12-27) VcX^O,
from which

(12.28) V
ti^ = 0.

The Lie derivatives in an affine space of A-spreads with respect to
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an infinitesimal extended point transformation

(12.29)
'* = F

are defined in exactly the same way as was used in 6.

The Lie derivatives of a contravariant vector *, a covariant vector

W) and a mixed tensor 7V X are respectively given by

(12.30)
* - iPV^

V

(12.31) ,(>>
--= r^V

i;

(12.32) /7X
*

- i."W"
t>

We verify easily that

(12.33)
v

As to the Lie derivative of the linear connexion we find

(12.34) XTk '.A"* 'I-

v

,l^ -I- s^'X)^!^

and

(12.35) /;i-x - V
UYX |- A-"^ -H 7

l

\\V can also verify the following identities:

(12.36) ccv,
-
v^'/V" -

(/;i"J^x
p - (r

' '
I?

(12-37) (/j;
- XUT/i* = 0,

i' y

(12.38) VV(^I-X)
- V^l-) --= ^/f^" +

(12.39)

(12.40)
r 6 cb

(12-41)
c 6
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The last equation holds if vx generate an r-parameter group with

structural constants c
a
cb .

b

Now, if the extended point transformation (12.29) changes every

^-spread into a /e-spread and every set of affine parameters on a k-

spread into a set of affine parameters of the deformed A-sprcad, then the

transformation is called an affine motion in the affine space of /--spreads.

As in 6, we can state

THEOREM 12.1. In order that (12.29) be an affine motion in an affine

space of k-spreads, it is necessary and sufficient (hat the Lie derivative of

the linear connexion with respect to (12.29) vanish.

The remarks following Theorem 7.2 hold also for affine motions iu an

affine space of /c-spreads.
*

Examining the integrability conditions of 1^
~

0, we get a theorem
V

corresponding to Theorem 8.1, the equation (8.14) lx>in^ replaced by

(12.42)

A theorem corresponding to Theorem 8.2 is also valid, if we replace

(8.18) by
2t* f* .fc*

(12.43)v '

13. Projective spaces of k -spreads.

Let us consider an ^-dimensional space of /c-spreads referred to a

coordinate system (x), the Ar-spreads being given by a completely inte-

grable system of partial differential equations

(13.1) 0,1? + r* (f, I)
= o, ir = ^,r.

If the functions r?t (f, ^) are such that (13.1) is completely integrable,

then a system of ^-spreads is uniquely determined. But, when a system
of ^-spreads is given, a system of the functions r?t(, )

is not uniquely

determined. J Douglas
2 has shown that if T*(,) ami r?f(f,) give

the same system of ^-spreads, then they should be related by the equa-

1 Theorem 4.2 of Ch. i in an affine space of /f-spreads was proved by Su [3]

2 DOUGLAS [21.
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tions of the form

(13.2) T =
ry, + ##*,

and consequently T x and Fj^ by

(13.3) Tjk = r^ + P^AZ + P^AI +

where

The equations (13.2) and (13.3) give the so-called projective change
of r* and rjk respectively. The study of the properties of the spaces of

^-spreads which are invariant under a projective change of F x is called

the projective geometry of ^-spreads.

It is known * that the projective geometry of /^-spreads is equivalent

to the theory of the space of elements (|
x

, ?) with a normal projective

connexion whose family of ^-dimensional geodesic subspaces is given

by (13.1). The components 11^, C^ and ll*x of this normal projective

connexion referred to a semi-natural frame of reference are given by

_ A*
>(J,

where

(13.6) NJ? - (P H|U
-

(13.7)

The 11^ and
11'^

are homogeneous functions of degree zero and C 1

^
is a homogeneous function system with respect to !?. It is easily verified

that the C^ are components of a tensor and that the I! x are components
of a linear connexion.

1 YANO and HIRAMATU [2],
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\Ve define the covariant derivatives of a tensor, say T^
x

, by

(13.8) {^ r

X

x _^ r

*

x

^^^ X W * "'

The curvature tensors of the normal projective connexion are given by

/I39) p *I.
f V \/ V A/ + V ' p a

('
1

f!3 10) O l

^
*e

- VM/ i V r*i -4- t/
l " p f(' /

i
^

i vj . i
v// ^ v^ _ v

* -* ^ n vX i vpia ^ y pX '

M ^ 1 n p x th'f 7?--*_LJ*\/ -J
X A/ M / A / M x

V
10 ' 11

/ vjz>
~

- ^V
VJXA I

* 1
v AU ^t>. "^pt^'^vX V'VUL 4li

(jiv/'
l X

H3 12) 0*
' * X C^ f/*

<X
(** 4 X

(
M

/1
X

where

and

n ^ i<d\ n * -x <lof
>;' H X

^lo. l*t;
o

vfl>
r ;

v n^

are both tensors.

Theorem 9.1 holds also in a projective space of A'-sprcads.

The projective motions in a projective space of /^-spreads are defined

in exactly the same way as used in 10, and all the theorems in 10

hold also in a projective space of /e-spreads. The discussions on the

integrability conditions of II X
=

/>,^l
x + />>/! can also be carried

out as in 1 1 and Theorems 11.1 and 1 1.2 hold also in a projective space

of ^-spreads provided that the equations (11.24) are replaced by
1

(13.15)
*} r t = I 2
' ' ' ' '

1 YANO and HIRAMATU [3].



CHAPTER IX

LIE DERIVATIVES IN A COMPACT QRIENTABLE
RIEMANNIAN SPACE

1. Theorem of Green.

Lot us consider an ^-dimensional space of class C r
(r ;> 1) which is

covered by a system of coordinate neighbourhoods (x). If, from any
covering of the space by a set of coordinate* neighbourhoods we can choose

a covering by a set of finite numbers of coordinate neighbourhoods, the

space is said to be compact. If we can find a covering of the space by
a set of coordinate neighbourhoods such that, in the overlapping domain
of any two coordinate neighbourhoods U with (x) and U' with (x'), we
have always

(1.1) A -,
det(Jlj') > 0,

the space is said to be orientable.

In this chapter, we consider an ^-dimensional compact orientable

Rieinannian space of class C3 with positive definite metric ds* = g
We state first the following theorem of Green:

THKOKKM l.l. 1 In a compact orientable V nt we have

f
J I

for an arbitrary vector field v*. where

(1.3) dr <K' f

Vgdf'df* . . . </s
tn >

is the volume element of the space.

Take a scalar / and consider

(1.4) A/'i

Since this is also written as

(1.5) A/

1 For the proof, see for instance BOCHNER [1]; YANO and BOCHNER [1].

214
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applying Theorem 1.1, we get

THEOREM 1.2. In a compact orientable V H , we have

(1.6) f A/*r = 0.
J Vn

Now consider the square of / and apply the operator A to it, then we

obtain

(1.7) A/ = 2/A/

and consequently applying Theorem 1.2 to /
2

,
we obtain

(1 -8) f [/A/ + ^(VXV,./)]^ = 0.
J ' n

Hence, if we have A/ ^ everywhere in the V n , then as we see from

Theorem 1.2, we must have A/ = 0. Substituting this in (1.8), we find

)
= 0,

from which

Vx /
= 0,

that is, / must be a constant. Thus we have

THEOREM 1 .3. //, in a compact orientable Vn , we have A/ :> every-

where, then A/ = and f is a constant.

2. Harmonic tensors.

For an arbitrary alternating tensor field z#x p .. ^ the rotation and the

divergence are respectively defined by
1

rRotw: (p

If w is an alternating tensor of valence p, Rot w is alternating and

of valence p + 1 and Div w is also alternating and of valence p 1 .

For two alternating tensors u and v of the same valence p, we define

the global inner product (w, v) by

(2-2) (,)= f x,...x/'-
Xl <fr.

/ r n

Since the metric is positive definite, we have always (u, u) ;> 0, and

the equality holds if and only if w
Xjj

. . Xi
= 0.

1 SCHOUTEN [8], p. 83.
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Now take two alternating tensors w
Xjp

... Xl
of valence p and v

XjH_l ... Xi

of valence p + 1 and consider the vector

Applying Theorem 1.1 to this vector, we obtain

o=-

- L (VV.>.X-'" Xl^ +
f x,...>,(

J y n J ' n

that is

(2.3) (Rot u, v) + (p+ l)(u, Div v)
= 0.

An alternating tensor w
Xp ... Xl

is called a harmonic tensor if it satisfies

(2.4) Rot w = 0, Div 70 = 0.

It is evident that, for a harmonic tensor w
t
we have

(2.5) Aw d"f Div Rot w -f Rot Div w = 0.

Conversely, take an alternating tensor z#
Xj>

... Xl
which satisfies (2.5).

Putting ^ w, fl == Rot w in (2.3), we obtain

(2.6) (Rot 70, Rot w) + (p + l)(w, Div Rot w) = 0.

Putting next u = Div ze>, v = w in (2.3), we get

(2.7) (Rot Div w, w) + p(Div w t
Div w) = 0.

From (2.6) and (2.7), we find

r=
(^, Div Rot w + Rot Div w)

= ---- (Rot w, Rot w) />(Div w, Div w),
p + 1

from which

Rot w = 0, Div w = 0.

THEOREM 2. 1.
1 In order that an alternating tensor M>

XP ... XI
in a V n

be harmonic, it is necessary and sufficient that

Aze> = Div Rot w + Rot Div w = 0.

1 DE RHAM and KODAIRA [1].
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By a straightforward calculation, we find 1

(2.8)

Now suppose that an alternating tensor z^...^ ^s harmonic and is

equal to a rotation of another alternating tensor x ..x^

w = Rot it.

Then we have, by the definition of a harmonic tensor,

Rot Rot u = 0, Div Rot // = 0.

Putting v = Rot H in (2.3), we have

(Rot it, Rot u) + p(t<, Div Rot u)
= 0,

from which

Rot n = 0.

Thus we have

THEOREM 2.2. A harmonic tensor which is the rotation of an alternating

tensor is identically zero.

3. Lie derivative of a harmonic tensor.

vSuppose that the Vn admits a one-parameter group ot motions gene-

rated by an infinitesimal transformation

(3.1) T = I* +

then we have g^ = and the operators V^ and are commutative.
v v

Suppose furthermore that there exists in the Vn a harmonic tensor

wx Xl
. then we have

from which

which show that the Lie derivative ^ v ...xl
f a harmonic tensor

V

1 ScHouxEN [6] p. 109. (la)
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is also harmonic. But on the other hand we have

that is,

JCw^ >f
= Rot v^AJ AJJ-.-AI

V

Thus according to Theorem 2.2, we have

THEOREM 3. 1.
1

// a compact orientable V n admits an infinitesimal

motion, the Lie derivative of a harmonic tensor with respect to this motion

vanishes identically.

Suppose that wx is a harmonic vector and v
x

is a Killing vector, then,

by the above theorem, we have

from which we get

THEOREM 3.2. 2 / compact orientable V n ,
the inner product of a

harmonic vector and a Killing vector is constant.

4. Motions in a compact orientable V n .

Take an arbitrary vector field vx and calculate the divergence of

1 YANO [18]; YANO and BOCHNER [1].
2 BOCHNER [4]; YANO and BOCHNER [1].
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where V* = g^V^ On the other hand, calculate the divergence of

VxC^V^) = (V^

From these two equations, we get

Since

f [V,>*VX) - V^V^tfT = 0,
/ * n

we have

(4.1) f [(W)(Vxig
- (V)(V,X) + X^I^T = 0.

J Jn

Now suppose that a vector field vx generates a one-parameter group
of motions in a V n > then we have

a* = v^x + vx^ = o, vy = o.

u

Substituting these equations in (4.1), we find

/K.[(^)(Vx) ~ K***}** = 0.

Thus, if the Ricci tensor K^ is negative semi-definite everywhere
in the V nt we must have

that is, the vector v
x must be a covariant constant field.

If the Ricci tensor K& is negative definite everywhere in the Vnt we

must have t>
x = 0. Thus we have

THEOREM 4. 1.
1 In a compact orientable V n whose Ricci tensor is

negative semi-definite, vector a generating a one-parameter group of motions

is a covariant constant field. In a Vn whose Ricci tensor is negative

definite, there does not exist a continuous group of motions.

Suppose that a Vn with K^ = admits a transitive group of motions,

then by Theorem 4.1 all the vectors generating the transitive group of

motions are covariant constant. This means that the V n admits more

than n linearly independent covariant constant vector fields. Thus the

Vn is locally Euclidean.

1 BOCHNER [2]; YANO and BOCHNER [1].
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THEOREM 4.2. l A compact orientable Vn with K^ = admitting a

transitive group of motions is locally Euclidean.

Suppose next that a vector v
x
generates a one-parameter group of

conformal motions, then we have

Substituting these equations in (4.1), we find

&**]** = 0.

Thus, if the Ricci tensor K^ is negative semi-definite, we must have

V^x
= 0, $ = 0, K^iP* = 0,

that is the vector field v^ must be covariant constant.

If the Ricci tensor K^ is negative definite, we must have vx = 0.

Thus we have

THEOREM 4.3. - In a compact orientable Vn whose Ricci tensor is

negative semi-definite, a vector generating a one-parameter group of con-

formal motions is a covariant constant field. In a compact orientable Vn

whose Ricci tensor is negative definite, there does not exist a one-parameter

group of conformal motions.

Now consider an arbitrary vector field v* and form

j A() =

Since

f
J I

we get

(4-2) f [^V,V + (V'VMV^JdT = 0.
J Vn

Adding the equations (4.1) and (4.2), we obtain

(4-3) Jr [vx(g*VW + K^)
+ 2(V'V)(V(llVx) )

- (V^)(VX^T = 0.

Now suppose that a vector vx generates a one-parameter group of

1 LlCHNEROWICZ [1].
8 YANO [18]; YANO and BOCHNER [1].
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motions in a V nt then from

ft*
= Vx + V

xV|1
= 0,

U) = v^v^ + /^>v = o,
v

we find

(4.4) g^V^V^ + tfv
x
"
v = 0, V4 - 0.

Conversely, suppose that a vector field z;
x
in a V n satisfies (4.4). Then

substituting (4.4) in (4.3), we find

f (V"V>)(V(|t
r;
X))rfT

= 0,
J Vn

from which

that is, the vector v* generates a one-parameter group of motions.

Thus we have

THKORKM 4.4. 1 In order that a vector v* generate a one-parameter

group of motions in a compact orientable V n ,
it is necessary and sufficient

that v* satisfy (4.4).

5. Affine motions in a compact orientable Vn .

Suppose that a V n admits a one-parameter group of affine motions

generated by a vector field v
x

:

(5.1) {} = V^* + K?v* = 0,
V

from which

(5.2) fPWiiT + Kfv* = 0,

and

(5.3) V^V,^ = 0.

From (5.3), we see that Vxv
x

is a constant. But we have on the other

hand

f Vx v
x
rfT - 0,

JVn

1 YANO [18]; YANO and BOCHNER [1],
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which shows that

(5.4) Vy = 0.

Thus from the equations (5.2) and (5.4), we obtain, on account oi

Theorem 4.4,

THEOREM 5.1. 1 A one-parameter group of affine motions in a compact
orientable V n is a group of motions.

6. Symmetric V n .

A V H , symmetric in the sense of Cartan 2
is characterized by the

equation

(6-1) VM tf-^ = 0.

From this equation, we get

and consequently, for a symmetric space, we have

Iof K x K ' ' p 7\ p K ' x""

_ IS - - P TS - x IS - - - p is x _ r\
iY

7TWpl
^Y

VPX
~~

^TT^X ^VJXP U '

On the other hand, we have from (6.1)

(6-3) V
(0^x

= 0.

Thus, for a symmetric V n , we have (6.2) and (6.3). We shall prove the

converse1 of this:

THEOREM 6. 1.
3 A compact oricntable V n satisfying (6.2) awrf (6.3)

is symmetric in the sense of E. Cartan.

Using the identities

1 YANO [18J; YANO and BOCHNEK [1].
2 CARTAN [1, 2, 6, 8, 11].
3 LlCHNKROWICZ [1].
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we get a general formula

(6.4)

Consequently, if we assume (6.2) and (6.3), we have

which is positive definite. Thus by Theorem 1.3, we conclude

^w^vjxXx
= 0,

which proves Theorem 6.1.

7. Isotropy groups and holonomy groups.

We know that a symmetric Vn admits a transitive group G of motions

and that the linear isotropy group G(P) at a point P contains the homo-

geneous holonomy group a(P) at P of the space as a subgroup.

Conversely, we assume that an irreducible V n
l admits a transitive

group G of motions and that the linear isotropy group G(P) at P contains

the homogeneous holonomy group <r(P) at P of the space as a subgroup
for every point of the space.

Denoting by the infinitesimal operator corresponding to one of the
V ^

generators of the group G(P), we obtain

(7.1) K^ = - K^v,ir+ /r^vx + *;*"V
+ K^V^ = o.

But we assumed that G(P) contains a(P) and the "-domain of K^(*
is contained in the J-domain of Vxw

x formed from all generators v* of

^ a a

the group G(P). Thus from (7.1) we get

(7-2) H'M^ = 0.

On the other hand, from (7.1), we find

(7-3)

But we have assumed that <j(P) is irreducible and consequently G(P)

1 When the holonomy group a of a Vn is irreducible, the space Vn is said to be

irreducible.
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is also irreducible. Thus we get from (7.3)

from which

(7.4) VK& = 0.

The equations (6.4), (7.2) and (7.4) show that'

(7.5) iA^****) = (Vw tfv

The group G of motions is transitive and consequently from

(K^K^) = 0,
a

we can conclude that

K^K*** = constant

hence

(7.6) A(A'v(tXK/T"^)
= 0.

From (7.5) and (7.6) we get

(7-7) VK^ =

which proves the following theorem.

THKOREM 7. 1.
1

// an irreducible Vn (not necessarily compact and

orientable) admits a transitive group of motions whose linear isotropy group
at any point contains the homogeneous holonomy group at that point, the V n

is symmetric in the sense of E. Cartan.

1 NOMIZU [4, 6].



CHAPTER X

LIE DERIVATIVES IN AN ALMOST COMPLEX SPACE

1. Almost complex spaces.

Consider a 2w-dimensional real space X2tl covered by a set of neighbour-
hoods with real coordinates (Y)

X
,

x
) ; x, X, JJL,

... = 1,2, . . . , n. The

complex numbers

(i.i) r = v)

x + *c
x

, F^-if-i?

X, X, (JL,
... ---- 2,2, . . ., ,

can be regarded as complex coordinates of a point in the X2tl
whose real

coordinates are
(Y)

X
,

x
). If it is possible to choose a set of coordinate

neighbourhoods in such a way that, in the domain of intersection of

two coordinate neighbourhoods f/(v)
x

,

x
)
and U(rf, %*), we have

(1.2)
x/ =

/
x
'(

x
), T' = r'(F), det -~

yt 0.

\r)f
x
/

where /**'
are complex conjugate functions of f*', we say that the space

admits a complex analytic structure or simply a complex structure and we
call such a space an ^-dimensional complex space. Since (1.2) can be

written as

(1-3) TQ*'

and since the functions g
x

'

and Ax
'

are real analytic, a complex space is

of class rw . If we write (1.2) as

(1.4) f = /*(r),

a, p,Y, ... = J,2, ...,n; J
f 2, ..., f

then the Jacobian A of the transformation is given by

(1.5) A = d

where the bar denotes the complex conjugate. Thus the Jacobian of

225
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(1.3) is also positive and consequently a complex space is orientable.

A mixed tensor of valence 2, is defined as a geometric object which

has (2n)
2
components Tf in every complex coordinate system (|

x
, *),

and whose transformation law under a coordinate transformation
(

1 .4) is

(1.6) T? = A\tTf.

In a complex space, there exists a mixed tensor fijeld F'^ which has the

numerical components

(1.7) Ff = + ,'85. F? = 0, F? = 0, Ff = -
fljj

in all complex coordinate systems and which satisfies

(1.8) F//'y=-4
In such a space, the differential equations

(1.9) (a) \(Al
- iF)d? = 0, (b) \(A* + iFf}dt?

=

are both completely integrable. In fact, (a) admits the solutions f
x =

const, and (b) admits the solution * = const.

When, in a 2n-dimensional real space X2n of class C r
(r ^ 2), there is

given a mixed tensor field F- h
] h,i,j, ... = 1,2,.. ., 2n, satisfying

(1.10) Fj'F;*=-jl*

we say that the space admits an almost complex structure and we call

such a space an almost complex space.
l In such a space, we can choose

at each point 2n linearly independent vectors

fh F'ki P n F- h
t>i />* F- h

/>*e i r t
e 9 e

9 r %
e

, . . .
,
e

,
r

,
e .

1 12 2 n n

Since the corresponding orientation of the space depends only on the

tensor Fj
h

, an almost complex structure determines a unique orientation

of the space.

If there exists a complex coordinate system with respect to which

the tensor F h
has the components (1.7), then, in a domain in which

two such coordinate systems f
a and a/ are valid, we have

1 EHRESMANN [2].
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from which it follows that f
x are functions of f

x
'

only and x are functions

of |
x

only. Thus the space is a complex space. In this case, we say that

the almost complex structure is induced by a complex structure.

If an almost complex structure F;
h

is induced by a complex structure,

then, in a complex coordinate system, we have

A7--a ilcf 917 -K/Q 77. a a p-OL\ _ r\A
v3 ------ 2Mv (Oft

1 W
~~ d

&]
2

e )
u -

Since N^f is a tensor, we have 1

(1.12) JV;/ = 2F
[j

l

(d ll{
F'

]

h -
fl F;) =

with respect to an arbitrary coordinate system (h).

Conversely, suppose that an almost complex structure F;
h
of class Cw

satisfies (1.12). Then the differential equations

(1.13) (a) B?i#' = 0, (b) C?#' =

are both completely integrable, where

(1.14) ?
(^f

1(4?
-

iFi
h
), C* ^ f

J(4? + tF;*),

and consequently

(1.15) .4? = ? + r?, F/ = (^f-C l*).

Indeed, the integrability conditions of (a) and (b) are identically

satisfied :

f (a) C}Cf ^.BJ,
= J(^;;*

-
iN,,

ln h
)
= 0,

l(b) ^Bfat,C*
= i(AV + /Ar

,;'F/*)
= 0.

Denoting the solutions of (1.13a) and (1.13b) by |
x ' = ^'(*

f

)
= const -

and f
x = f (I

1

)
= const, respectively, we get

which shows that F
t

' A has the components (1.7) with respect to the

1 The tensor Nj\
h was found by NIJENHUIS [1] for a more general case. \Vc call

Nj}
h defined here the Nijenhuis tensor of F

f
'*. Cf. SCHOUTEN [8], p. 248. It is also

called the torsion tensor but we prefer to use this expression for the tensor

S* = T of the connexion r.
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coordinate system (f
x
', *'). Thas we have l

THEOREM 1.1. If an almost complex structure F}
h
of class C r

(r ;> 2)

is induced by a complex structure, we have N'
3i

h
0. Conversely, if an

almost complex structure F'
t

h
of class C" satisfies Nj^

h
0, then it is

induced by a complex structure.

The Nijenhuis tensor satisfies the following identities:

(1.19)

b)

An almost complex structure which need not be ot class C40
is called

a pseudo-complex structure if AT;;
h =. 0. A space with a pseudo-complex

structure is called a pseudo-complex space.

2. Linear connexions in an almost complex space.

It is always possible to introduce in an almost complex manifold a
*

linear connexion P* such that V,F 8

*
0. If P* is an arbitrary symmetric

connexion and
*

/o i\ T -h, def pA |i*
\*A )

l
31 - L

ji
L

ji

we have

*

OV7 77 h r? 17 *
I= V J^ i

= V^r, + 2

from which

_ J I

< / I ""3ji "fjwt 1
=

'2 i ^l +

The operators

(2-2)

OmA def w j m j A
,

r- . ?n 77 . A\

il tl^< -^1 + -* < ^
I )

1 ECKMANN and FROLICHER [1]; CALABI and SPENCER [1]; YANO [22].
8 ECKMANN [1, 2].
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are idempotent but not reversible and from this it follows that there are

more solutions and that

(2.3) n*=
is one of them. A tensor is called pure (hybrid) in two indices if it is

*

annihilated by transvection of 0(0) on these indices. So A7

;;

A
is pure

in /, i and hybrid in f.

To this solution every term can be added that is made zero by the
* * *

operator 0, for instance, + i(V(JF;/)Fi*
- KV^F^Fi

1

. Then we get

the solution

(2.4) T* = -
i(V'V)J'i*

-
i(v t,Fi *)/*;'

'

On the other hand, the Nijenhuis tensor N;;
h
can be written also in

the form

(2.5) N;;*~2Fj(\r lllFf-V 9l Ff)

+ 2(S;;*
-

F;
l

l<;"S lk

h + F^Sa* - /VW;;*),

where V^ denotes the covariant differentiation with respect to an arbi-

trary linear connexion r*
t
and S^

h
its torsion tensor.

Thus, if the space is pseudo-complex and if we introduce a linear

connexion such that V
sFi

h = 0, then the torsion tensor satisfies

(2.6) s;;
-

F;
l F- kS^ + F^F^S;;" - F- lF-k Si;

k = 0.

Conversely, if we can introduce, in an almost complex space, a linear

connexion such that V,F;* = and (2.6) holds, then the space is pseudo-

complex. Thus we have 2

THEOREM 2.1. In order that an almost complex space be a pseudo-

complex space, it is necessary and sufficient that we can introduce in it a

linear connexion such that V,/
7
;* = and that (2.6) holds.

Furthermore, if the space is pseudo-complex, we can introduce a

1 ECKMANN [1]; FROLICHEK [1].
2 YANO and MOGI [2].
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symmetric linear connexion such that V
iFi

h =O f because the linear

*

connexion T =
T?, + T h

given by (2.4) satisfies

(2.7) s;;*=-itf;;* = 0.

Conversely, if we can introduce, in an almost complex space, a sym-
metric linear connexion such that V,F;* = 0, then Nji

h = 0, and the

space is pseudo-complex. Thus we get
l

THEOREM 2.2. In order that an almost complex space be a pseudo-

complex space, it is necessary and sufficient that we can introduce in it

a symmetric linear connexion such that V,Ft

'* = 0.

3. Almost complex metric spaces.

If an almost (pseudo-) complex space has a positive definite Rieman-

nian metric ds* = gjtd^
jd^ which satisfis

(3.1) F;'F;* gl>
= gti9

then the space is called an almost (pseudo-) Hermitian space. In this

case the tensor Fih ^Fi l

g lh is antisymmetric in i and h. Note that Ff
is pure but that Fth and glh are hybrid. A. Lichnerowicz 2 has proved

THEOREM 3.1. In an almost complex space, it is always possible

to define a Hermitian metric.

In fact, let a
it
be a tensor which defines a positive definite Riemannian

metric in an almost complex space and let

(3.2) gi^lfat + FfFfa^,

(gji is the hybrid part of a, t), then gf%
defines another positive definite

Riemannian metric and satisfies (3.1).

The equation (3.1) and the antisymmetry of the tensor Fth show that

the transformation vh
-^Ffv* changes a vector vh into a vector ortho-

gonal to it and does not change its length.

1 ECKMANN [1]; HODGE [1]; PATTERSON [1],
a LICHNEROWICZ [2, 5].
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Moreover we can easily see that

(3.3) Fith ^3dli
F

th]

are components of an antisymmetric tensor.

If an almost (pseudo-) Hermitian space satisfies FJih
= 0, the space

is called an almost (pseudo-) Kdhlerian space. It can be proved that

the bivector Flh is harmonic in an almost Kahlerian space.
l

The relations between these spaces may be seen in the diagram:

Almost complex Almost Hermitian

structure structure

,
of class C r

\ gj i
with

with ]F;
lF k

glk=gtlt

Almost Kahlerian

structure

V7
'*!
=

Pseudo-complex
structure

r =

I

Pseudo-Hermitian

structure

r =

Pseudo-Kahlerian

structure

r = 6>

Complex structure > Hermitian structure > Kahlerian structure

In an almost Hermitian space, we denote by V^ the covariant differenti-
o

ation with respect to the Christoffel symbols {*}. If V,Fth vanishes, then

the tensors JV;,'* and Fnh vanish too, and consequently the space is

pseudo-Kahlerian.

Conversely, since the Nijenhuis tensor can be written also in the form

(3.4) N, lh
= - 2(F[

'

J

lF
l]hl
-

F,
lVhFtl),

o

vanishes if the tensors and F ih vanish. Thus we obtain
jih

THEOREM 3.2. 2 In order that an almost Hermitian space be pseudo-
o

Kahlerian, it is necessary and sufficient that V,Fih vanish.

1 SCHOUTEN and YANO [3].
2 ECKMANN [2]; YANO [22]; YANO and MOGI [1].
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In an almost Hermitian space, the four following connexions occur

in literature:

(3.5) (I)* r*. = {*}
-

I(V,F(t)F<\

(3.6) (II)
* f* = {*}

-
i(V,F,, + V,F +

(3.7) (III) f* =
{*}
-

i(V,F,,
-

V.F,,
-

(3.8) (IV) T* = {*}
-

All those four connexions satisfy

(3-9) ^,, = 0.

A geometrical characterization for each of these connexions has been

given by Schouten and Yano. 4 In the following, we put

(3.10) r* ={*,} + 7*;;*.

With respect to the first connexion, we have

(3-11) V,g,
= 0,

(3-12) Z\.
= !# -

iW
In the Hermitian case, this connexion reduces to the connexion of

Lichnerowicz. 5

With respect to the second connexion, we have

Thus in a pseudo-Hermitian space, we have Tilh
= ^Fj

lFthl and

1 LICHENROWICZ [5].
2 YANO [23].
3 SCHOUTEN and YANO [1].
4 SCHOUTEN and YANO [1].
5 LICHNEROWICZ [5].
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consequently

(3.14) V, gfjfc
= 0.

In a Hermitian space, this connexion reduces to the connexion found

by Schoutcn and van Dantzig
1 and used by Chern * and Liebcrmann. 3

With respect to the third connexion, we have

(3. 15) T, lh
= {N)lh + \F,

m
F,

l

F^F,nlk .

3

Thus in a pseudo-Hermitian space, we have T
Jth

= \F
}

mF
l

lFh
kF )Hlk

and consequently

(3.16) V,glh
= 0.

With respect to the fourth connexion, we have

(3-17) V,glk
= 0, V,F !71

=
and

(3.18) s;;* = o7!Sii*

(3.19) N
Jt

h = &O^SJtn

l

.

The equation (3.18) expresses that Sn
h

is pure in /, i. This means

geometrically that there exist infinitesimal parallelograms in every E2

that is invariant for the linear transformation F
t

h
.
4

4. The curvature in a pseudo-Kahlerian space.

In a pseudo-Kahlerian space, we have

(4-1) ^ = 0, V,F, = 0.

Applying the Ricci formula to F
t

h
, we get

(4.2) Kt;4
- I

/?i*
=

A'i;i*F,',

(4-3) K^FS = K
kJhl
F

f

l

,

(4.4) K^ = K^F^F? or 0^ Kkiml
= 0.

Hence Kkjth is hybrid in the first two and in the last two indices.

1 SCHOUTEN and VAN DANTZIG [1]. Cf. SCHOUTEN [8], p. 397.
2 CHERN [1].
3 LlEBEKMANN [1].
4 SCHOUTEN and YANO [1].
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Transvecting (4.2) with g'
1

, we find

from which

(4.5)

Thus

from which

(4.6) Xj' = -Xi'F;Fi
<

,

(4.7) Kn = K MIF;"F;' or (?7S^ml = 0.

Hence K
Jf

is hybrid.

Using these relations, we can prove

THEOREM 4. 1.
1 //a pseudo-Kahlerian space is of constant curvature,

then it is of zero curvature.

THEOREM 4.2. 2
If a pseudo-Kahlerian space is conformally Euclidean,

it is of zero curvature.

THEOREM 4.3. 3 A protective correspondence between two pseudo-

Kdhlerian spaces is necessarily affine.

THEOREM 4.4. 4 A conformal correspondence between two pseudo-

Kahlerian spaces is necessarily a trivial one.

THEOREM 4.5. 5 A necessary and sufficient condition that a 2n-dimen-

sional psendo-Hermitian space be conformal to a pseudo-Kahlerian space

is that, for 2n > 4,

(4.8) CJth^ F
jlh
-
^-^y (FnFh + F^F, + Fhi F^ =

and for 2n = 4

(4.9) C,,^2fyF fl

= O f

where F, = FjihF'\

1 BOCHNER [3].

8 YANO and MOGI [2].
3 BOCHNER [3]; WESTLAKE [I]; YANO [20].
4 WESTLAKK [2].
* WESTLAKE [2]; YANO [21].
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Now we put

(4.10) Hu^ Kktih F"> = - 2Kh
lF

tj
.

We see that Hkl is zero if and only if K, t
and that

(4.11) F*>Hki =-2K.

Moreover from the Bianchi identity, we have

(4.12) V
[t
//

fcJl
= 0.

On the other hand, we have

(4.13)

Thus

THEOREM 4.6. The tensor Hkj is harmonic if and only if K -= const,

and it is effective (that is, F kJH
kJ
=

0) if and only if K 0.

Applying a theorem of Hodge,
1 we get from this

THEOREM 4.7. //, in a compact pseudo-Kdhlerian space, K
it ^ 0,

K = 0, then the second Betti number B2 ;> 2.

THEOREM 4.8. //, in a compact pseudo-Kahlerian space, Kn = 0,

K = const. ^ am/ B2
= 1, ^n /f

jt
= --Kg^.

zn

5. Pseudo -analytic vectors.

In a pseudo-Kahlerian space, we call a field v
t
whose covariant deri-

vative is pure

(5.1) F'
j

lV
i
v

l

- F'i
l^

l
v

J
= or Oj?V,w fc

=

a covariant pseudo-analytic vector field.
2 From (5.1), we can deduce

(5.2) g*'V,V>*
~ K'h

l

v
t
= 0.

1 HODGE [1, 3].
2 In a Kahlerian space, the equations (5.1) can be written as 3-z/x

= 0, 3^ =
with respect to a complex coordinate system. Hence v^(v<ft are complex analytic

functions of
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This is a necessary and sufficient condition that a vector field vh in a

compact orientable Riemannian space be harmonic. *

Conversely, if vh is harmonic, then we have (5.2), from which

(5.3) S
J'V,V<FiX - Km

hFh
l

v
t
=

by virtue of Fm
hK'h

l = Km
hF'h

l

. From this, it follows that Fmh
vh is

also harmonic.

Thus, from

and V
t(F> z )

-
V,(F;' V|)

= 0,

we get (5.1). Thus

THEOREM 5.1. In order that a vector field in a compact pseudo-

Kdhlerian space be covariant pseudo-analytic, it is necessary and sufficient

that the vector be harmonic.

Thus applying a theorem of Bochner, 2 we obtain

THEOREM 5.2. // the Ricci curvature of a compact pseudo-Kahlerian

space is positive definite, there does not exist a covariant pseudo-analytic

vector field.

In a pseudo-Kahlerian space, we call a vector field vh whose covariant

derivative is pure

'5.4) Fj* - - F;*V,v* + FfV.v 1 = or 0%V,v
k =

V

<i contravariant pseudo-analytic vector field. From (5.4) we see that if

vh is contravariant pseudo-analytic, then F,'V is also contravariant

pseudo-analytic. Moreover, if uh and vh are both contravariant pseudo-

analytic, then denoting the Lie derivations with respect to uh and vh

by and respectively, we have

= and Ff = 0,
U V

from which ()F h = 0, where () denotes the Lie derivation with
V U V U

respect to the vector u h
. Thus the vector vh is also contravariant

V U

pseudo-analytic. Thus we have

1 DE RHAM and KODAIRA [1]; YANO and BOCHNER [1].
2 BOCHNER [2]; YANO and BOCHNER [1],
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THEOREM 5.3. // uh and vh are both contravariant pseudo-analytic

vector fields in a pseudo-Kahlerian space, then

v Fv v hv

are all contravariant pseudo-analytic vector fields.

In an almost complex space, we have the following identity:
1

(5.5) + F
t

A
F'/u' + F;- - F,V == N^u'V,

o v Fv / v

from which

THEOREM 5.4. In order that an almost complex space be pseudo-complex,

it is necessary and sufficient that the left-hand side of (5.5) vanish for any
vectors u n and v h

.

Now, from (5.4), we obtain

(5.6) gV,V, + A*;V = 0,

from which we get the following theorems which hold in a compact

pseudo-Kahlerian space.

First, from Theorem 4.4 of Ch. ix and the equation (5.6), we get

THEOREM 5.5. A contravariant pseudo-analytic vector field vh satis-

fying VX = is a Killing vector.

For a contravariant pseudo-analytic vector field v h
t
we have

= 2[- K, k v'v* + (V, A)(Vt;*)].

Thus, from Theorem 1 .3 of Ch. ix, we obtain 2

THEOREM 5.6. // a compact pseudo-Kahlerian space has a negative

definite Ricci tensor, there does not exist a contravariant pseudo-analytic

vector field other than the zero vector.

If a vector v h is contravariant pseudo-analytic, then F'
t

h
v l

is also

pseudo-analytic. Hence, if a contravariant pseudo-analytic vector v h

satisfies F lhV
l
vh
= 0, then according to Theorem 5.5., F;V is a Killing

vector. Thus

1 ECKMANN [1, 2]; FRULICHKR [1].

3 BOCHNKR [2]; YANO and BOCHNKR [1]
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THEOREM 5.7. // a contravariant pseudo-analytic vector vh satisfies

FihV
t
vh = 0, then Ffv* is a Killing vector.

If a contravariant pseudo-analytic vector vh satisfies g
ihVph

=
and FlK

Vj)h = 0, then according to Theorems 5.5 and 5.7, vh and F'fv
1

are both Killing vectors. Hence

V,t>* + V*i;<
= 0,

Fi'V^ + Fi'V. !>,
= <)/

from which

Comparing this equation with (5.4), we conclude V
t
v l = 0. Hence

THEOREM 5.8. // a contravariant pseudo-analytic vector field vh

satisfies g
lhV

l
vh = and FlhV

%
vh
= 0, it is a covariant constant field.

If a vector is at the same time covariant and contravariant pseudo-

analytic, then the vector is harmonic and the equations (5.1) and (5.4)

can respectively be written as

from which V^,.
= 0. Thus

THEOREM 5.9. // a vector is at the same time covariant and contra-

variant pseudo-analytic, then it is covariant constant.

6. Pseudo-Kahlerian spaces of constant holomorphic curvature.

We call a sectional curvature

(6,, __-**
g*g<*"

determined by two orthogonal vectors uh and F'
t

hu l the holomorphic
sectional curvature with respect to the vector uh

. If the holomorphic
sectional curvature is always constant with respect to any vector at

every point of the space, then we call the space a space of constant

holomorphic curvature. l

1 BOCHNKR [3]; HAWLKY [1]; SCHOUTEN and VAN DANTZIG [2]; YANO and MOGI

[1,2].
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Now, if this is the case, then (6.1) or

KmjlhFq
mF p

luu>u*uh = - kgqjgvhuu>uuh

should be satisfied for any uh
,
from which we obtain

V 17 *n IT I I if Z? w 17 &
I f Z7 f z? . Z

^mjlh^q fp + Ĵ mj>lh Ĵ 3 ^q + & mQlh
i

p 2%

==
\&q}j>h I SjpKqh I pqjh)>

by virtue of the symmetry of K mjlhFq
mFp

l

with respect to q, j and

to
/>, h. Multiplying the above equation by F'^F'^ and contracting,

we find

K*h - Knkh
- KlQlh Fi.

QF' 1 = - k(F k}
Flh

- FF kh + g kl g3h).

Taking the antisymmetric part of this equation with respect to k

and / and taking account of

I? TT-ffirZ t' 77Z7-^
J^iqlh 1 k fj ^mlh 1

j ^k

= (K l(llh
-K llqh)Fk FJ

l

~ KvHhFi
9
*'*

=
Kkj,*>

we obtain

or

(6.2) KM = ~
[(gMftf

-
ft,gtl ) + (FM F, t

- FlhFkt )
- 2F

to F.J.

It is easily to be seen from the Bianchi identity that, if the curvature

tensor has the form (6.2), the scalar curvature /e is an absolute constant.

Hence we have proved
1

THEOREM 6.1. If a pseudo-Kdhlerian space has a constant holomorphic

sectional curvature at every point, then the curvature tensor of the space is

of the form (6.2), where k is a constant.

Using the formula (6.2), we can easily prove
1

THEOREM 6.2. In a pseudo-Kdhlerian space of constant holomorphic

curvature, the general sectional curvature K determined by two orthogonal

1 YANoand MOGI [1, 2].
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unit vectors uh and v
h

is given by

(6.3) # = 4 (1 + 3"2
)

where a tl^f
l* ihv

luh
is the cosine of the angle between two units vectors

F'
t

h
v l and uh and consequently a- ^ 1. Thus

(6.4)
-J-

K k for k > 0,

'

k
k :\ K ^ for A < 0.

4

We now assume that, when there is given a holomorphic plane element,

that is, a plane element determined by the vectors uh and F'
t

hu l at a

point of the space, we can always draw a 2-dimcnsional totally geodesic

surface passing through this point and being tangent to the given holo-

morphic plane element. If this is the case, we say that the space satisfies

the axiom of holomorphic planes.

If we represent such a surface by the parametric equation

(6.5) f*-f*fo") a,b,c,d=\,2,

then the fact that the surface is totally geodesic is represented by the

equation

(6.6) a./** + fliaJi}-fl2li} = o
f

where #J ~ db
ft and where

'[ f

a
ft} is the Christoffel

s symbol formed with

the fundamental tensor 'gch
d<
l
f B J

cigJt of the surface.

The integrability conditions of (6.6) are

(6.7) BSZK^^Bi'K^;
where '/Q;; is the curvature tensor of the surface.

If we put

equation (6.7) must be satisfied by any unit vector uh
. Thus we must have

^i* = aw* +
(6.8)
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From the first equation of (6.8), we obtain

(F'8
mK^ h

QLg8) Ai fig8J Fi
h
)u*u

J n l = 0,

from which

Transvecting this with Fk
8

,
we obtain

JV-...A
| i? m T? I/" *

i l^---*
&kji + ^^ ^

ft ^mas + &*kj

from which, taking the alternating part with respect to k and / and

using the relation

L" . m z/ . s r," . . A* 77 . m 77 . s if h IS "hf
j ^k A mw L k L

j &mts = * A &, .

we find

Contracting this ecjuation with respect to h and i, we find a = 0,

and consequently we obtain

which shows that the space is of constant holomorphic curvature. Thus

we have proved
1

THEOREM 6.3. // a pseudo-Kdhlerian space admits the axiom of holo-

morphic planes, then the space is of constant holomorphic curvature.

If a pseudo-Kahlerian space admits a group of motions which carry

any two vectors uh and F
t

' h
u* at a point P to any two vectors 'u

h and

'Ff'u* at any point 'P, then we say that the space admits a holomorphic

free mobility.

If we denote by

(6.9) 'f* = s
tA +

1 YANoandMoci [1, 2].
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an infinitesimal transformation of the group, then the fact that this is a

motion is represented by

(6.10) g, t
= V,v< + V.w, = 0,

V

and the fact that this carries a pair of vectors uh and Ffu* into a pair

of vectors '* and 'Ff'u
1

is represented by

(6.1 1) Fi
k = - Fi

l

VtV
k + Fj*Vt

v l = 0.

V

From (6.10) we get

(6.12) {?,}= ^VX + ^iliV^O.
V

and the integrability conditions of these differential equations are given by

(6.13) K&* = w'V.Kiii*
-

*;;,'V + Xi;,-V,i>'

+ tfii^Vy + ffiji*Vy = 0.

Now, at a fixed point P of the space, we consider two arbitrary holo-

morphic plane elements, then by hypothesis there exists always a motion

which fixes this point and carries one of these holomorphic plane ele-

ments into the other. Since the point P is arbitrary, the space must be

of constant holomorphic curvature and consequently the curvature

tensor of the space has the form

KM = -*- [&X - guA}) + (F, tF? - FktF^) - 2Fk,Ft

h
].

Conversely, if the curvature tensor of the space has the above form,

then it is easily to be seen that the integrability condition K^'J
'

i

h =
V

is always satisfied by any vh for which gn = and /";* = 0, and that
V V

the differential equations (6.12) have solutions. But equation (6.12)

is equivalent to

and consequently, if the equation gj{
= is satisfied by some initial

V

values of vh and V^\ then it is satisfied by any solutions belonging to

them.
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On the other hand, if vh satisfies (6.12), then we have

= 0,

and consequently, if the equation Ff = is satisfied by some initial
V

values of vh and V.t;*, then it is satisfied by any solutions belonging
to them. Thus the space admits the holomorphic free mobility, and we
have 1

THEOREM 6.4. The necessary and sufficient condition that a pseudo-
Kdhlerian space admit a holomorphic free mobility is that the space be of

constant holomorphic curvature.

1 YANO and MOGI [1, 2J.
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APPENDIX i

1. Groups of motions.

In 10 of Chapter IV, we have studied an w-dimensional Rieman-
niari manifold V n which admits a group G r of motions of the order

Y = \n(n 1) + 1. But, the cases n = 3, = 4 and n = 8 were excep-
tional cases in our results.

The F3 with G4 was studied by E. Cartan [1 1J and G. I. KruckoviC [_!].

The case n ~ 4 was studied by S. Ishihara [1] as was mentioned in

the text.

The case n = 4 was also studied by I. P. Egorov [10|. He proved the

following two theorems:

THEOREM 1.1. There exist two and only two different Ricmannian

spaces of four dimensions which are maximally mobile and are of non

constant curvature and for which the line element is defined by the formula

_ (s+ Sy*
2

) Srfy'
2

(Sy'rfy
1

)

2
(y'dy

2
y*dy

l
+y?dy*y*dy*)*

(
=

1)

The group G8 of motions is compact for e = + 1 and non-compact for

e = 1.

// we put
= y

3

(1.2) ds2 = e~zv[s(dz
ldzl + dz*dzz

) + (z
2dzl

where

THEOREM 1.2. Maximally mobile F4 's o/ now constant curvature are

real representations, of the space of point-line couples of a complex projective

plane in which the points and lines are harmonic with respect to the Hermitian

quadric
zlz l + z*z* + e = 0.

1 Added Oct. 31st 1956.
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The case n = 4 was also studied by G. Vranceanu [6], and the case

n = 5 by C. Teleman [Ij.

C. Teleman [2] has proved

THEOREM 1 .3. Every subgroup of the complete group of rotations in n

variables is a motion group of a space V n_ of constant positive curvature

which keeps two or more complementary systems of Pfaff invariant.

THEOREM 1.4. A group G r of rotations in n variables, real and irre-

ducible, with r < \n(n 1) parameters, has at most p
2
parameters if

n = 2p or n = 2p -f- 1 . Hence the space K2p (X) of Vranceanu are those

irreducible Kiemannian V2v
f

s of variable curvature which has a motion

group of the maximum number of parameters p'
2 + 2p.

A K8p(X) of Vranceanu is defined as a Kiemannian V
2j>

with a transitive

group of motions and the group

^2a-1.2r ^2* -l,2r-l ~f~ ^2*.2r ^2*-l,2r ^2*.2r-l V^it
~ Xj"if X

i
r
'jf)

as group of stability.

THEOREM 1.5. Such a F2p(X) can be realized as a non homogeneous

manifold on the spheres S2pn in a euclidean

THEOREM 1.6. The stability group G pZ of these V2l>
admits a particular

transformation X12 -\- X.
}4 + . . . + Ar

2/,_1(2p and is the largest orthogonal

group of this property. The V
2lt

has thus the maximum group of motions

among the spaces of which the gmup of stability has this particular transfor-

mation.

THEOREM 1 .7. The group G t)Z
is closed and is composed of this particular

transformation and a simple G^.^. Hence the group G2p+pZ is simple and is

closed.

THEOREM 1.8. The F2p (X) has the metric

u

U = 1 + *[(*!) + . - . + (I")
2

w = firffi - |2^i + . . . + ft

(k
= constant).

As it was mentioned in the text, I. P. Egorov proved that a Riemannian
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Vn which is not an Einstein space has a maximum group of motions of

\n(n 1) + 1 parameters and that this maximum is reached.

G. Vranceanu [7] proved

THEOREM 1.9. // the V n is not conformally Euclidean this maximum
is \(n 1) (w 2) + 3 ami this maximum is reached. Moreover if the

Einstein V n is not of constant curvature, the maximum is \(n 1) (n 2)+5,
reached for n 4 and n = 6 but not reached for n ; 7.

M. Obata [1] obtained the following theorem in which the case n =-- 8

is not exceptional.

THEOREM 1.10. If an n-dimensional connected Riemannian manifold

M for n ;> 3, n ^- 4 admits a group G r of motions of the order r,

\n(n 1) < r < \n(n + 1), then G r is of the order \n(n 1) |- 1 and

M is one of the folio-wings :

as a Riemannian manifold as a topological space

Sj X Sn-i E
l X ._!, if it is simply connected,

S; X S-_! E H or Sl X E H .,

Si E H or S, x E n l

S~ E n

where

S^ : n-dimensional Riemannian manifold of positive constant curvature,

S~ : n-dimensional Riemannian manifold of negative constant curvature,

Si : n-dimensional locally flat Riemannian manifold,

E n : n-dimensional Euclidean space,

S n : n-dimensional sphere.

H. Wakakuwa ["!] studied a similar problem.
In a Riemannian V n with constant rotation coefficients, there exists

a real simply transitive group of motions G n and conversely. G. Vranceanu

[10] proved the following

THEOREM 1.11. A necessary condition that the Ricci tensor be positive

definite is that G n coincides with its derived group G'n .

Let M be a Riemannian manifold and let A(M) and I(M) the group
of all affine motions and the group of all isometrics of M onto itself

respectively. We denote by A (M) and I (M) the connected components
of the identity in A(M) and I(M) respectively.
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In 5 of Chapter IX, we have proved the

THEOREM 1.12. In a compact Riemannian manifold M an infinite-

simal a/fine motion is an isomctry. Therefore A Q(M) coincides with

There appeared recently several generalizations of this theorem.

S. Kobayashi [4] proved the

THEOREM 1.13. If M is an irreducible and complete Riemannian

manifold, then A(M) is equal to /(M), except the caseM is the \-dimensional

Euclidean space.

J. Hano [1] proved the following two theorems:

THEOREM 1.14. Let M be a simply connected complete Riemannian

manifold and M = M x Ml x ... X Mr be the de Rham decomposition

of M. Then the group A Q(M) is isomorphic to the direct product A Q(M )

X /1 (M1 ) X ... X A (Mr) and the group I (M) is isomorphic to the

direct product / (M ) x IQ(Ml )
x . . . X IQ(Mr).

THEOREM 1.15. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold. If the

length of an infinitesimal a/fine motion v* is bounded on M, then v* is a

Killing vector field.

S. Ishihara and M. Obata [3] also obtained theorems similar to the

above three theorems.

2. Groups of affine motions.

An n-dimensional manifold with a linear connexion is said to have the

property A (or A'), if it is possible to find an affine motion <p satisfying

the following conditions :

a) 9 leaves some point P of the manifold fixed.

b) The tangent space T(P) at P has a base (XL ,
X2 , . . ., X n} such that

for some real numbers

=
p tX,. (1 <; i <* n) (not summed)

c) PiPtffcpr
1
=5*1 if / ^ k (\ i,j,k,l n)

or

c') p,p,pfc
x ^ 1 if i ^ j (1 i, j, k, I n).

S. Ishihara and M. Obata [1] proved the following
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THEOREM 2. 1 . Let M be a manifold with a linear connexion admitting

a transitive group of affine motions.

1) If M has the property A, the curvature tensor vanishes identically.

2) If M has the property A', the torsion tensor vanishes identically.

3) // M admits a group of affine motions of the order greater than ;/-,

then M has the property A and A' and the group is transitive, so that M
is locally Euclidean.

In the text, we studied an A n which is not locally Euclidean and admits

a group of affine motions of the maximum order n1
. G. Vranceanu [12]

studied the global properties of such spaces. I). Dumitrus [1J and

S. Petrescu [1J studied such A 3 's and A 4 's in a great detail.

Y. Muto [7] studied w-dimensional projectively Euclidean spaces D n

which admit a group Gr of affine motions of order r -- w2
-f- 1

and he obtained the following theorems:

THEOREM 2.2. A necessary and sufficient condition that a projectively

Euclidean space D n (n ;> 3) with asymmetric Ricci tensor admit a group

G r of affine motions of order r = w2 n + I is that the connexion para-

meters F x satisfy

rk = - MS - Ml.

ft = abp, ft = - ab\ ft - ft = . . .
= A, =

with

ab* = -
1, == 1

in a suitable coordinate system. If the space is real, we can put a = 1
,

b= - 1.

THEOREM 2.3. A necessary and sufficient condition that a projectively

Euclidean space D n (n ^ 3) with symmetric Ricci tensor which is non

positive admit a complete group G r of affine motions of order r = n- n -f 1

is that the connexion parameters T x satisfy

p = i log (

-
i)

in a suitable coordinate system. If the space is real, we should have

THEOREM 2.4. A necessary and sufficient condition that a projectively

Euclidean Dn (n ^ 3) with symmetric Ricci tensor which is non negative

admit a complete group Gr of affine motions of order r = n2 n + 1 is
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that the connexion parameters F x satisfy

r& = - (?*PM - FiPW, p =

m a suitable coordinate system.

THEOREM 2.5. A necessary and sufficient condition that a projectively

Euclidean D n (n ;> 3) with symmetric Ricci tensor which is indefinite

admit a complete group GT of a/fine motions of order r = n2 n + 1

is that the connexion parameters F x satisfy

p = i log (i
- ??)

in a suitable coordinate system. If the space is real, we should have

1
- I

1
!
2 > 0.

THEOREM 2.6. Consider a space A n (n ;> 5) with a symmetric linear

connexion or a protectively Euclidean D n (n ^ 3), a necessary and suf-

ficient condition that the space admit a complete group G r of affine motions

of order r = n2 n + 1 is that the space be one of the spaces mentioned in

Theorems 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, 2.5.

Y. Muto [6,9J studied also n-dimensional spaces A n with symmetric
linear connexion admitting a group Gr of affine motions of order

r > w2 2n and obtained the following interesting theorems.

THEOREM 2.7. // an A n (n ;> 7) admits a group Gr of affine motions

of order r > n2
2n, then its curvature tensor R^ is of the form

(2.1) Rtf = B^A* - A-U^ + AlU^ + (U^ - U^)Al

or

(2.2) R^ = (Vv U^
-

V^ Uv) (ViA* + FX C") -A-U^ + A$ f/vX

The vectors A* and C* and the vectors J7X and Kx in (2.2) are linearly

independent respectively.

THEOREM 2.8. // an A n (n ^ 8) admits a group Gr of affine motions

of order r > n2
2n, then its curvature tensor is of the form (2.1).

THEOREM 2.9. // an A n (n ;> 7) has the curvature tensor of the form

(2.2) then the order of the group of affine motions admitted satisfies

r ^ n2 3n + 8.
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THEOREM 2. 10. A necessary and sufficient condition that an A n

(n r^ 7) with the curvature tensor of the form (2.1) admit a group Gr of

affine motions of order r > ri2 In is that the curvature tensor be of the

form

or

I- 2(7^ -

THEOREM 2. 1 1 . A necessary and sufficient condition that an A n

(n ::i 7) with non vanishing projective curvature tensor admit a group G r

of affine motions of order r -
- ri~ 2n -f 5 is that the curvature tensor

be of the form

inhere A*, C/x , V\ arc covariantly constant.

Y. Muto
[ 10] studied also an A admitting a group G r of affine motions

of order r > ri
2

pn and obtained the

THEOREM 2. 12. A necessary condition that an A n (n 1:4) admit a

group G r of affine motions of order r > ri- p'n where p' < \(n 2)

is that the curvature tensor be of the form

V = - A-U^ i- A-U^ + (u^
- U^AI +

+ . . . + li&Afn (p _, f)

for some tensors and vectors U^ t B^, A*
a} (a

= 1,2, ...,/>).

3. Groups of projective motions.

We assume that an infinitesimal projective motion defined by v*

leaves invariant the covariant derivative of the projective curvature

tensor

v = o.

Then, by virtue of VW PV^
W :=

(n 2)P^, we have from (3.7) and
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(3.9) of Chapter VI,

(
- 2)Ptfpf

=

and consequently, for n > 2,

PtP, = o.

Thus on transvectirig />" to (3.9) of Chapter VI, -we find

- 2#"A,^
K = 0.

From this equation we have (K. Yano and T. Nagano [1])

THEOREM 3. 1 . // Vn (n > 2) admits an infinitesimal non-affine

protective motion which leaves invariant the covariant derivative of Weyl's

protective curvature tensor, then the space is protectively Euclidean and

therefore of constant curvature.

THEOREM 3.2. // a V n (n > 2) which is not of constant curvature

admits an infinitesimal projective motion which leaves invariant the covariant

derivative of Weyl's projective curvature tensor, then the projective motion

is necessarily an affine motion.

If the covariant derivative of Weyl's projective curvature tensor

vanishes: V
toP^x == 0, then the condition ^VWP^X = is always

satisfied. Since this is the case for a symmetric space, we have

THEOREM 3.3. // a symmetric V n (n > 2) admits an infinitesimal

non-affine projective motion, then the space is necessarily of constant

curvature.

THEOREM 3.4. // a symmetric V n (n > 2) which is not of constant

curvatiwe admits an infinitesimal projective motion, then the projective

motion is necessarily an affine motion.

In the text, we have proved that in a compact orientable Vn , an

infinitesimal affine motion is necessarily an isometry. But, here we do

not have to assume the orientability of the manifold. (See, B. Kostant

[i]).

Combining the above theorem and this fact, we have

THEOREM 3.5. // a compact symmetric Vn (n > 2) which is not of

constant curvature admits an infinitesimal projective motion, then the

projective motion is necessarily an isometry.
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We now assume that the Vn is an Einstein space with non vanishing
scalar curvature and it admits an infinitesimal projective motion defined

by vx . We then have, from

by virtue of

jy

<1ef

Writing out the equation kg^ = V^A ,
we find

from which

V^'x + Vx ttV
-

where

Thus the vector a;x is a Killing vector and consequently

defines an infinitesimal projective motion. Thus we have

THEOREM 3.6. // an Einstein space with non vanishing scalar curvature

admits an infinitesimal projective motion v*, that is, if we have

{} ^ /V* + #>.^E Mien MIC vcct r v* is decomposed into

V

where w* is a Killing vector and p* is a gradient vector defining an infini-

tesimal projective motion.

Since V
v
P

|tX
= for an Einstein space, from

(3.1)

we have
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from which

(3.2) -K-?p* = k{p^
Now transvecting g* to (3.1), we find

Since v is a gradient vector, putting v
= Vv />,

we find, from the

above equation,

from which

?*VM -
2(n + 0*# = ~

2(n +
or

(3.3) g^V^ -
ft)

- 2(n + l)ft(#
-

where />
is a constant.

On the other hand, from the theorem of Green

f, g
aXV

(I
Vx(i/}rfa= fJ * n J n

which is valid for a function / in a compact orientable space, we see

that if a function / satisfies g^V^Vx/ = a/ where a > 0, then / is a constant.

Thus if k > 0, that is, if K < 0, then from (3.3), we have

p p = constant,

that is, p is a constant and consequently p^ = 0. This means, following

Theorem 5.1 of Chapter IX that the infinitesimal projective motion

defined by v
x

is an isometry. But in a compact Einstein space with nega-

tive scalar curvature, there does not exist an isometry other than the

identity. Thus we have

THEOREM 3.7. In a compact Einstein space with negative scalar

curvature, there does not exist an infinitesimal projective motion.

Now, equation (3.2) shows that the restricted homogeneous holonomy

group of an Einstein space which has non vanishing scalar curvature

and which admits in infinitesimal non-affine projective motion is the

special orthogonal group S0(n). Since the restricted homogeneous

holonomy group of a Kahler space cannot be the special orthogonal

group, we have
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THEOREM 3.8. A Kahler-Einstein space with non vanishing scalar

curvature cannot admit an infinitesimal non-affine projective motion.

Thus if a Kahler-Einstein space with non-vanishing scalar curvature

admits an infinitesimal projective motion, the projective motion is

necessarily an affine motion. Thus we have

THEOREM 3.9. // a compact Kahler-Einstein space with non vanishing
scalar curvature admits an infinitesimal projective motion, the projective

motion is necessarily an isometry.

Since an isometry in a compact Kiihler space leaves invariant the com-

plex structure, we have

THEOREM 3.10. In a compact Kahler-Einstein space with non vanishing

scalar curvature the largest connected group of projective motions leaves

invariant the complex structure.

S. Ishihara [4] studied groups of projective motions in a space with

a projective connexion and obtained the following theorems.

THEOREM 3.11. Let M be an n-dimensional manifold with a projective

connexion and G an effective and connected group of projective motions in M.

Suppose moreover that dim G ^> n2 + 5 and n ^ 3. Then M is projeclively

Euclidean and dim G = n1 + 2n, n2 + n or n2 + n 1 for n ;> 6 ;

dim G = n2 + 2n or n2
-\- n for n = 5; dim G = n2

-|- 2n for n = 4, 3.

THEOREM 3.12. Let G be an effective group of projeclive motions in a

manifold M with a projective connexion. If the given invariant projective

connexion has non trivial torsion, then dim G <, n2
, ivhere n = dim M.

There exists moreover an n-dimensional manifold with a projective con-

nexion having non-trivial torsion which admits an ri*-dimensional group

of projective motions.

THEOREM 3.13. Let M be an n-dimensional connected manifold with a

projective connexion and G a connected and effective group of projective

motions of M such that dim G = n2 + 2n. Then G is transitive on M and

M is projectively Euclidean. Furthermore, the simply connected 'covering

manifold of M is homeomorphic to a sphere S w of n dimensions. If moreover

n is even,M is homeomorphic to S n or to a real projective space of n dimen-

sions.

THEOREM 3. 1 4. Let G be an effective group of projective motions of

an n-dimensional manifold M with an affine connexion having no torsion.
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Suppose moreover that dim G ^ n2 + 5. Then M is protectively Euclidean

and dim G = n2 + 2n, n2 + n or n2 + n 1 for n ^ 6; dim G = n 2

+ 2n or n2 + n for n = 5 dim G = n2 + 2n for n = 4,3.

If 9 is a transformation of a manifold M with a linear connexion

which carries any torse-forming vector field along an arbitrary curve C
into a torse-forming vector field along the image y(C) of C by 9, then

9 is called a quasi-projective motion of M. If there, exist two covariant

vector fields px and qx such that

is project!vely Euclidean, then F^ is said to be quasi-projcctively

Euclidean.

THEOREM 3. 15. Let G be an effective group of quasi-projective motions

of an n-dimensional manifold M with a linear connexion. Suppose moreover

that dim G ;> n2 + 5. Then M is quasi-projectively Euclidean and dim

G = n2 + 2n, n* + n or n2 + n 1 for n = 6; dim G = n2 + 2n or

n2 + n ior n = 5; dim G = na + 2n for n = 4,3.

THEOREM 3.16. Z,0/ G be an effective group of quasi-projective motions

of an n-dimensional manifold M with a linear connexion. If the torsion

tensor S^
x

of the linear connexion does not satisfy the equation

then dim G <; n2
.

4. Groups of conformal motions.

We assume that an infinitesimal conformal motion leaves invariant

the covariant derivative of the conformal curvature tensor

(4-1) V,C^" = 0.

V

By virtue of V
ttC^w =

(n 3)CVM>X , we have, from (3.1 1) and (3.13)

of Chapter VII,

P
=

and consequently for n > 3
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Thus, transvecting < to (3.13) of Chapter VII, we obtain

(4.2) -2^C^ = 0.

From this equation, we have

THEOREM 4. 1 . If a Vn (n > 3) admits an infinitesimal non-homothetic

conformal motion which leaves invariant the covariant derivative of Weyl's

conformal curvature tensor, then the space is conformally Euclidean.

THEOREM 4.2. // a Vn (n > 3) which is not conformally Euclidean

admits an infinitesimal conformal motion which leaves invariant the

covariant derivative of Weyl's conformal curvature tensor, then the conformal

transformation is necessarily homothetic.

If the covariant derivative of Wcyl's conformal curvature tensor

vanishes : VWC^X
X = 0, then the condition VWCV^X

X = is always
*

satisfied. Since this is the case for a symmetric space, we have

THEOREM 4.3. l
If a symmetric space V n (n > 3) admits an infini-

tesimal non-homothetic conformal motion, then the space is conformally

Euclidean.

THEOREM 4.4. // a symmetric V n (n > 3) which is not conformally

Euclidean admits an infinitesimal conformal motion, then the conformal

motion is necessarily homothetic.

If we stand on a global point of view, the theorem corresponding to

Theorem 4.3 is a corollary to the more general theorem:

THEOREM 4.5. // a homogeneous Riemannian space V n (n > 3)

admits a non-isometric conformal motion, then the space is conformally

Eudlidean.

Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 can be slightly improved in the following way.
Consider the Lie derivative of the scalar CvfxXx C

vplXx
with respect to

vx which defines a conformal motion, then we have

If the space is locally homogeneous (or symmetric), then Cv|xXx C
v|lXx

is a constant and consequently (C
v{zXx C

V(JtXx)
= 0. Thus we have

1 T. Sumitomo [1].
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THEOREM 4.18. // M is complete and is not conformally Euclidean,

then the associated function of any conformal motion can take the value

unity or an arbitrary value near the unity.

THEOREM 4.19. // M is compact orientable, then the associated function

of any conformal motion takes the value unity.

In Chapter IX of the text, we have proved the integral formulas

(4.3)

(4.4)

= 0,

which are valid for a vector field in a compact orientable Fn .

Using exactly the same method, we can prove the integral formula:

, x t,
x + Kfv* ~~~

(4.5) J [(g*
V

da = 0,

from which we have

THEOREM 4.20. A necessary and sufficient condition for vx in Vn to be

a conformal Killing vector is that

(4.6) g^ V^Vx v
x + K? v

x +
~

VxVx t;
x = 0.

w

(A. Lichnerowicz [7], I. Sato [1]).

An infinitesimal transformation v
x

satisfying

is called a conformal collineation. From the above theorem we obtain

THEOREM 4.21. An infinitesimal conformal collineation is a conformal

motion.

Now, for a conformal motion, we have

n
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from which

-, . 1

*\n V

Thus if K is a constant, then we have

.
K

This equation shows that if K < 0, then $ = 0, and the conformal

motion is an isometry. If K = 0, then
<f>
= constant and the conformal

motion is homothetic. But in a compact space, a homothetic motion

is an isometry. Thus we have

THEOREM 4.22. // a compact Vn with K = constant <; admits an

infinitesimal conformal motion, it is an isometry.

5. Groups of transformations in generalized spaces.

In 8 of Chapter VIII, we have proved: In order that a general affine

space of geodesies admit a group of affine motions of the maximum
order w2 + n, it is necessary and sufficient that the geodesies be given

by the equations of the form

and the space be locally an En .

Using the method of Y. Muto, Tanjiro Okubo [1] proved

THEOREM 5.1. // an n-dimensional generalized space of geodesies

admits a group G r of affine motions of order r

n* + n^>r>nz
, n > 2,

then the space is locally an ordinary E n .

THEOREM 5.2. // an n-dimensional generalized space of geodesies

admits a group Gr of affine motions of order r

n2 *2>r>n* n+ \, n^l,

then the space is locally an ordinary En .

THEOREM 5.3. For n ^ 7, the space admitting a group Gr of affine

motions of order r

r = n2 n + 1
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really exists] its example being furnished by the projectively Euclidean

space with the connexion parameters

where

P =

6. Groups of transformations in almost complex spaces.

We have defined a covariant pseudo-analytic vector field in a pseudo-
Kahlcrian space as a vector field vh

satisfying

(6.1) F;-V.. - JF/V.w, =

and a contravariant pseudo-analytic vector field as a vector field vh

satisfying

(6.2) Fi
h = F.* V, v- - F :

flVa v* = 0.

In a compact pseudo-Kahlerian space, we can prove the following

integral formula (K. Yano [26])

(6.3)
fc

+ i(F"Vwb
- F'*V'i>

fc ) (F;V<i;a
- Pf ,va)]da = 0,

(6.4) J^K^'VjV^ +^VK
' - Fi* V'n) (F;

B Va i;,
- F?tV^B)]^ = 0.

From (6.3) we easily see that a necessary and sufficient condition for

a vector field vh in a compact pseudo-Kahlerian space to be covariant

pseudo-analytic is that vh be harmonic.

From (6.4), we have

THEOREM 6. 1 . A necessary and sufficient condition for a vector field

vh in a compact pseudo-Kdhlerian space to be contravariant pseudo-analytic
is that

(6.5) g"V,V,i>* + lf,-V = 0.

Let a vector field vh be given in an w-dimensional Riemannian space
Vn and consider a geodesic f

* =
f*(s) in Vn . The condition that the

infinitesimal transformation f
h -> f

* + vh(^)dt transforms the geodesic

f
h
(s) into a geodesic and preserves affine character of the arc lengths s
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is given by

(6.6) (V, V.v* + Kij;V) -f
-
^- = 0.

as as

If we take a point
h and a unit vector hh at f*, the geodesic passing

through f* and being tangent to h h
is uniquely determined and we

can consider the vector

(6.7) uh = (V,VX -(- K'kJ
'

t

h
v k

)h
J h'

appearing in the left hand member of (6.6). We shall call (6.7) the geodesic
deviation vector of the unit vector h h at the point f

h with respect to vh
.

Now consider n mutually orthogonal unit vectors A*
a) (a 1,2, . . .

, n)

and geodesic deviation vectors it*
tt)

of A*
fl)

with respect to v h
. Thus

for the mean of ?/*a , we have

which is independent of the choise of /i*
a>

. We shal call
*

a)
the

mean geodesic deviation vector with respect to v h
. Thus from Theorem

6.1 we have

THEOREM 6.2. A necessary and sufficient condition for a vector field

vh in a compact pseudo-Kahlerian space to he contravariant pseudo-analytic

is that the mean geodesic deviation vector with respect to vh vanish.

Since the tensor F
Jt

in a pseudo-Kahlerian space is harmonic, we nave

THEOREM 6.3. // a compact pseudo-Kahlerian space admits a one-

parameter group of motions, it preserves the pseudo-complex structure of

the space.

Conversely if a compact pseudo-Kahlerian space admits an infinitesimal

transformation f
* -> f

* + vhdt which preserves the pseudo-complex
structure of the space and also the volume element, then we have

g* V,V,w* + K: h
v l = 0, VX =

and consequently the transformation is an isometry. Thus we have

THEOREM 6.4. // an infinitesimal transformation preserves the pseudo-

complex structure of a compact pseudo-Kahlerian space and also the volume

element, then the transformation is an isometry.
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We now consider an equation of the form

A/^ g* V, V, /
= X/ (X

= constant < 0)

in a compact pseudo-Kahlerian space, from which

= g*

from which

where

Substituting this equation into

=

and taking account of V<v' = 0, we find

) (V,v, + V.w^a = 0,

from which

f
J

THEOREM 6.5. //, in a compact pseudo-Kahlerian space, the form

(2KJ{ + ^gjJvV is positive definite, then the equation A/ = X/ Aas wo

solution other than zero.

THEOREM 6.6. //, in a compact pseudo-Kahler-Einstein space with
ir

K > 0,
--

f- X > 0, then the equation A/ = X/ has no solution other
n

than zero. Consequently if the equation A/ = X/ admits a solution other

than zero, then

K K---h X < 0, that is, X ^ -- .

n n

THEOREM 6.7. //, in a compact pseudo-Kahler-Einstein space with
TT

K>0, the equation A/ = -- / admits a solution other than zero, then

v
{
= Fa

ti fa is a Killing vector.
n

Now suppose that a general compact pseudo-Kahlerian space admits a

Killing vector vh
,
then we have

V,(^>a) - V<(F
a
,va) = 0, V,(F V<)
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by virtue of F
it
= 0, from which

V

THEOREM 6.8. In a compact pseudo-Kahlerian space which does not

admit a parallel vector field, F'%v ^ for a Killing vector field vh .

Because if FjlV^ t
= 0, then Fa

i
o a is harmonic and consequently

so is Vi too. Thus v h
being at the same time a Killing vector and a harmonic

vector, it is a parallel vector field, a fact which contradicts the hypothesis.

Now consider a compact pseudo-Kahler-Einstein space with K >
and suppose that the space admits a Killing vector field vh

, then

f^~-FV,v l *0.

On the other hand, using V
3
V

t
v
h + K'k]'%

h
vk = 0, we find

and consequently

fi
= Fa

iVa, Vi=-FaJa ,

from which

(6.8) g V,V,/ =--*/.

Thus we have

THEOREM 6.9. // a compact pseudo-Kahler-Einstein space with K >
admits a Killing vector field vh

,
then the equation (6.8) admits a solution

n
other than zero given by f = --F^V^. and vice versa.

Suppose that a compact pseudo-Kahler-Einstein space with K >
admits two Killing vectors vh and wh to which correspond / and g respec-

tively, then we have

,[, w\ t
= FV

t t
= (FV,wJ =~g

v v n v

= v i V
ig=-

n n

n
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Thus if we define [/, g] by

we have

THEOREM 6. 10. // a compact pseudo-Kdhler-Einstein space with K >
admits two Killing vectors vh and wh

to which correspond f and g respec-

tively, then [v, w]
h and [/, g] correspond to each other.

A necessary and sufficient condition for vh to be a contravariant

pseudo-analytic vector field in a compact pseudo-Kahler-Einstein

space is that

i^-

g
J

'V,V f
i;* + - vh = 0.

2,n

From this equation, we can easily deduce

T

g"V, ?.(?) + _(Va -)=0

and

g^V^V.!;") +AvA(V8W) = 0.
z%

The last equation shows that the vector VA(Va#
a
)

is a contravariant

analytic vector field.

Put

(6.9) #* = v*+-!^ V*(V- i;B)'A

then *
is a contravariant pseudo-analytic vector field. Moreover we

have

v*p
h = v

fc

* + ~-^ v,v 4(va ^) = o

and consequently, p
h

is a Killing vector.

Thus if we put

then g
h

is also contravariant pseudo-analytic and

VA <7*
= 0,

and consequently q
h

is also a Killing vector.
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From (6.9), we have

v = p* + Fa
h
q,

where p
h and q

h are both Killing vectors.

Such a decomposition of a contravariant pseudo-analytic vector is

unique. Because if we have

v* = 'p* + Fa
h
'q, v h = p + Fa

h

q,

then

(P
h -

P
h
) + Fa

h
('q

-
j-)
= 0,

from which

Thus r

qh = qh and consequently 'p
h = p

h
. Thus we have

THEOREM 6. 1 1 . In a compact pseudo-Kdhlcr-Einstein space, any
contravariant pseudo-analytic vector field v h

is uniquely decomposed in the

form

where p
h and q

h are both Killing vector fields. (Y. Matsushima [IJj.

A transformation 9 of a pseudo-Hermitian manifold M is called a

Hermitian automorphism if
<p preserves both of Fn and F'

t

h
.

S. Ishihara [2,3] proved the following theorems:

THEOREM 6. 12. Let G be a group of Hermitian automorphisms of

a 2n-dimensional pseudo-Hermitian space M. Then G is transitive on

M for n ^ 2, if the group G is of dimension r ^ n2 + 2. In case n ^ 3

and n 7^ 4, there exists no group of Hermitian automorphisms of dimension

r s^lch that

n* + 2n - 1 > r > ri* + 2.

THEOREM 6. 13. Let G/H be a homogeneous pseudo-Hermitian space

of 2n-dimensions and dim G =- n2 + 2n. Then G/H is a homogeneous

pseudo-Kdhlerian space with constant holomorphic sectional curvature K.

When K > and G/H is simply connected, G is isomorphic locally to the

unimodular unitary group in n + 1 complex variables and G/H is homeo-

morphic to P(C, n). When K < 0, G is locally isomorphic to the identity

component in the group of all linear transformations in n + 1 variables

(*!, * . . . , zn+l) leaving invariant the form Z& + . . . + znzn zn+lzn+l
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and G/H is homeomorphic to E2n . When K = 0, G is isomorphic to the

group of all unitary motions in a unitary space of n complex dimensions

and G/H is homeomorphic to E2n .

THEOREM 6.14. Let G/H be a homogeneous pseudo-Hermitian space

of 2n dimensions and dim G = n2 + 2n 1 (n > 1). // n ^ 3, G/H
is flat and homeomorphic to E2n and the group G is isomorphic to the sub-

group of the group of all unitary motions in a unitary space of n complex
dimensions whose rotation part is the unimodular unitary group. If n = 3,

G/H is flat or of positive constant curvature.

In case n = 3 and G/H is flat, the conclusion is the same as in the general

case. In case n = 3 and G/H is of positive constant curvature, G/H is

homeomorphic to a sphere of dimension 6 and the group is isomorphic to

a compact exceptional simple group of type (G).

T. Fukami and S. Ishihara [1] proved following two theorems:

THEOREM 6.15. The almost Hermitian structure on S6 is invariant

under the group G of all automorphisms of Cayley numbers. Conversely,

the group of all isometries leaving invariant the almost Hermitian structure

on Se is isomorphic to G.

THEOREM 6.16. On the homogeneous almost Hermitian space S 6
= G/H

there exists one and only one invariant connexion Fft defined by

for which gjt
and F h

are covariant constant. The covariant derivative of

its torsion and curvature tensor fields are both zero, but its torsion field

itself does not vanish at every point of S6 .

A. Lichnerowicz [4] proved

THEOREM 6.17. In an irreducible pseiido-Kdhlerian space with

K
it ^f= 0, every real infinitesimal motion is an automorphism.

J. A. Schouten and K. Yano [4] proved

THEOREM 6. 18. In an irreducible pseudo-Kdhlerian space V2n with

n odd every real infinitesimal motion is an automorphism.

Let M be a manifold of dimension 2m with the almost complex struc-

ture F. We denote by H(P), PeM, the homogeneous holonomy group
of M with respect to a natural connexion, that is, an affine connexion

with respect to which F is covariant constant. A(M) denotes the group
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of all affine motions of M onto itself and A Q(M) denotes the connected

component of the identity of A(M). We assume that H(P] is irreducible

in the real number field. Then H(P) is a subgroup of the real represen-

tation CL(m, R) of the complex linear group.

M. Obata [2] proved the following theorems.

THEOREM 6. 19. If m is odd or if m is even m 21 and H(P) is not

a subgroup of QL(l, R), then A (M) preserves the almost complex structure.

THEOREM 6.20. // A Q(M) does not preserve the almost complex structure,

then m =-- 21 and H (P) is a subgroup of QL(l, R) and there exists a homomor-

phism of A(M) into SO (3).

THEOREM 6.21. In an irreducible pseudo-Kahlerian manifold M of

dimension 2m, if m is odd or if m is even m = 21 and H(P) is not a sub-

group of the real representation of the unitary symplectic group, then A^M)
preserves the almost complex structure.

THEOREM 6.22. In an irreducible pseudo-Kahlerian manifold of dimen-

sion 2m if m is odd or if m is even m -- 21 and the Ricci curvature tensor

does not vanish, then A (M) preserves the almost complex structure; especially

the largest connected group of isometrics preserves the almost complex

structure.

THEOREM 6.23. In an irreducible complex manifold of dimension 2m,

if m is odd or if m is even m = 21 and the homogeneous holonomy group

is not a subgroup of QL(l,R), an infinitesimal affine transformation is

always complex analytic.

THEOREM 6.24. In an irreducible Kahlenan manifold of dimension

2m, if m is odd or if m is even and the Ricci curvature tensor does not vanish,

an infinitesimal affine transformation is always complex analytic.

S. Kobayashi and K. Nomizu [1] studied a similar problem.
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